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MISSION 

 

Building upon our history, diversity and beliefs, the mission of the Woodbury Public Schools,  

 

a leader in personalizing education, 

 

is to ensure each child becomes a responsible citizen who excels in his or her endeavors 

and meets life‟s challenges with courage, confidence and pride;  

 

this is accomplished by utilizing proven instructional strategies and innovative methods by 

highly skilled and dedicated individuals in partnership with families, our city and the global 

community. 

 

   BELIEFS 

 

We believe that . . . 

 

 Each individual has inherent worth. 
 Every individual desires to succeed. 
 All people can learn. 
 Individuals are responsible for the choices they make. 
 Each person bears responsibility to work toward the common good of the community. 
 The family is the primary influence in the development of the child. 
 Shared moral values are essential for the well-being of the individual and the 

community. 
 The strength of the community is directly related to the strength of its schools 
 Diversity increases the opportunity for mutual respect and personal growth. 
 High expectations and hard work drive individuals and organizations toward excellence. 
 The education of the entire population is fundamental to the survival of democracy. 
 Education is a responsibility shared by students, families, school and community. 
 Education expands opportunities throughout life. 
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WORDS FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT  
This annual report to the Board of Education on the state of the schools has evolved over the years.  

I originally wrote the document as a way to capture my initial impressions of the district during my 

early years as superintendent and to map out a shared direction for the future.   With the formal 

adoption of the Strategic Plan in June of 2008, there was a newly developed shared vision providing 

a grounded, community developed outline for the future of the Woodbury City Public Schools; this 

annual report then began to reflect the emphasis of this plan. The State of the Schools became a 

report on the overall operation of the schools and accomplishments of action plans that had a root 

in the Strategic Plan of the district. 

With the district’s increased emphasis on using data to help drive decision-making in the interest of 

improving instructional programming for all, the annual report on testing became more robust and 

was folded into the State of the Schools report.  Additionally, this use of data was an integral part of 

an action plan embedded within the Strategic Plan.  This inclusion of an emphasis on the test data 

has now been the practice for the past four years continues with this State of the Schools report. 

Given how well entrenched the district is with respect to the Strategic Plan initiatives and the 

stability of the overall organizational structure, this year’s report will focus on this test data analysis 

and some new, larger areas of interest that have been the result of Woodbury City’s choice to get 

involved in both state and national level opportunities to complement the district-level work. 

Additionally, the focus on testing in this year’s report takes on a bit of a new look due to the fact 

that the state has altered the playing field with regard to how school districts are measured with 

respect to the performance of students.  The waiver that the New Jersey Department of Education 

(NJDOE) received from the federal government in association with the No Child Left Behind 

legislation has resulted in a shift of focus from the year to year performance of disparate groups of 

students (e.g., grade four students in one school year to grade four students in the following school 

year) to an emphasis on individual student performance against students who performed similarly 

in the prior year’s assessment.  Thus, there are new reports on “student growth percentiles” that 

allow for individual students to be examined, analysis of the performance of a teacher’s class of 

students, and the assessment of the overall performance of the school in terms of these growth 

percentiles.  Also, the old NCLB Adequate Yearly Progress has been replaced with state labels of 

“Priority School” and “Focus School” with a new benchmarking process that is tailored to the prior 

performance of individual schools and subgroups of students within the individual schools rather 

than static performance goals for all. 

Some of the testing data reports will continue to have a similar look.  We continue to report out on 

cohorts of students who have been with the Woodbury City Public Schools over a period of time to 

give an idea of the overall growth of these specific groups of students.  The manner in which this 

cohort reporting was completed for this year’s report is slightly different due to the availability of a 

data through the state’s NJSMART data warehouse.  Additionally, we continue to examine the 

performance of our students on the Advanced Placement tests and the specific cohort of students 

who are formally part of the district’s Advancement Via Individual Determination (AVID)subgroup.  

These reports are important as we gauge the impact of the reforms connected to the Strategic Plan 

with these formal testing instruments. 
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This year’s report also includes a copy of the Strategic Plan update that was provided to the board 

at the close of the 2011-12 school year as an appendix so that it is included in this annual check 

point for easy reference. 

We are excited about the district’s overall performance in mathematics.  There is a district-wide 

cause for success in terms of the overall movement of student mathematics scores and the number 

of students scoring at the Advanced Proficient Level in mathematics.  Another significant highlight is 

the continued success of the Advanced Placement program and the AVID subgroup of students. 

This annual reflection ends with a continued refrain – we are fortunate to work in a district as 

educators where there is a collective spirit focused on doing right by the student.  Decisions during 

the course of the school year are made in a student centered manner, always looking to do right by 

each student and honor the district’s mission statement:  A Leader in Personalizing Education. 

Each student is an honored student in the Woodbury City Public Schools. 

2011-12 DISTRICT HIGHLIGHTS 
A highlight reel captures the best of the best through the use of film clips.  Below, please find some 

of the 2011-12 highlights for the Woodbury City Public Schools.  We are proud of our personalized 

school system. 

District-wide 
 In all buildings, teachers participated in data conferences that included a variety of 

professionals – counselors, academic coaches, remediation teachers, administrators, and 

regular classroom teachers – all working collaboratively to strategize ways for individual 

student success. 

 The district continued an expanded summer school programming for grades K-12 during the 

summer of 2012.  

 Lunches were provided, by the district contracted vendor, Nurti-serve, to all Woodbury 

youth, funded with federal dollars, during the days our summer academic 2012 

programming. 

 The district maintained the services of three counselors from Robin’s Nest who worked 

across the district in an effort to bolster students’ social and emotional experiences as part 

of a Strategic Plan initiative.  

 The district continues to participate and be a leader in the New Jersey Network for Closing 

the Achievement Gap run by EIRC (Educational Information and Resource Center) and the 

Penn Center for Educational Leadership at the University of Pennsylvania. 

 iPads were introduced in an experimental manner in select classrooms. 

Junior-Senior High School 
 Woodbury High School was one of three schools in the nation recognized with the Gaston 

Caperton Inspiration Award from CollegeBoard for improving its academic environment and 

helping students achieve equitable access to higher education. 

 Over three hundred students have participated in the Option II program since its formal 

implementation three years ago. 
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 Woodbury senior high students completed 4159 hours of service learning hours due to the 

new graduation requirement and increased attention to the value of service. 

 A new software package, NAVIANCE was introduced in both the junior high and senior high 

to begin a better structuring of the Student Personalized Learning Plans. 

 The PSAT was administered to all students in ninth, tenth and eleventh grade for the first 

time; the school intends to have this become an annual event that can then be used for 

better program analysis. 

 The school hosted seven formal AVID visitations during the course of the school year as a 

result of its National AVID Demonstration School status. 

 Two Community Open House dates occurred in the spring and were met with praise from 

those who participated – various local business and community leaders. 

 For the 2012 testing cycle, we had eight AP scholars (a distinction granted to students who 

receive scores of 3 or higher on three or more AP Exams). 

 For the second year, as part of the district’s Strategic Plan initiatives, every eighth grade 

student was enrolled in Algebra I for the 2011-12 school year, resulting in strong 

performance in the 8th grade ASK mathematics assessment. 

 College Board provided our school with 2011 data showing our status compared to other 

Jersey schools regarding Advanced Placement classes and Woodbury, once again, falls into 

the highest category of participation and students continue to demonstrate a higher than 

average percentage of top scores.   

 The afterschool program – Workplace – continued to be a success at the Jr.-Sr. High School.   

 The Battle of Red Bank Liberty Fellowship completed its third and final, official year.  This 

federal Teaching American History grant provides powerful, content-rich professional 

development to both Woodbury educators and some additional participants from area 

districts.   

Elementary Schools 
 Evergreen and Walnut meet the new performance targets in the state testing programs and 

West End met all but one subgroup category in language arts. 

 The elementary schools all began to utilize a broader “Workplace” focus for after school 

academic support programs – paralleling the type of effort that has been occurring at the 

Jr.-Sr. High School. 

 Student-led conferences were started in grades 3 through 5; their success will have this 

process move up into the sixth grade for the 2012-13 school year. 

 A pilot for breakfast in the classroom was accomplished successfully at Evergreen Avenue 

School and will be implemented across the district for the 2012-13 school year. 

 Evergreen Schools completed a Million Page Reading Challenge before the end of the school 

year that resulted in the principal becoming a human sundae. 

 Evergreen introduced an Identity Day project early in the year so that teachers and 

classmates would get to know one another better. 

 A dad’s breakfast program took place at both Evergreen and Walnut, held periodically 

throughout the school year. 

 Document cameras were added to 3rd-5th grade classrooms across the district. 
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 During the 2011-12 school year, our differentiated instruction professional development, 

led by Dr. Barbara Moore Williams, involved teachers and instructional assistants in grades 1 

& 2.   

 During the summer 2012, two elementary teachers and a high school science teacher were 

provided an opportunity to participate in the Sally Ride Academy to help spark an interest in 

STEM subjects among students and combat negative STEM stereotypes young people are 

facing in today’s society. 

 Woodbury provided for expanded Responsive Classroom training so that teachers in grades 

K-5 have now been offered the program. 

 The Office of Special Services expanded in-school opportunities for Woodbury children by 

creating a new self-contained multiply disabled class for preschool age children allowing 

more local students to be educated here in their home school. 

STRATEGIC PLAN UPDATE 
The district’s Strategic Plan was originally approved in June of 2008.  A periodic review of the plan 

was completed during the 2010-11 school year and the resulting revisions to the plan were 

approved in March of 2011.  This Strategic Plan has been a guiding document for all district work 

during these past four school years and into the new 2012-13 school year.   

The Strategic Plan has three key objectives.  These are to be accomplished by addressing five 

overarching strategies – supported by a long list of activities to ensure each strategies success.  This 

State of the School report provides an update on three overarching objectives. 

A year-end review of district-wide Strategic Plan activity can be found in a summary document 

prepared for the Board Retreat in August 2012 and reprinted in the appendix of this report. 

(Appendix A) 

KEY OBJECTIVES 
 

Objective 1 

By 2013, each student will be proficient on state and local assessments and at least 50% of 

our students in each ethnic, gender and socioeconomic sub-group will achieve at the 

advanced proficiency level.  

 

Woodbury continues to focus on improving the academic success of all students throughout the 

district as measured by their performance on standardized and local assessments, specifically the 

New Jersey Assessment of Skills and Knowledge (NJASK) and High School Proficiency Assessment 

(HSPA). To date, Woodbury has not met this objective outright.  Our proficiency trends and growths 

are generally parallel to those of the State.  

Please see the chart in Appendix B for Woodbury’s demographic distribution.  Also, on page 105, 

there is a depiction of how the racial demographics corresponds to the DFG-B and the State.  Each is 

of interest when considering the test data information included in this report.  
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Although our elementary schools previously outperformed our District Factor Group –B (DFG-B) in 

both Language Arts Literacy (LAL) and Mathematics in 2010 on the NJASK prior to 2011, grades 3 – 5 

continued to perform slightly below DFG-B proficient performance in 2012 (2.7 and 5.6 percentage 

points, respectively). Our Junior High’s proficiency rate remains under our DFG-B in LAL (4.6 

percentage points) but was higher in mathematics in 2011 (6.1 percentage point) and demonstrates 

an increase from 50.5 to 63.1 percent from 2010 to 2012 (a 16.6 percentage point increase over 

three testing cycles). Woodbury Senior High performed about on par with the DFG in LAL on the 

HSPA in 2012 at 88.7 percent proficient, and above the DFG at 72.4 percent proficient in Math 

(compared with 68.6 percent proficiency demonstrated by the DFG). The following charts 

summarize these results, and analyze Woodbury’s efforts to reach the goal of having all students 

become proficient on these assessments. The section titled “Student Achievement,” found later in 

this report, details Woodbury’s assessment performance by grade level in 2012, as well as trend 

data for cohorts of students over time. While some proficiencies represent fall-off from the 

previous year, and others represent increases, it is important to keep in mind that each year 

represents a different group of students tested with some overlap in the elementary (grades 3-6) 

and junior high (grades 6-8) grade bands. 
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The second part of Objective 1 emphasizes Woodbury’s mission for all students to achieve at the 

highest levels possible, especially those in the identified subgroups of ethnicity, gender and 

socioeconomic status. The following charts exhibit Woodbury’s district-wide progress towards 

having at least 50% of students in students in these subgroups achieve advanced proficiency on 

standardized assessments and how we faired against the DFG-B and the State in 2012. In some 

cases, we performed slightly below or even with the DFG-B and below the State in the percentage 

of advanced proficient students within each targeted, historically underperforming subgroup. In 

terms of advanced proficiency in mathematics, however, our female subgroup outperformed the 

DGF-B (by 1.6 percentage points); our Black subgroup outperformed the DFG-B (by .3 percentage 

points); our White subgroup outperformed the DFG-B (by 11.4 percentage points) and was nearly 

even with the State; and our non-economically disadvantaged subgroup outperformed both the 

DFG-B and the State (by 12.1 and 1.7 percentage points, respectively). In terms of advanced 

proficiency in language arts, our Black subgroup outperformed the DFG-B slightly by .2 percentage 

points, and our non-economically disadvantaged subgroup outperformed the DFG-B by 1.1 

percentage points. This goal of achieving advanced proficient performance is one that needs 

continued, strong attention and is part of the academic rigor conversations that are taking place 

across the district. 
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Objective 2 

At every level (PreK-5, 6-8, and 9-12), every student will create, implement and be accountable 
for a meaningful, personalized learning plan tailored to his or her interests and aspirations 
including post-secondary plans for high school students. 
 

 

Developing personalized learning plans requires everyone – students, teachers and parents – to 

understand the individual students’ strengths and weaknesses.  An important part of this process 

included in the Strategic Plan is the inclusion of the student in this assessment of individual 

academic performance and the development of goals for future growth.  The 2011-12 school year 

introduced across all classrooms in grades 3 through 5 a student-led parent conference process 

where the student was the active story-teller regarding past performance and future academic 

aspirations.  The response from the teachers and parents to this change was overwhelmingly 

positive.  We will be continuing this approach at the upper elementary grades for the 2012-13 

school year and move the process into the Junior High School with the inclusion of the sixth grade 

students, their teachers, and parents in a similar student-led conference format.  This progression 

will continue to unfold such that all students from grades 3 through 8 will be included; there will be 

added discussion about moving the process into the primary grades, as well.   

Here are some parent reactions to the student-led conference process: 

 Having (my son) at the conference was great because I felt that he really 

took ownership with regard to goals, strengths, weaknesses, etc. 

 I prefer this because it gave my son a chance to interact and allow his voice 

to be hears as well as gain an understanding of how he perceives his learning 

experience to be. 

 It was a wonderful idea.  I liked how it encouraged our daughter to combine 

use of technology with old-fashioned speaking skills. 

 My child started the meeting.  She was involved and I was very impressed by 

the whole process. 

In addition to this sharpened focus on student achievement that requires the active participation of 
the student in the analysis and discussion at the elementary level, there is enhanced opportunity 
for the junior and senior high school students to be regularly in charge of the direction of their 
learning and learning experiences through the new Naviance software.  The junior high students 
were introduced to the Naviance software as a data warehouse that can be used to store personal 
goals. 
 
The senior high school personalized learning plan experience continued to get an effective start for 
Woodbury ninth graders with the relatively new Freshman Seminar.  This course is a local 
graduation requirement newly added for the 2010-11 school year.  The course, Freshman Seminar:  
Navigation 101, completed its second year in existence during the 2011-12 school year.  In this 
course, the use of Naviance has enhanced the impact of the program; students typically spend one 
day a week in a formal computer lab setting.   
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As part of the course, students complete a Freshman Transition Survey at the beginning and end of 
the course.  In addition they use Naviance to journal on specific topics throughout the semester as 
assigned by the teacher.  Students also complete a learning styles inventory, a personality 
inventory, a career interest profile, a college search, formulate a “game plan” (which includes post-
secondary goals), and compile both an academic and extra-curricular goal which are both housed in 
Naviance.    All of these searches/tasks are saved in order to revisit and revise the Personalized 
Student Learning Plan (PSLP) as students become more focused on future goals and aspirations.    
Finally, Freshman Seminar allows for these new high school students to interact more readily with 
their counselor and for them to have regular, direct contact with the district Option II coordinator 
who supports the beginning of the service learning requirement for all students. 
 
The integration of Naviance is becoming a regular academic routine for our students – especially at 
the high school. This web-based college and career readiness platform supports our district’s 
college-going culture and allows students, teachers, parents and administrators to have an active 
role in efficiently and effectively developing a PSLP. Once students have an understanding of who 
they are, Naviance empowers them to learn about what they want to be and how to get there.   In 
addition to displaying a student’s GPA and test scores, the academic history of each student has 
also been imported into the system.  This past year students used Naviance to select courses and 
develop a four-year graduation plan using the “Course Planner.”  This function is a major piece in 
each student’s PSLP and helps each student plan which courses he/she needs to take to meet 
his/her post-secondary goals and electronically compares those courses to the individual 
requirements of colleges in which a student has shown interest. 
 
Naviance also provides our counselors, teachers and administrators with easy-to-use 
communications tools to increase student engagement, and connect with families. Woodbury 
faculty and staff have been trained to utilize Naviance’s countless components and have learned to 
track individual interactions with students, send targeted e-mails to selected groups of students, 
and/or survey a specific student population. This year, our seniors benefit from “Scattergrams” 
which match each student’s profile with past graduates to gage the likelihood of acceptance into 
the colleges where students applied to last year.  Each year the database will grow and provide 
students with a broader view.  In addition the upcoming 2013 graduate will be the first to truly 
benefit from eDocs, an electronic document delivery system that supports the Common 
Application, tracks and manages electronic documents, and submits letters of recommendation and 
other supporting college application documents.  Naviance is a student-centered approach to 
secondary and post-secondary planning and is providing outstanding support and resources to 
ensure students succeed.  
 

 

 

 

 

http://vimeo.com/24628075
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Objective 3 

All students will develop and consistently demonstrate the character traits of a responsible citizen. 

This last objective associated with the Strategic Plan has a series of “character trait” strategies 

directly linked to its accomplishment (Strategy II:  “We will identify, model, reinforce, and measure 

character traits of responsible citizenship that are important to the Woodbury community.”)  Under 

Strategy II, there were three Action Plans:  

 Integrate Responsive Classroom (RC) through grades preschool through 5. 

 Integrate Development Design (DD) throughout grades 6 through 8. 

 Establish a required service learning program at the high school. 

The periodic review of our Strategic Plan that occurred during the 2010-11 school year added four 

more Action Plans: 

 Adopt the Challenge Day program and establish an opportunity for all freshman students to 

participate. 

 Participate in the federal “Let’s Move” program. 

 Celebrate the character traits embedded within the district’s character education programs. 

 Use assessments to measure character traits. 

This annual report reiterates what was stated a year ago:  Responsive Classroom and Development 

Designs are well developed.  Responsive Classroom has been incorporated into grades 3-5 now for 

the past three school years.  We have now had formal training and implementation in just about 

every classroom K-5.  Developmental Designs has been part of the junior high experience for four 

years. Additionally, SLAG (Students, Leaders, Athletes and Gentlemen) was started at Walnut Street 

School in 2009 to help male students develop a greater sense of self-worth, confidence, and respect 

for students in the district. The program has expanded from about a dozen members when it began, 

to about 75 students from all three elementary schools. Clubs meet three times a week after school 

and in the summer months now also includes GALS (Girls, Athletes/artists, Leaders and Scholars), its 

“sister” group, which serves female students. Participating students are enrolled into the program 

based on teacher recommendation, which focuses on students who may not otherwise have an 

adult role model. Students set small goals to improve in areas such as disciplinary referrals and 

attendance, and receive visits from local figures, receive homework help, and learn about diverse 

topics ranging from table etiquette to community service. 

At the high school, an important activity plan connected to this objective is the service learning 

requirement established through a board policy revision to the local graduation requirements 

during the 2009-10 school year.  Starting with the entering freshman class for the 2010-11 school 

year, students were required to complete twelve (12) hours of service learning in their freshman 

year.  In conjunction with the new Freshman Seminar course twelve hour requirement, another 

sixty (60) hours during the course of the remaining high school experience is required of each 

student under the umbrella of the Option II program.  Students will receive five credits in the area 

“practical arts” for this sixty hour effort but, more importantly, each will be working toward his/her 

“responsible citizenship” goals.  Now, as we concluded the second year of this program in 2011-12 

and enter the 2012-13 year activating another class under the new expectations, 75% of the high 
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school students are earnestly working toward the completion of a significant personal 

accomplishment – engaging in service work in the community. 

The district support of the 9th grade Challenge Day effort accomplishes another important link of 

the responsible citizen component in the Strategic Plan.  Three high school classes have now 

experienced this program; the Challenge Day mission is “to provide youth and their communities 

with experiential programs that demonstrate the possibility of love and connection through the 

celebration of diversity, truth, and full expression.”  There are a number of adults who join our 

students each year – teachers, parents, and community members are invited to be part of this 

smaller contingent of participants.  In addition to the student demonstration of a positive response 

to the program, our adult participants give a very favorable impression of the impact of Challenge 

Day: 

Mrs. Dunham, principal of the Junior-Senior High School relates these anecdotes, 

but the names are removed to protect the identity of the children: 

 Mother has two children in our school – a senior student and a 

freshman.  Mother has participated in every Challenge Day program we’ve 

conducted.  When I spoke with her about her comments or feelings about 

Challenge Day, she reminded me that she was hesitant to participate that 

first year, but after the day was over she was overwhelmed with the reality 

that our students (including her own) were so bogged down with negativity 

in the world outside and yet are able to come to this school every day , 

“perform” and be safe and loved.  She believes Challenge Day changed her 

oldest son’s life and whole perspective on school.  (He was once a very 

average – if not unmotivated – student; now a mentor to some of our JHS 

male students, moved from College Prep to Honors Math two years ago, and 

is a Future Teacher.)  

 Mother of an 11th grade student says Challenge Day ‘fixed’ her relationship 

with her daughter.  Mother is a ‘young’ parent and raising a “high 

maintenance’, very gifted child who challenges her daily.  She reminded me 

that she and her daughter had been to several counselors in the past, but 

the work at any of them did not compare to the experience the two of them 

had during the Challenge Day program.  

 Mom and her daughter have a similar story to tell, like the one directly 

above.  Their relationship is challenged every day; mom asked to be a part of 

Challenge Day when her daughter was freshman (now 11th grade).  Even 

though mom admits that the ‘honeymoon’ was short-lived between she and 

her daughter after going through the program that year, she reminds herself 

that Woodbury is a very special place with a mission to ‘feed the whole child’ 

– academically and socially – and that her daughter couldn’t be in a better 

place.  

 A mother of an autistic student who struggles socially daily was also a 

participant.  The student made a drastic change in his social skills after 

Challenge Day (four years ago), and mom is currently requesting that the 
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student join the freshman group in December to have that experience one 

more time as an upperclassman before he leaves the high school 

experience.  Mom continually sings the praises of the program and is 

adamant that it was life-changing for her son.   

During the 2011-12 school year, work was done to begin the Strategic Plan direction to measure 

progress toward accomplishing this third, overall objective.  In order to monitor the progress and 

impact of the elementary efforts addressing social/emotional well-being and target areas for 

improvement, an online survey was developed by the Evaluation and Research Coordinator, Lindsay 

Wilhelmi – in coordination with the elementary Supervisor for Curriculum and Instructions, Jason 

Vivadelli – using validated items and scales recommended by the National Education Association 

and developed by the Developmental Studies Center (http://www.devstu.org) over the past twenty 

years for the Child Development Project. These grade-appropriate items and scales exist to measure 

students’ academic and behavior development, as well as emotional and ethical behaviors.  

The resulting anonymous online questionnaires were administered over a period of three days in 

February (winter) and three days in June (spring) of 2012 at Woodbury’s three elementary schools 

(Evergreen Avenue, West End, and Walnut Street School) to students in grades three through six as 

a pilot pre-post survey design to measure changes over time; in subsequent years, the 

questionnaire will be administered in the fall and spring. In addition to measuring the overall impact 

of Responsive Classroom across the district, data was collected with the intention of being able to 

disaggregate results by school, grade level, as well as participation in the SLAG and GALS clubs. As 

an exercise in determining how data will be analyzed and used in 2012-13 (when a true pre/post 

administration of the survey will occur), differences between students receiving the “standard” 

social emotional programming and those receiving a “double dose” via SLAG/GALS was explored for 

grades 3 through 5, district-wide. 

The Character Education Survey administered to students in grade three included approximately 

120 Likert-type items (ranging from scales of 1-3 to 1-5) organized into the following dimensions: 

perceptions of and feelings about their classroom and school; classroom supportiveness; sense of 

school as a community; liking of school and enjoyment of class; quality of group interaction; 

academic motivation (intrinsic and extrinsic); prosocial motivation (intrinsic and extrinsic); concern 

for others; outgroup acceptance; and altruistic behavior. Table 1a and 1b on the following page 

summarizes the number of valid grade 3 and grade 4 &5 surveys completed, and by whom. Surveys 

that were submitted less than half complete were removed from the sample to help improve 

validity while maintaining an adequate sample size. The majority of results are presented by 

category and a list of items is included in the appendix for reference. Where applicable, responses 

were reverse-scored for analysis by dimensions 

Character Ed Surveys Submitted: Grade 3 

 

Character Ed Surveys Submitted: Grades 4-5 

 

Winter Spring

Evergreen Avenue 47 38

West End 53 48

Walnut 17 18

Total 117 104

SLAG/GALS Participants 32 26

Winter Spring

Evergreen Avenue 70 70

West End 84 79

Walnut 27 23

Total 181 172

SLAG/GALS Participants 52 45

http://www.devstu.org/
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The results of the analysis and full report are available in Appendix C; for the most part there was 

little difference with respect to change over time, likely due to the short interval between the pilot 

pre- and post-surveys. There were, however, a few results that indicated areas of interest and 

further exploration in the future, due to some statistically significant findings. 

STATUS OF SCHOOLS 
The NJDOE has initiated new status reports for all school districts due to the NCLB waiver approval 

by the federal government.  The waiver has moved New Jersey off the Adequate Yearly Progress 

(AYP) path that districts have been responsible to for the past decade or more and toward a new 

labeling of performance.  The new system includes three new tiers of classification:  Priority, Focus 

and Reward. The data used to classify schools includes:  

 proficiency rates from state assessments (based on 3-year averages), which considers the 

performance of every student tested based on NJASK (New Jersey Assessment of 

Knowledge), HSPA (High School Proficiency Assessment), and APA (Alternative Proficiency 

Assessment). Students coded as in-school for less than 1 year are included in proficiency 

rates for the purposed of classification.  If a student has both an APA level and an 

NJASK/HSPA scaled core, the scaled score is used. Math and LAL proficiency rates are 

computed and an average is generated by weighting each subject’s proficiency rate by the 

number of valid scores (this method is used for all subgroups). For schools that test both in 

NJASK and HSPA (like Woodbury’s Junior/Senior High School) proficiency rates are 

separated by testing program and considered individually. Schools are designated priority or 

focus triggered by a low proficiency rate in any testing program (even if one test triggers 

and the other does not, e.g., low proficiency in NJASK, but high proficiency in HSPA scores);  

 graduation rates, using the State’s 4-year cohort-adjusted graduation rates; and 

 student growth over time, which takes into account that some schools exhibit very high 

levels of students growth and that this may result in the school not being classified as in 

need of further state involvement (see below). For elementary/middle schools, we 

determine high growth based on each school’s/subgroup’s median Student Growth 

Percentile over the past three years of assessments. For high schools, the State determines 

high growth based on school-wide HSPA proficiency changes over time. Median growth 

scores, whether for schools or subgroups within schools, must be based on at least 80 

growth percentiles over the three years of assessments to be used.  

Priority Schools 

A Priority school is a school that has been identified as among the lowest-performing five percent of 
Title I schools in the state over the past three years, or any non-Title I school that would otherwise 
have met the same criteria. The types of Priority Schools are: 
 

 Lowest-Performing: schools with the lowest school-wide proficiency rates in the state. 
Priority schools in this category initially determined by the NJDOE in April 2012 had an 
overall three-year proficiency rate of 31.6% or lower (based on 2008-09, 2009-10, and 2010-
11 data); and 
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 SIG school: schools that are part of the School Improvement Grant (SIG) program.  

 NOTE: Incorporating Growth: Schools that had median Student Growth Percentiles (SGPs, 
based on 2008-09, 2009-10, and 2010-11 assessments) of 65 or higher were ineligible for 
priority status. Also, any high school with an average yearly proficiency increase of 5 or 
more percentage points was ineligible for priority status. 

Focus Schools 
A Focus School is a school that has room for improvement in areas that are specific to the school. As 
part of the process, Focus Schools are to receive targeted and tailored solutions from the NJDOE to 
meet the school’s unique needs. The types of Focus schools are: 
 

 Low Graduation Rates: High schools with a 2011 graduation rate lower than 75%; 

 Largest Within-School Gaps: schools with the largest in-school proficiency gap between the 
highest-performing subgroup and the combined proficiency of the two lowest-performing 
subgroups over three years of assessments. For the initial classification process by the 
NJDOE in April 2012, schools in this category had a proficiency gap between these 
subgroups of 43.5 percentage points or higher; and 

 Lowest Subgroup Performance: schools whose two lowest-performing subgroups rank 
among the lowest combined proficiency rates in the state. For the NJDOE’s initial 
classification in April 2012, schools in this category had an overall proficiency rate for these 
lowest-performing subgroups of 29.2% or lower.  

 NOTE: Incorporating Growth: Subgroups that had median SGPs (based on 2008-09, 2009-10, 
and 2010-11 assessments) of 65 or higher were excluded from being designated as the 
‘lowest’ or ‘second lowest’ subgroup. In these cases, the next-highest performing subgroup 
would be considered the ‘lowest’ or ‘second lowest.’ 

Reward Schools 
A Reward School is a school with outstanding student achievement or growth over the past three 
years. The types of Reward Schools are: 
 

 Highest-Performing: schools that are the highest-performing in the state, in terms of school-
wide proficiency, subgroup proficiency, and graduation rates. Each school’s individual 
subgroup proficiencies are ranked against those of other schools in the state. Schools in 
which 1) each eligible subgroup ranks in the top 10% of that subgroup’s performance across 
the state, 2) the overall proficiency rate is greater than 90% (95% at the high school level), 
and 3) the overall graduation rate is greater than 90% are classified as Reward Schools with 
High Performance. 

 Highest-Progress: schools that have high levels of student growth, measured using their 
median Student Growth Percentiles (SGP) over time. Specifically, schools with a median SGP 
or 65 or higher (based on 2008-09, 2009-10, and 2010-11 assessments) are classified as 
Reward Schools with High Student Progress.  
 

The large majority of schools do not fall into any of the three designated categories.  None of the 

Woodbury City Public Schools fall into any of the specified classifications.  This means that the 

district does not need to work with the newly formed NJDOE Regional Achievement Centers – the 

groups formed to support Priority and Focus schools across the state.  The expectation is that 
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districts not classified in the two concern areas will continue to work toward individual school 

growth plans outlined in the performance targets referenced below. 

A listing of the schools classified as Priority, Focus and Reward is included in Appendix D. 

The NJDOE has calculated individual school, six-year performance targets by school and for all 

identified subgroups within the individual schools.  The calculation was done the same way for all 

schools in the state, in accordance with New Jersey’s new accountability system under the ESEA 

Flexibility waiver – that there would be a goal of closing half of the gap to 100% proficiency within 

six years. New Jersey calculated progress targets for the state, districts, schools, and subgroups 

based on closing this gap in equal increments each year. The baseline performance levels (from the 

2010-11 school year) were subtracted from 100%, that number was then divided in half and then 

divided into six even intervals. These intervals become the yearly performance targets for 

Woodbury’s schools over the next six years. For the highest performing schools and subgroups, 

New Jersey established that they could meet expectations by either reaching individually 

determined performance targets or a proficiency rate of 90 percent (this rate will increase to 95 

percent in 2015). The flow chart below provides a visual example of how these targets are 

calculated. These new, waiver-driven definitions – priority, focus, reward, and performance targets 

– become the basis for the report on the elementary and Junior-Senior High school status reports 

below. These results will be reported each year in the New Jersey School Performance Report. This 

is a transition year away from the old NCLB AYP calculation/conversation. For performance targets, 

students who were not enrolled for a full academic year are eliminated from analysis. 
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SCHOOL PERFORMANCE TARGETS 
For each of Woodbury’s schools, targets were calculated by school; thus, creating school-level 

performance targets based on the schools’ past performance. Targets subgroups were determined 

based on 30 valid test scores or more each year tested.  

For Evergreen Avenue School in language arts, the baseline 2010-11 percentage proficient was 44.3 

percent school wide, 37 percent for Black students, and 38 percent for economically disadvantaged 

students. This means an expected increase each year of 4.7, 5.3, and 5.2 percentage points, 

respectively, in order to meet targets. In mathematics, the baseline percentage proficient was 

determined to be 56.7 percent school wide, 48.1 percent for Black students, and 50.7 percent for 

economically disadvantaged students. This means an expected increase each year of 3.6, 4.3, and 

4.1 percentage points, respectively, in order to meet targets.  
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For Walnut Street School in language arts, the baseline 2010-11 percentage proficient was 42.5 

percent school wide and 35.3 percent for economically disadvantaged students. This means an 

expected increase each year of 4.8 and 5.4 percentage points, respectively, in order to meet 

targets. In mathematics, the baseline percentage proficient was determined to be 76.6 percent 

school wide and 67.6 percent for economically disadvantaged students. This means an expected 

increase each year of 2.0 and 2.7 percentage points, respectively, in order to meet targets.  
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For West End Memorial Elementary School in language arts, the baseline 2010-11 percentage 

proficient was 51.8 percent school wide, 70.6 percent for White students, 33.3 percent for Black 

students, 33.3 percent for student with disabilities, and 35.3 percent for economically 

disadvantaged students. This means an expected increase each year of 4.0, 2.4, 5.6, 5.6, and 5.4 

percentage points, respectively, in order to meet targets. In mathematics, the baseline percentage 

proficient was determined to be 73.4 percent school wide, 60.7 percent for Black students, 50 

percent for students with disabilities and 54.4 percent for economically disadvantaged students. 

This means an expected increase each year of 2.2, 3.3, 4.2, and 3.8 percentage points, respectively, 

in order to meet targets. The baseline proficiency was 90.7 percent for White students, which 

means incremental increases are not expected for this subgroup; rather, the subgroup must 

maintain 90 percent proficiency or better.  
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Since the Junior-Senior High school is viewed as a single entity by the New Jersey Department of 

Education (NJDOE), both NJASK and HSPA proficiency levels are considered for the purposes of 

setting annual performance targets and measuring progress.  

The baseline 2010-11 percentage proficient was 68.3 percent school wide, 78.6 percent for White 

students, 55.2 percent for Black students, 74.4 percent for Hispanic students, 34.1 percent for 

student with disabilities, and 59.9 percent for economically disadvantaged students. This means an 

expected increase each year of 2.7, 1.8, 3.7, 2.1, 5.5, and 3.6 percentage points, respectively, in 

order to meet targets. In mathematics, the baseline percentage proficient was determined to be 

64.4 percent school wide, 83.9 percent for White students, 45.6 percent for Black students, 58.1 

percent for Hispanic students, 26.8 percent for students with disabilities and 48.8 percent for 

economically disadvantaged students. This means an expected increase each year of 2.7, 1.8, 3.7, 

2.1, 5.5, and 3.6 percentage points, respectively, in order to meet targets. 
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SCHOOL PERFORMANCE PROFILES 
The State has reported out preliminary school profiles, indicating achievement of school-specific 

progress targets in 2012. The preliminary reports are included below for each school, along with 

locally produced charts summarizing how close each subgroup was to meeting or exceeding 

performance targets, and the target set for 2013. In some cases, schools met their performance 

targets outright (indicated by green highlighting). In many other cases, schools met performance 

targets due to the 95% confidence interval applied to all proficiency measures for both the total 

school and student subgroup performance as additional criteria in determining meeting 

performance targets (indicated by yellow highlighting). This confidence interval is a statistical 

method to minimize the risk of falsely identifying any marginal school as not meeting the progress 

target.  In a few cases, schools did not meet targets. This is indicated by red highlighting. 

In 2012, Evergreen Avenue School met all of its performance targets in each subject area, as 

indicated by the charts below. For language arts, the school met the target for its Black subgroup 

outright; for the others, the 95% confidence interval was applied. 
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In 2012, Walnut Street School met all of its performance targets in each subject area, as indicated 

by the charts below. For language arts, the school met the school wide target outright; for the 

others, the 95% confidence interval was applied. 
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In 2012, West End Memorial Elementary School met all of its performance targets in each subject 

area, except for the economically disadvantaged subgroup in language arts, as indicated by the 

charts below. For mathematics, the school met the school wide and economically disadvantaged 

targets outright; for the others, the 95% confidence interval was applied. It is anticipated that the 

school will have to create and submit an action plan to the state, indicating steps it plans to take to 

ensure that the economically disadvantage subgroup meets performance targets in language arts in 

the future. 
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In 2012, the Junior/Senior High School met all of its performance targets in mathematics outright 

and met performance targets for White, Black, and disabled students using the 95% confidence 

interval in language arts, but fell short school wide and for the Hispanic and economically 

disadvantaged subgroups in language arts as indicated by the charts below. It is anticipated that the 

school will have to create and submit an action plan to the state, indicating steps it plans to take to 

ensure that subgroups meet performance targets in language arts in the future. Although the State 

reports Junior and Senior High School in aggregate, we have provided the charts that follow to 

demonstrate student proficiency by testing program (NJASK for grades 6-8 and HSPA for grade 11) 

to show performance of these two distinct groups as it relates to the performance targets set by 

the State.  
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District QSAC 
Another measure of the “Status of the Schools” is the NJDOE’s Quality Single Accountability 

Continuum (QSAC) measure that is completed every three years.  This is a holistic view of total 

district functioning covering five domains:  Instruction & Program, Fiscal Management, Governance, 

Personnel and Operations.  A district is deemed to be highly effective if it scores at the 80% level or 

above in all five areas of assessment. 

Woodbury City Public Schools completed a formal round of QSAC assessment during the 2010-11 

school year and has received the requisite 80% scores in each area to be considered highly 

effective. 

STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT  
Though the analysis of the state testing has changed as outlined in the “status of schools” detailed 

above, the overall student achievement measures have remained constant for the district:  NJASK, 

HSPA, Measure of Academic Process (MAP), SAT, PSAT, and College Board Advanced Placement 

Tests (AP). These data are used to not only support teacher instruction in the classroom but to 

inform data-driven curricular and instructional decisions throughout the district. The following 

sections summarize Woodbury’s students’ performance on each measure for the 2011-12 school 

year, including trends and comparisons.  

Please note that only valid test scores of Woodbury City students with the district for more than 

one year were included in the analysis of both NJASK and HSPA scores. This mirrors the original 

federal requirements for AYP analysis under NCLB, and it is an approach that continues to have local 

value.  Unfortunately, as the state implements the new waiver process, this approach has been 

somewhat altered.  As mentioned above, in a move that seems very hard to justify, the NJDOE has 

chosen to include students with time less than a year in the calculations to determine if a school 

district is going to be classified as priority/focus/reward.  Conversely, the state department of 

education does NOT include these time in school less than a year students when calculating the 

performance targets for individual schools.  Finally, there is still no clear decision as to whether the 

state will include or exclude these students when coming up with a teacher’s aggregate Student 

Growth Percentile ranking – something that will become a critical piece in the new educator 

evaluation system.   

When available, testing analyses include Woodbury City district-wide proficiency comparisons with 

DFG-B and the State of New Jersey and subgroup comparisons by grade level. Student assessment 

performance by cohort (i.e., graduating class) is also included. As referenced earlier, comparisons 

made against the DFG-B should be reviewed with the added knowledge that, while school districts 

in the DFG-B are economically similar, the student body ethnic make-up may differ. To provide 

context, the chart below compares the racial composition of Woodbury City Schools with DFG-B 

and the State of New Jersey.  
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NJASK RESULTS 

The NJASK is a New Jersey assessment requirement for all students in grades 3 through 8. The 

following sections summarize Woodbury’s 2012 performance on the assessment by school level and 

cohort. Please see Appendix E for a breakdown of grade level performance by subgroup.  

Elementary: In 2012, students in Grade 3 performed below the DFG-B and State in language arts 

in terms of proficiency (7.8 and 19.1 percentage points, respectively). In mathematics, they 

performed about equal with the DFG-B, and 9.6 percentage points below the State. Fourth grade 

students also performed below the DFG-B and State in language arts, but by smaller margins (1.7 

and 15.6 percentage points, respectfully). Proficient performance in mathematics in 2012 echoed 

that of the student in grade 3 compared with the DFG-B and State. Students in Grade 5 also 

performed below the DFG-B and State in both language arts and mathematics in terms of 

percentage proficient (8.2 and 20.6, and 7.7 and 13.7 percentage points, respectively).  
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Junior High: In 2012, students in Grade 6 performed below the DFG-B and State in in both 

language arts and mathematics in terms of percentage proficient (23.8 and 23.8, and 6.5 and 14.2 

percentage points, respectively). Grade 7 students performed nearly on par with the DFG-B in 

language arts and 15.2 percentage points below the State. In mathematics, however, seventh 

graders exceeded the DFG-B’s proficiency rate by 10.5 percentage points, and came within 1.3 

percentage points of the State. Grade 8 students had even more stellar performance in 2012 with 

69.6 percent proficient in language arts (3.5 percentage points below the DFG-B and 12.6 

percentage points below the state), and higher proficiency in mathematics than both the DFG-B and 

the State (by 13.4 and 2.4 percentage points, respectively).  
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NJASK Student Performance by Cohort: For the past three years, cohort data was compiled to 

illustrate how Woodbury’s own students have performed on the NJASK over time as a class. The 

following charts summarize performance over each year students were test eligible for the class of 

2016, 2017, 2018, and 2019. In the past, only students who have valid scores and attended 

Woodbury for all test administrations were included in the analyses, resulting in very low Ns in 

many cases. Due to the increased robustness of NJSMART, we were able to include any student who 

attended a New Jersey school and had a valid score for all test administrations, resulting in a higher 

N (and thereby, higher validity) than in the past. The distribution of student growth (based on 

student growth percentiles calculated from one year to the next) and median student growth 

percentiles for each cohort is also presented. A student's growth percentile describes how (a)typical 

a student's growth is by examining his/her current achievement relative to his/her academic peers 
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(i.e., those students scoring similarly the previous year). The median growth percentile gives us a 

marker by which we can determine that half of the students had higher growth percentiles, and half 

lower. 

Class of 2019 Cohort: The class of 2019 cohort, our current 6th Graders, has consistently 

demonstrated higher levels of proficiency on the mathematics assessment than on the LAL 

assessment. As a class, they have decreased and then increased their mathematics proficiency by 

over three years, falling below the DFG-B and State. The 2019 cohort showed decreased proficiency 

in LAL from 2010 to 2012, from 52 percent proficient to 44 percent proficient over three years.  This 

class has also fallen below the DFG-B and State in language arts in terms of proficient performance 

over time. 

 

 

For mathematics, the class of 2019 had a slightly lower proportion of students demonstrating “low 

growth” from grade 4 to grade 5 in language arts, but also a lower proportion of students 

demonstrating “high growth.” The cohort’s median growth percentile was 3 percentage points 

lower in language arts from one year to the next. For mathematics, however, those making “low 

growth” decreased, and the median growth percentile increased, from 35.5 in grade 4 to 41.0 in 

grade 5. 
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Class of 2018 Cohort: The class of 2018 cohort, currently in seventh grade, has also scored 

consistently higher levels of proficiency on the mathematics assessment compared with the 

language arts assessment, as summarized by the chart on the following page. Similarly to the DFG-B 

and State, they experienced increases over three years in mathematics from 2009 through 2011, 

and a parallel decrease in 2012, where they remain just below the DFG-B and State. The cohort also 

remains below the DFG-B and State in language arts, and has followed similar proficiency trends 

over the past four years, increasing the margin by which they fall short of the DFG-B and State over 

time.  

 

Class of 2019

(Grade 3 to 4)

Class of 2019

(Grade 4 to 5)

Class of 2019

(Grade 3 to 4)

Class of 2019

(Grade 4 to 5)

MGP 38.0 35.0 35.5 41.0

Change in MGP -3.0 5.5

LAL Math
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Growth from Grade 5 to Grade 6 for the 2018 cohort has decreased over the past two years in 

language arts; the proportion of students demonstrating “low growth” has increased from one 

grade to the next, and the median growth percentile fell 11 percentage points in this subject area. 

There were more students making “typical” and “high” growth in Grade 6 mathematics compared 

with Grade 5, and the median growth percentile stayed about the same each year (48 compared to 

49, respectively). 
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Class of 2017 Cohort: While the class of 2017 cohort (currently 8th graders) have shown a decline 

in performance over the past three years after rebounding following new proficiency cut scores 

established in 2009 (i.e., it became “harder” to attain proficiency), this trend was similar to that of 

the DFG-B and State. In mathematics, the cohort remains above the DFG-B in terms of percent 

proficiency and just below that of the State. In language arts, proficiency performance remains 

below both the DFG-B and the State.  

 

For language arts, the proportion of students demonstrating “low growth” has increased from 

Grade 6 to Grade 7, while the proportion of “high growth” students has decreased. This change in 

distribution of growth is corroborated by a decrease in the median growth percentile from one year 

to the next for this cohort in language arts (from 55 in Grade 6 to 45 in Grade 7). A more positive 

story is seen for mathematics, however. The class of 2017 cohort has shown a dramatic decrease in 

students demonstrating “low growth” from Grade 6 to Grade 7 and an increase in those 

demonstrating “high growth.” The median growth percentile has increased from the 35th to 61st 

percentile, indicating that – although there was a decrease in the percentage of students achieving 

Class of 2018

(Grade 4 to 5)

Class of 2018

(Grade 5 to 6)

Class of 2018

(Grade 4 to 5)

Class of 2018

(Grade 5 to 6)

MGP 42.0 31.0 49.0 48.0

Change in MGP -11.0 -1.0

LAL Math
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a proficient or advanced proficient scaled score on the NJASK in mathematics, the growth made by 

students was higher from Grade 6 to Grade 7 than it was from Grade 5 to Grade 6).  

 

 

Class of 2016 Cohort: The class of 2016 cohort (currently 9th graders) showed dramatic 

improvement from 2011 to 2012. In language arts, the rise in percentage proficient increased 

sharply. While the DFG-B and State also showed increases, the cohort’s steeper rise managed to 

decrease the gap in proficiency between the DFG-B and State. In mathematics, the 2016 cohort 

again increased at a higher rate than the DFG-B and State, which resulted in the cohort 

outperforming both the DFG-B and State (for the first time ever) in 2012. 

Class of 2017

(Grade 5 to 6)

Class of 2017

(Grade 6 to 7)

Class of 2017

(Grade 5 to 6)

Class of 2017

(Grade 6 to 7)

MGP 55.0 45.0 35.0 61.0

Change in MGP -10.0 26.0

LAL Math
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The class of 2016 cohort’s growth from one year to the next was also noteworthy. The proportion 

of students making “high growth” in language arts increased from the previous year, and the 

median growth percentile also increased (from the 46th percentile to the 51st percentile). The 

proportion of students making “low growth” in mathematics shrunk from one year to the next and 

those making “high growth” skyrocketed, raising the median growth percentile from the 41st to 

77th. 
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ELEMENTARY CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION STRATEGIES 
 

Common Core State Standards 

Much of the curricular work in the 2011-12 school year at the elementary level focused on the new 

Common Core State Standards. Forty-five states adopted these new rigorous standards with New 

Jersey choosing to begin implementation at the elementary level in Language Arts Literacy and 

Mathematics in September 2012.  In consultation with the Academic Coaches and Curriculum 

Supervisor, numerous committees of teachers worked to align curricula, assessments, and even 

some preliminary adjustments to report cards were explored.  The Common Core State Standards 

are significantly more rigorous than New Jersey’s Core Curriculum Content Standards that district 

teachers were following previously.  Now, each grade level has specific expectations of knowledge 

and skill acquisition which can only help to improve overall student achievement. 

To that end, the Everyday Mathematics curriculum, which was not aligned to the new standards, 

was formally abandoned in favor of Go Math. Written from the ground up with the Common Core 

State Standards, Go Math weaves these new grade level expectations throughout the series and 

provides a sound mathematical approach for Woodbury students.  As the state transitions to a new 

Class of 2016 

(Grade 6 to 7)

Class of 2016 

(Grade 7 to 8)

Class of 2016 

(Grade 6 to 7)

Class of 2016 

(Grade 7 to 8)

MGP 46.0 51.0 41.0 77.0

Change in MGP 5.0 36.0

LAL Math
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NJ ASK assessment that reflects the new standards, Woodbury is well-positioned on the 

Mathematics side of the ledger.  Attention will now shift to Language Arts Literacy as the curricular 

cycle of review for our Houghton Mifflin Reading series comes due. 

Rigor 

At the heart of the new standards is an emphasis on increasing the overall rigor and expectations 

for student learning.  Woodbury has taken steps to meet this challenge through our ongoing 

Differentiated Instruction (DI) professional development and with the introduction of LiteracyTA.  

District-wide Grade 1 & 2 teachers were trained in DI throughout the 2011-12 school year.  Dr. 

Barbara Moore-Williams, a DI guru, has worked with district staff for a number of years. Her highly 

engaging style and practical strategies give teachers the tools to reach each and every child in their 

class.  No longer can a lesson be designed for the broad “middle”, but rather it needs to be tailored 

to individual students to increase the rigor for every child.  

LiteracyTA came to the district as an offshoot of AVID.  One of the preeminent minds behind AVID – 

Jonathan LeMaster – branched off on his own with a wholly new and different approach to literacy 

instruction.  Rather than pre-digesting or over-scaffolding material for students, LiteracyTA gives 

teachers techniques to force children to grapple with and process complex text. While still being 

supportive, LiteracyTA expects students to be able to evaluate text and generate responses that pull 

in background knowledge and are supported with in-text examples.  Teachers in Grades 3-5 were 

trained in this approach in November 2011. Expanded trainings and partnerships with LiteracyTA 

are planned in the future. 

Data 

In the spring of 2011-12, elementary “Data Teams” were formed to improve students’ achievement.  

Similar to the concept of “doctor’s rounds”, professionals in specialty areas – BSI, Enrichment, 

Counselors, Academic Coaches, the Research and Evaluation Coordinator, and Principals – were 

invited to meetings with individual teachers to analyze data and provide different perspectives.  

Individual students and their growth were evaluated and collectively team members tried to 

propose interventions to help move each student along the path of learning. This approach 

provided an opportunity to share best practices as well as gather ideas for increasing achievement.  

There was a general sentiment that this format change was positive and will be expanded in the 

future. 

Professional Learning Communities 

Each district elementary school has adopted the PLC approach. PLCs can be described as a 

community of learners in which the teachers and administrators continuously seek and share 

learning and then act on what they have learned. The goal of these actions is to enhance teachers’ 

effectiveness so that students benefit. It is a community of continuous inquiry and improvement. 

Student achievement is at the center of all decision-making. When a school functions as a PLC, 

educators within the organization embrace high levels of learning for all students as both the 

reason the organization exists and the primary responsibility of those who work within it. If the 
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school is to become more effective in helping all students learn, then the adults working in the 

school must also be continually learning.  Each of the elementary schools have put in place 

structures to ensure all staff members are constantly learning as part of their routine work 

practices.  

Responsive Classroom 

The education of the whole child is extremely important.  Through the Strategic Plan, Woodbury 
believes that social-emotional learning is just as important as academic learning. In fact, Woodbury 
believes they are mutually complimentary. Each year, more district teachers are trained in 
Responsive Classroom.  Students are taught responsibility, self-control, empathy and are given the 
specific social skills necessary to have happy and productive relationships with peers. 
 
Other District Initiatives 

In addition to the approaches list above, the district continues to benefit from established initiatives 
to improve student achievement.  Academic Coaches, Lucy Calkin’s Writers Workshop, and Math 
Olympics are some examples.  The instructional leadership and modeling the Academic Coaches 
provide to teachers is invaluable.  Similar to a “coach on the field” these are organizational players 
who are able to translate district initiatives to the classroom seamlessly.  Writers Workshop has our 
elementary students writing more than ever before.  The process truly develops impassioned and 
prolific writers as it gives students autonomy and choice to spark sustained interest.  The Math 
Olympics have also become a fun tradition at the elementary schools. Students enjoy the academic 
competition and look forward to participating each spring. 

JUNIOR HIGH CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION STRATEGIES  
The instructional initiatives Woodbury implemented in past have been sustained with great success, 

having a positive impact on student achievement at the Junior High School.  

Inclusion is now fully implemented at every grade level at the Junior High School.  It was a three 

year plan, beginning in 2010 for grade 6 students; grade 7 followed in 2011; and the cycle was 

completed this past year with all students in grades 6 through 8 who are included in mainstream 

courses with the support of a special education teacher using a co-teaching model.   

Algebra I for every 8th grade student continues; test results (NJ ASK/ HSPA) indicate strong evidence 

that the pedagogy of the Core Plus – Integrated Algebra program is highly effective.  The number of 

students prepared to take Algebra II (College Prep and Honors) at the Senior High School continues 

to increase.   

The practice of Differentiated Instruction (DI) is a part of the normal course of teaching in the Junior 

High and aligns neatly with the Marzano teacher evaluation model we have selected to implement 

for the New Jersey Teacher Evaluation process for the new 2012-13 school year.   

Developmental Design (DD or Herd Huddles) continues to be used to begin each day at the Junior 

High School.  In addition to the Herd Huddle class meetings that are conducted each Monday, 

Wednesday, and Friday, our students have become accustomed to the A+ activities each Tuesday 

and Thursday when they receive academic help in any content subject area.  The Developmental 
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Design program offers an array of strategies designed to keep young people safe, connected, 

responsible, and engaged in learning.  The DD approach is “Based on the belief that healthy, 

enjoyable relationships are the foundation for success in school.  In order to establish and maintain 

those relationships, teachers must know their students; students must come to know and 

appreciate each other; clear parameters for acceptable behavior must be drawn and consistently 

maintained; and learning must be engaging, exploratory, relevant, and varied.”  (Origins, 2008)  Five 

Junior High School teachers began the first of a series of trainings to become coaches for the 

program in the 2011-2012 school year. 

As indicated in State assessments reports, our Junior High School student performance in Literacy 

continues to be a challenge, but not impossible to improve.   

Our teachers’ work and training in Literacy TA during the fall of 2011 -- an instructional strategy that 

is used by teachers in every discipline – has already proven to be an effective process that has 

become a routine practice school-wide.  The LiteracyTA Process focuses on three key elements of 

effective literacy instruction: 

 Assessing 

 Planning 

 Implementing 

The LiteracyTA process – a unique “Process” for each literacy strategy-- is used to teach literacy 

across disciplines – to enhance instruction and increase students’ ability to read, write, and speak 

with greater proficiency.  

SCHOOL WIDE CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION STRATEGIES (both Junior AND Senior High School) 

Benchmarking practices continue to support the work teachers do in the classroom.  Every subject 

in the Junior and Senior High School administered three benchmark assessments during the school 

year to assess student learning and enable teachers to evaluate their students’ accomplishments.   

MAP testing is used as a benchmark assessment in Grades 6 through 8 for Literacy and Math.  

Students took the exam three times during the school year- September, January, and May - so 

teachers could better use the test to track each student’s achievement.  Teachers utilize the 

Descartes reports to both individualize support and to recognize areas that may not have been 

emphasized enough for overall adjustment in instruction.  

Data Conferences – a practice that was piloted in the spring 2012 – are now ready to be fully 

implemented this year (2012-13) to supplement the data gathered through MAP testing.  By teams 

– including teachers of all disciplines - conferences are scheduled to be conducted three times each 

year using the Student Assessment Profile provided to teachers four times each year beginning with 

the first day of school:   
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□ After the Fall administration of MAP – November 6:   
A snapshot of the class that includes the total absences from last year and the 
number of absences to date for the current year; the fall RIT score, the projected 
category of achievement in state testing and columns showing what other data will 
be collected for the balance of this year with MAP; and the historic state testing 
scores for each student.  (one for Mathematics, one for LAL) 

 

□ After the Winter administration of MAP – Week of February 11: 
A snapshot of the class that includes the total absences from last year and the 
number of absences to date for the current year; the fall RIT score, the winter RIT 
score, the expected growth, the growth to date, the projected category of 
achievement in state testing and any remaining columns showing what other data 
will be collected for the balance of this year with MAP; and the historic state testing 
scores for each student.  (one for Mathematics, one for LAL) 

 

□ After the Spring administration of MAP- Week of June 16: 
A snapshot of the class that includes the total absences from last year and the 
number of absences to date for the current year, the fall RIT score, the winter RIT 
score, the spring RIT score, the expected growth, the actual growth, and the 
projected category of achievement in state testing based on the spring assessment.  
(one for Mathematics, one for LAL) 

 
In addition to reviewing MAP results, including predictions for proficiency, teachers across the 

disciplines are able to share and discuss other meaningful dynamics in individual students’ lives that 

impact their learning.   

AVID has adjusted its tutorology sessions to make them even more meaningful.  During a tutorology 

session in an AVID class, the students and their tutor focus on what AVID has termed, “a point of 

confusion.”  This means that the students discuss the question to find the exact stumbling block.  

The resulting conversation is more meaningful and exciting, as students struggle to help each other 

over learning hurdles.  This year, for the first time, we sent our returning tutor, Mrs. Vicki Goyins, to 

AVID Summer Institute, using a free tuition that Mrs. Lario earned as a speaker.  Mrs. Goyins was 

able to turn-key her training to the other tutors in a summer training session that she and Colleen 

Fitzgerald led.  

HSPA RESULTS 
At the High School level, 11th Grade students are required to take the High School Proficiency 

Assessment (HSPA), not only to assess student knowledge but also as a graduation requirement. 

Although each year different groups of student in Grade 11 take the HSPA, results over time are 

presented below to demonstrate Woodbury’s achievement on the 11th grade test over time, 

compared with performance of students in the DFG-B and State. In language arts, although 

proficiency performance was lower in 2012 than 2011, Woodbury students performed about on par 

with the DFG-B. In mathematics, Woodbury continued to outperform DFG-B, but by a narrower 

margin than the previous year.  
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END OF COURSE (EOC) BIOLOGY 
The EOC Biology assessment, which replaced the HSPA Science test in 2008, addresses the need to 

ensure that students are “prepared to compete for post-secondary educational opportunities and 

careers in a global economy (New Jersey Department of Education, 2010).” All high school students, 

regardless of grade level, enrolled in a first year biology requisite course or an AP biology course 

without completion of any prior high school biology courses are required to take the EOC Biology 

assessment. In the past, Woodbury has been unsure about the comparisons that can be made and 

conclusions drawn based on the EOC biology assessment, in part due to the wide range of students 

who do or do not take this assessment statewide and in our DFG-B, at various grade levels. 

Additionally, the proficiency performance on this test statewide and at the DFG-B grouping has 

been so low that it seems to make more sense to wait and determine the state’s ultimate move 

with regard to end-of-course testing.  Therefore, results will not be reported in the State of the 

Schools report moving forward.   

END OF COURSE (EOC) ALGEBRA 
In the past, all students taking Algebra I or the course equivalent were required to take the Algebra I 

End of Course assessment. During the 2012-11 school year, however, students did not take the 

assessment; therefore, there is no data available to report. 
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AHSA RESULTS 
The Alternative High School Assessment (AHSA), formerly known as Special Review Assessment 

(SRA), is an alternative assessment that allows students to “exhibit their understanding and mastery 

of HSPA skills” (New Jersey Department of Education, 2010) and can be used as an alternative 

graduation requirement assessment. In 2011-12, 9 students took the AHSA – 7 students took the 

mathematics portion and 2 took the language arts portion. Of the 7 who took the mathematics 

portion, 3 passed on the first attempt, 4 passed on the second attempt, and only 2 ended up 

needing the AHSA to graduate (the rest passed the mathematics portion of the HSPA during senior-

year administrations). Of the 2 who took the language arts portion, neither passed on the first 

attempt, but both passed on the second attempt; both needed the AHSA to graduate. The total 

number of students using the AHSA to graduate was 4. 

HIGH SCHOOL CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION STRATEGIES  
Since the restructuring of the academic tracking -- Honors/AP and College Prep – our goal to offer 

every student the opportunity to take challenging courses has become a routine event at the Senior 

High School.  Support for students is layered in with Math and Literacy Support and AVID 

Tutorology; and we continue to schedule Summer Bridge classes to help students achieve success in 

the upcoming school year.   

WORKPLACE continues to be a success in the numbers of participating students (averaging nearly 

90 students each day) and in the quality of work that is completed during their stay.   

As a result of ongoing efforts to analyze existing offerings and make improvements to our program, 

for the 2012-13 school year, Spanish 1-2 is being offered for the first time.  By taking this double 

period of a world language in ninth grade, more students will be on track to take AP Spanish in their 

senior year.  Additionally, our AP offerings increase by two for the 2012-13 year:  Statistics and 

Studio AP Art.   

MAP RESULTS 
In the 2011-12 school year, MAP testing was conducted three times in Grades 2 through 10. The 

MAP testing is used by the district to measure student’s growth in two content areas – Math and 

Reading– and was administered in the fall, winter, and spring of the school year. The sections below 

highlight how Woodbury performed on the MAP during the 2011-12 school year in terms of mean 

RIT scores achieved, with comparisons against the norm. For purposes of analysis for this report, 

the fall 2011 administration was used as a baseline, and the spring 2012 administration as a follow-

up data point. The tables and charts below each of the following sections detail Woodbury’s MAP 

performance by grade level.  

Elementary 

Growth was seen for all elementary grade level from fall to spring according to mean RIT scores at 

the elementary level. In Grade 2, students performed above the fall and spring norms at both 

baseline and follow-up for reading and mathematics. For all other elementary grade levels and for 

both areas tested, students performed below the norm. Still, some grade levels inched closer to the 

norm in each subject. In grade 3, students were 3.7 points below the norm in the fall in reading, and 
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only 2.7 points below in the spring. Fifth grade students were 3.7 points below the norm in the fall 

in reading, but only 1.6 points below in the spring. In mathematics, students in Grade 3 closed the 

gap to the norm a great deal, from 9.5 points below in the fall to only 1.6 points below in the spring. 

Students in grades 4 and 5 were less than a point below the norm in mathematics by spring, after 

being 3.7 and 2.8 points below (respectively), previously.  

Elementary MAP RIT Scores (Reading), 2011-12 

  

Fall 
2011 
Avg. 
RIT 

Score 

Fall 
Norm 

RIT 

Above/Below 
the Fall Norm 

Spring 
2011 
Avg. 
RIT 

Score 

Spring 
Norm 

RIT 

Above/Below 
the Spring 

Norm 

Grade 2 182.1 175.9 6.2 189.9 189.6 0.3 

Grade 3 186.2 189.9 -3.7 196.5 199.2 -2.7 

Grade 4 198.1 199.8 -1.7 203.9 206.7 -2.8 

Grade 5 204.0 207.1 -3.1 210.7 212.3 -1.6 
  

Elementary MAP RIT Scores (Mathematics), 2011-12 

  

Fall 
2011 

Avg. RIT 
Score 

Fall 
Norm 

RIT 

Above/Below 
the Fall Norm 

Spring 
2011 
Avg. 
RIT 

Score 

Spring 
Norm 

RIT 

Above/Below 
the Spring 

Norm 

Grade 2 175.4 178.2 -2.8 192.5 191.3 1.2 

Grade 3 182.6 192.1 -9.5 201.5 203.1 -1.6 

Grade 4 200.1 203.8 -3.7 212.4 212.5 -0.1 

Grade 5 210.1 212.9 -2.8 220.4 221.0 -0.6 

 

Junior High 

At the junior high level, increases were again seen for every grade level from fall to spring, although 

performance was below the norm for all grade levels and both tested areas, with the exception of 

Grade 7 mathematics in the spring, where students demonstrated a closing of the gap to the norm 

from 5.6 points below to nearly a full point above the norm RIT. Students in Grade 8 made a notable 

decrease in the gap to the norm from fall to spring in reading (from 8.2 points to 4.1 points, 

respectively) and mathematics (from 7 points to 1.2 points, respectively).  

Junior High MAP RIT Scores (Reading), 2011-12 

  

Fall 
2011 
Avg. 
RIT 

Score 

Fall 
Norm 

RIT 

Above/Below 
the Fall Norm 

Spring 
2011 
Avg. 
RIT 

Score 

Spring 
Norm 

RIT 

Above/Below 
the Spring 

Norm 

Grade 6 205.8 212.3 -6.5 210.0 216.4 -6.4 

Grade 7 213.6 216.3 -2.7 218.5 219.7 -1.2 

Grade 8 211.1 219.3 -8.2 218.3 222.4 -4.1 
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Junior High MAP RIT Scores (Mathematics), 2011-12 

  

Fall 
2011 

Avg. RIT 
Score 

Fall 
Norm 

RIT 

Above/Below 
the Fall Norm 

Spring 
2011 
Avg. 
RIT 

Score 

Spring 
Norm 

RIT 

Above/Below 
the Spring 

Norm 

Grade 6 213.2 219.6 -6.4 220.4 225.6 -5.2 

Grade 7 220.0 225.6 -5.6 231.3 230.5 0.8 

Grade 8 223.2 230.2 -7.0 233.3 234.5 -1.2 

 

Senior High 

Woodbury’s senior high performance on both sections of the MAP was mixed. Grade 9 reading 

performance indicated an increase from fall to spring and a closing of the gap to the norm from 6.9 

points to 3.4 points. Grade 10 also increased performance slightly in terms of mean RIT. In 

mathematics, the gap to the norm decreased for students in Grade 9 from fall to spring (from 6.9 

points to 3.4 points, respectfully.) Students in Grade 10 also showed a noteworthy increase to 1.4 

points above the norm by spring (from 1.2 points below in the fall).  

 

Senior High MAP RIT Scores (Reading), 2011-12 

  

Fall 
2011 

Avg. RIT 
Score 

Fall 
Norm 

RIT 

Above/Below 
the Fall Norm 

Spring 
2011 

Avg. RIT 
Score 

Spring 
Norm 

RIT 

Above/Below 
the Spring 

Norm 

Grade 9 214.5 221.4 -6.9 219.5 222.9 -3.4 

Grade 10 222.2 223.2 -1.0 223.1 223.8 -0.7 

 

Senior High MAP RIT Scores (Mathematics), 2011-12 

  

Fall 
2011 

Avg. RIT 
Score 

Fall 
Norm 

RIT 

Above/Below 
the Fall Norm 

Spring 
2011 

Avg. RIT 
Score 

Spring 
Norm 

RIT 

Above/Below 
the Spring 

Norm 

Grade 9 229.0 233.8 -4.8 229.8 236.0 -6.2 

Grade 10 233.0 234.2 -1.2 238.0 236.6 1.4 

 

Much of the value of the MAP testing program is derived from the use of the scores by the faculty 

to drive instructional decisions. Teachers use these scores in their own classroom and in group 

meetings – grade level and team meetings.  In addition, the student profiles assist in providing 

teachers with more readily available and comprehendible MAP data and include winter 

administration results in additional to baseline (fall) and follow-up (spring) scores. The Evaluation 

and Research Coordinator updates student profiles after each MAP administration and meets with 
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teachers and administrators to discuss student performance in order to better meet student needs 

– either with additional support for those students who may be struggling, or more enrichment 

opportunities for those students who are meeting and exceeding expectations. These data 

meetings have also been integral in preparing for the spring administration of state assessments.  

ADVANCED PLACEMENT (AP)  
While any Woodbury student has the option to take the AP assessment, used to earn college credit 

and advanced placement, depending on their course selection and post-graduation plans, the test is 

typically taken by students who are enrolled in AP courses. In the 2011-12 school year, Woodbury 

again saw a high numbers of students taking AP assessments and increases in the number of AP 

tests taken. As was the case in the previous year, increased access to AP courses, as a result of 

increased AP course offerings, along with the AVID program’s push for their students to take AP 

courses are both possible contributing factors into the continued formidable number of AP tests 

taken and test takers, illustrated by the first chart on the following page. After a slight drop from 

2009-10 to 2010-11 (from 102 students taking AP exams to 93 and 43 less tests taken) the program 

saw  a subsequent rise in 2011-12 to 114 students taking 209 exams. The chart that follows shows 

the trend of AP performance at Woodbury, again summarizing increases in the number of students 

achieving a 3 or better on at least one exam and the number of exams passed, over time. After no 

change in the number of students scoring a 3 or better and a decrease in the number of exams 

receiving a 3, 4 or 5 from 2009-10 to 2010-11, the number of students scoring 3 or more at least 

one AP exam increased from 33 to 39 from 2010-11 to 2011-12, and the number of exams with a 3, 

4, or 5 increased from 51 to 64.  
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This is a formidable achievement, and one which contributed to Woodbury being one of three 

schools in the nation honored with CollegeBoard’s™ Inspiration Award in spring 2012. 

Consideration for the award was based greatly on both AP participation and the rate at which 

graduating seniors have successfully scored a 3 or better on at least one AP exam during their 

high school career. Award winning schools are:  

“recognized for their outstanding college-preparation programs and partnerships among 

teachers, parents and community organizations. Through their dedication and 

commitment, these school communities have opened doors to higher education for 

students facing economic, social and cultural barriers by improving their academic 

environment, creating a college-going culture and helping a significant proportion of 

students realize the promise of higher education.” 

Similarly to previous years, CollegeBoard™ provided the district with some comparative data for the 

class of 2011 (the most recent data publically released), which demonstrates that AP participation 

in Woodbury was higher than most high schools in the local region. In 2011, 70 percent of our 

seniors were enrolled in AP or honors-level classes, and 50 percent of our seniors took one or 

more Advanced Placement (AP) exams before graduation. Compared to the surrounding areas, 

Woodbury is recorded at the highest level of AP participation (see map on page 57) of 30% or 

greater by seniors. Additionally, in 2011, Woodbury had eight students receive the honor of 

becoming “AP Scholars” for successfully taking three or more AP tests and maintaining a high 

average score of 3 or better in all of them; that is approximately 8% of our graduating class.  In this 
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2011 testing cycle, we continued our remarkably consistent trend of having an average score of 

over a 4 in our AP calculus program, which serves over 15% of our graduates each year.  Each year, 

more of our students pass English Language/Literature and Composition as well as United States 

Government and United States History.   

In addition, the CollegeBoard™-provided performance map (page 58) demonstrates that in 

2011, 10-19% of Woodbury’s graduating class had a score of 3 or higher on all AP exams. 

Although this is a decrease from the previous year, the number of AP courses – the curricula for 

which have been approved by the College Board – offered at Woodbury has increased 

dramatically over time. As new courses are introduced, there is a natural growth process for the 

teacher to become familiar with the AP course requirements and an expectation that student 

performance will improve over time.  We have gone from offering six options to fourteen. The 

following list provides an example of these changes: 

AP Courses offered 2000-2005:  
AP English Literature & Composition  
AP US History  
AP Chemistry  
AP Calculus AB  
AP Calculus BC  
AP American Government  

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

AP Courses offered in 2011-2012:  
1. AP US History  
2. AP US Government  
3. AP Chemistry  
4. AP Physics  
5. AP Biology  
6. AP Spanish Language  
7. AP Calculus AB  
8. AP Calculus BC  
9. AP Psychology  
10. AP English Literature & Composition  
11. AP English Language & Composition  
12. AP Music Theory  
13. AP Statistics  
14. AP Studio Art  
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Although the number of tests receiving a score of 3 or better has not necessarily risen 

proportionate to the number of students participating and the number of tests being taken, it is 

important to remember that taking the rigorous exam is an important part of the AP experience; 

even if a student does not achieve a passing grade, he has a clear understanding of the amount of 

work it will take to pass the next time.  In Woodbury, both our participation rate and our 

performance rate remain among the highest in South Jersey as indicated by the maps presented 

previously.  Our performance reflects tests taken by nearly 100% of our students enrolled in the 

year-long AP courses – it is our policy to have all students take the end of course exam.  By 

providing for these enhanced opportunities for students, Woodbury expects that it is positively 

impacting their future success in college. 

Please keep in mind that the maps on the previous pages summarize data from 2010-11; the 

maps summarizing the most recent (2011-12) data will be available from CollegeBoard™ in winter 

2013. 

SAT RESULTS 
Woodbury students also have the option to take the college admissions SAT exam depending on 

their course selection and post-graduation plans, although the test is typically taken by 11th and 12th 

graders. Due to the nature of SAT data being self-reported, it is possible that data for all Woodbury 

test-takers would not be included in any analyses conducted. Based on the score reports we 

received for 2012, we know that four students in our “top 10” alone (in particular, ranked students 

2, 4, 5, and 6) did not report their scores back to us. Due to the unreliable nature of SAT data, we 

will not report SAT data in the aggregate in this report.  

PSAT RESULTS 
The Preliminary SAT or PSAT is a standardized test often used as practice for the actual SAT, 

selection for National Merit Scholarship programs for students in their junior year and as a possible 

predictor for performance on the Advanced Placement tests. There is great variation nationwide in 

which students take the PSAT and at which grade level. At Woodbury in 2012, we piloted the first 

year of all ninth through eleventh grade students taking the PSAT. Since this does not represent the 

norm, comparisons cannot be made state- and nation-wide. However, 2012 results are presented 

here as a baseline, below, and we hope to see local improvements over time for all grade levels.  
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BRIDGING THE ACHIEVEMENT GAP 
Aware of the achievement disparities between the different races, Woodbury Public Schools 

remains committed to closing Woodbury’s achievement gap and has put in place several 

interventions/initiatives to address it. The charts below demonstrate the differences in student 

performance on the NJASK between female and male students; White, Black, and Hispanic 

students, and Non-economically and economically disadvantaged students at Woodbury over the 

last six years. The students used for this analysis were those in the cohorts presented previously, 

with the class of 2016 having data points for all years presented, the classes of 2016-17 having data 

points from 2008 on, the classed of 2016-18 having data points from 2009 on, and the classes of 

2016-19 having data points for the past three years of assessments. In this way, we are seeing a 

good distribution of all grade levels tested, and the only “new” students considered are those 

entered into the analyses based on the year they became eligible for testing.  

The gap in proficient performance between female and male students has widened over time in 

language arts, with both groups showing decreases over time with the only increases seen from 

2009 to 2010. By 2012, the gap between female and male students in language arts was 16.6 

percentage points, with female students outperforming their male counterparts. In mathematics, 

performance has remained fairly static for female students, with male students showing overall 

decreases, with the only increases again seen from 2009 to 2010. In 2012, the gap between female 

and male students in mathematics was 9.1 with female students again outperforming male 

students.  
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With regard to race/ethnicity, the gap between White, Black, and Hispanic students in language arts 

and mathematics has remained over the six years examined, with White students outperforming 

both other subgroups and Black and Hispanic students demonstrating fluctuating gaps between 

each other. In 2012 in language arts, the gap between White and Black students in language arts 

was 24 percentage points, and between White and Hispanic students was 19.6 percentage points. 

In 2012 in mathematics, the gap between White and Black students was 23.8 percentage points and 

the gap between White and Hispanic students was 17.7 percentage points. 

 

With regard to economic status, the gap again remained over time in both subjects tested, with the 

gap in language arts between non-economically and economically disadvantaged students showing 

a slight widening over the last three years in language arts. In 2012, the gap between the two 

groups was 31.5 percentage points with non-economically disadvantaged students outperforming 

their economically disadvantaged peers (an increase from the gap of 22.1 in 2010). The gap has 

remained about the same over time in mathematics, and in 2012, was 22.2 percentage points, with 

non-economically disadvantaged students scoring higher than economically disadvantaged 

students.  
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As discussed in the Strategic Plan Update section, Woodbury continues to maximize their efforts 

towards increasing the percentage of students in ethnic subgroups achieving at the advanced 

proficient level. Woodbury’s participation in the New Jersey Network to Close Achievement Gaps 

and the AVID program are also key in the districts efforts to bridging the achievement gap.  The 

data in the above charts is reason for even further analysis of systems in place that are designed to 

close the gaps.  Much of our success in this area has been with the high school populations in terms 

of the AVID and AP programs, but there is no good ongoing assessment for these grade spans to 

measure the closing of the achievement gaps – year after year – given that there is only the one 

state test in grade 11.   

New Jersey Network to Close the Achievement Gaps (NJNCAG): Woodbury continues to be 

an active member of New Jersey Network to Close Achievement Gaps (NJNCAG), a regional network 

of school districts in New Jersey “committed to actively reducing the gaps in achievement and 

school engagement among disaggregated populations, African American, Latino/a, gender issues 

and special needs students” (Educational Information and Resource Center, 2008).  School 

professionals throughout the district – administrators, teachers and district staff – have attended 

several NJNCAG general sessions, NJNCAG Data Task Force sessions, and NJNCAG Human Resources 

meetings throughout the school year. Woodbury participants who attend these functions share the 

lessons learned with colleagues and a number of innovative practices have direct ties back to our 

involvement with this group of South Jersey educators.  

AVID Program: The AVID program, “a college-readiness system designed to increase the number 

of students who enroll in four-year colleges” with a focus on the “least served students in the 

academic middle” (AVID, 2010), continues to also be a catalyst for decreasing the achievement gap 

at the Senior High School. As it relates to its main objective, the following table demonstrates the 

percentage of AVID students in the last four graduating classes who were accepted into a 4-year or 

a 2 year college. Acceptance into a 4-year college has increased over time, even though a drop was 

seen from 2011 to 2012 – with more students accepted to 2 year colleges than previously. With the 

small N it is difficult to draw conclusions about influencing factors, but the economy and affording 

school should also be considered when reviewing college acceptance data. 
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  Accepted into a 4 year College Accepted into a 2 year college 

AVID Class of 2009 11 (68.8%) 5 (31.3%) 

AVID Class of 2010 15 (88.2%) 2 (11.8%) 

AVID Class of 2011 12 (92.0%) N/A 

AVID Class of 2012 12 (75.0%) 4 (25.0%) 
 

It has also been found that the AVID program may be a possible contributing factor in achieving 

proficiency on the HSPA among its students. For the second year in a row, all of the Woodbury 

eleventh grade AVID students were proficient in LAL -- for 2013, at a rate 13.3 percentage points 

higher Woodbury’s class average. Many (88.8%) were proficient in mathematics in 2012 which 

exceeded the class average by 16.4 percentage points. The following chart illustrates AVID students’ 

performance by class on the HSPA with comparisons to Woodbury’s performance overall since 

2009. 

In previous years, examination of student performance by their years spent in AVID (see tables 

below) indicated a higher rate of proficiency for those in AVID for a longer period of time than those 

that have only been in the program for one year. As time has passed more students remain in the 

program for multiple years, so it is difficult to make comparisons based on the small N. The charts 

below are included for illustrative purposes. 
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AVID Class of 2013 

Language 1 Year in AVID (3) 2 Years in AVID (3) 3 Years in AVID (12) 

Advanced 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (8.3%) 

Proficient 3 (100%) 3 (100%) 11 (91.7%) 

Partial 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 

        

AVID Class of 2013 

Math 1 Year in AVID (2) 2 Years in AVID (3) 3 Years in AVID (12) 

Advanced 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (8.3%) 

Proficient 3 (100%) 3 (100%) 9 (75%) 

Partial 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 2 (16.7%) 

 

Student participation in AVID has also reinforced the importance of access to courses with more 

rigorous coursework. This oftentimes means that AVID students take more Advanced Placement 

(AP) coursework with the requirement of taking AP assessments. Additionally, the percentage of 

AVID students scoring a 3 or better doubled from the previous year (from 15.4% to 31.3%). 

  

# Students who 
took one or more 

AP tests 

% Students who 
took one or more 

AP tests 

# of AVID 
Students who 

Scored 3 or Better 
on One or More 

AP Tests 

% of AVID 
Students who 

Scored 3 or Better 
on One or More 

AP Tests 

AVID Class of 2009 15 out of 16 93.8% 0 0% 

AVID Class of 2010 13 out of 16 81.3% 3 18.8% 

AVID Class of 2011 13 out of 13 100% 2 15.4% 

AVID Class of 2012 16 out of 16 100% 5 31.3% 

 

AVID program strategies have been implemented in a significant way across the 7-12 spectrum. 

Recognizing its value and impact on high school students who may not be on track to be fully 

prepared for college, we have established AVID Pathways (6th grade exposure course) to give 

students an early start and help mentally and academically prepare them for college. The AVID 

Pathways course also helps students and their families make decisions regarding participation in the 

AVID elective program in grades 7-12. 

In our efforts to broaden AVID’s impact, many teachers availed themselves of an opportunity to 

attend the national AVID summer conferences.  More than simple changes in how teachers deliver 

lessons – AVID is about teaching students the tools needed to become independent, assertive 

learners. Carrying this message to our Junior High students and their own efforts to collaborate with 

caring adults will help them formulate good study/work habits, good attitudes and positive self-

images. Thus the efforts throughout both the Junior and Senior High Schools will continue to 

address the “middle child” – with the intentions of preparing more Woodbury students for success 

in the classroom, college and beyond.  
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In addition, the Summer 2012 AVID training included a cadre of Woodbury fourth and fifth grade 

teachers.  This is the beginning effort to move our upper elementary grades into the AVID 

Elementary program.  During the upcoming 2012-13 school year, students who are in classrooms 

taught by trained teachers will be experiencing the AVID methodologies on a regular basis.  The 

expectation is that the good work that has been noted in the high school AVID program will be 

something that can impact the Woodbury student at an earlier age as we employ a similar approach 

to academic work. 

STUDENT ASSESSMENT PROFILES 
In an effort to provide teachers with useful student data to assist in making informed instructional 

decisions in the classroom, class and grade-level student assessment profiles for students in Grades 

3-10 for the 2011-2012 school year. The class- and grade-level profile sheets were created for two 

subject areas (language and mathematics) and included students’ absences from the previous year, 

historic spring MAP RIT scores, MAP growth, and historic NJASK assessment results (including 

student growth percentiles and levels where available. At the elementary schools, these student-

level profiles were created for each classroom teacher, and at the junior and senior high grade 

levels, they were created for the entire grade and shared with all teachers who provided instruction 

to the students indicated. All student profiles were distributed to teachers before the beginning of 

the 2012-13 school year. Sample student profiles are included on the following pages. 

 

 

Grade 8 Mathematics Data (Page 1 of 6)

2011-2012 School Year Absences

2009-2012 MAP Performance (Spring)

NJASK Historical Data (Grade 5 through Grade 7)

LID Name

Days

Not 

Present

2011-12

Math

MAP 

RIT

Spring 

09

Math

MAP 

RIT

Spring 

10

Math

MAP 

RIT

Spring 

11

Math

MAP 

RIT

Spring 

12

Typical 

Growth 

(Spring 11- 

Spring 12)

Actual 

Growth 

(Spring 11- 

Spring 12)

Math

G5 ASK 

Scaled

Math

G5 ASK

Perfor-

mance

Math

G5 ASK 

SGP

Math

G5 ASK 

SGL

Math

G6 ASK 

Scaled

Math

G6 ASK

Perfor-

mance

Math

G6 

ASK 

SGP

Math

G6 ASK 

SGL

Math

G7 ASK

Scaled

Math

G7 ASK

Perfor-

mance

2012 

TIS

<1 

Year

999999 LastName, FirstName1 1 226 231 241 240 5 -1 243 Proficient 68 High 250 Advanced 86 High 221 Proficient .

999999 LastName, FirstName2 8 228 236 239 248 5 9 288 Advanced 99 High 226 Proficient 9 Low 245 Proficient .

999999 LastName, FirstName3 2 198 212 211 216 7 5 202 Proficient 26 Low 184 Partial 11 Low 180 Partial .

999999 LastName, FirstName4 ** . . . 243 . . . . . . . . . . 241 Proficient Y

999999 LastName, FirstName5 8 188 173 183 193 8 10 160 Partial 58 Typical 154 Partial 39 Typical 142 Partial .

999999 LastName, FirstName6 0 224 232 231 242 6 11 256 Advanced 96 High 226 Proficient 36 Typical 234 Proficient .

999999 LastName, FirstName7 5 205 227 219 227 6 8 229 Proficient 70 High 201 Proficient 13 Low 212 Proficient .

999999 LastName, FirstName8 0 223 230 231 236 6 5 256 Advanced 96 High 209 Proficient 9 Low 224 Proficient .

999999 LastName, FirstName9 12 . . 162 207 11 45 . . . . . . . . 165 Partial .

999999 LastName, FirstName10 1 215 211 224 237 6 13 193 Partial 39 Typical 223 Proficient 95 High 197 Partial .

999999 LastName, FirstName11 5 . 223 216 238 6 22 220 Proficient . . . . . . 224 Proficient .

999999 LastName, FirstName12 6 234 242 239 244 5 5 299 Advanced 97 High 257 Advanced 19 Low 262 Advanced .

999999 LastName, FirstName13 9 234 242 244 251 5 7 288 Advanced 77 High 241 Proficient 7 Low 245 Proficient .

999999 LastName, FirstName14 3 199 211 214 216 6 2 189 Partial 31 Low 201 Proficient 71 High 197 Partial .

999999 LastName, FirstName15 2 208 222 222 233 6 11 226 Proficient 64 Typical 226 Proficient 70 High 193 Partial .

999999 LastName, FirstName16 ** 214 214 225 228 6 3 . . . . . . . . 203 Proficient Y

999999 LastName, FirstName17 10 213 223 223 230 6 7 223 Proficient 62 Typical 196 Partial 11 Low 177 Partial .

999999 LastName, FirstName18 13 225 233 243 253 5 10 299 Advanced 99 High 229 Proficient 3 Low 237 Proficient .

*Student has a special ed classification % at or above "typical" spring-to-spring growth = 69.6% G5 MGP = G6 MGP = 64 36
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OTHER MAJOR INITIATIVES 

Race to the Top – 3 (RTTT3) and Excellent Educators for New Jersey (EE4NJ)  
The Woodbury City Public Schools joined with other districts across the state and made for 

applications associated with the NJDOE’s successful Race to the Top–3 grant.  This third round of 

federal money to the states was awarded in such a fashion that half of the money was made 

available by the state to interested districts making application.  There were defined projects that 

the monies could be used to support and Woodbury wrote to secure the funding for the 

implementation of the new teacher evaluation system.  The district was successful in receiving an 

award of $57,801. 

In addition, the district chose to become involved in the second year cohort of districts in the EE4NJ 

Pilot Program.  This was a competitive program where districts across the state submitted grant 

proposals that would commit them to implementation of the new teacher evaluation model one 

year earlier than the rest of school districts across the state.  Woodbury was one of eleven districts 

admitted into the Year 2 Cohort; the grant amount is for $71,789. 

Together, these funding sources will allow for the full training of all administrators and teachers, the 

purchase of the evaluation instrument and related software and other ancillary costs connected to 

the roll-out of this new model.  The grants will cover the first two years of the implementation 

process; these costs represent the bulk of expense related to implementation and ongoing 

maintenance of effort in that the major hurdle is related to accomplishing the significant amount of 

training required for both the administrators and teachers. 

Grade 8 Reading/LAL Data (Page 1 of 6)

2011-2012 School Year Absences

2009-2012 MAP Performance (Spring)

NJASK Historical Data (Grade 5 through Grade 7)

LID Name

Days

Not 

Present

2011-12

Read-

ing

MAP RIT

Spring 

09

Read-ing

MAP RIT

Spring 10

Read-

ing

MAP 

RIT

Spring 

Read-

ing

MAP 

RIT

Spring 

Typical 

Growth 

(Spring 11- 

Spring 12)

Actual 

Growth 

(Spring 11- 

Spring 12)

LAL

G5 

ASK 

Scale

d

LAL

G5 ASK

Perfor-

mance

LAL

G5 

ASK 

SGP

LAL

G5 

ASK 

SGL

LAL

G6 

ASK 

Scale

d

LAL

G6 ASK

Perfor-

mance

LAL

G6 

ASK 

SGP

LAL

G6 

ASK 

SGL

LAL

G7 

ASK

Scale

d

LAL

G7 ASK

Perfor-

mance

999999 LastName, FirstName1 1 214 215 227 233 3 6 219 Proficient 81 High 221 Proficient 70 High 218 Proficient

999999 LastName, FirstName2 8 216 218 231 229 2 -2 227 Proficient 90 High 241 Proficient 94 High 221 Proficient

999999 LastName, FirstName3 2 203 202 201 210 6 9 192 Partial 50 Typical 194 Partial 38 Typical 187 Partial

999999 LastName, FirstName4 ** . . . 220 . . . . . . . . . . 191 Partial

999999 LastName, FirstName5 8 180 172 183 200 10 17 128 Partial 2 Low 156 Partial 56 Typical 135 Partial

999999 LastName, FirstName6 0 204 207 210 216 5 6 195 Partial 91 High 192 Partial 58 Typical 189 Partial

999999 LastName, FirstName7 5 213 214 224 219 3 -5 200 Proficient 18 Low 208 Proficient 33 Low 207 Proficient

999999 LastName, FirstName8 0 210 206 217 223 4 6 192 Partial 42 Typical 198 Partial 44 Typical 197 Partial

999999 LastName, FirstName9 12 . . 189 209 9 20 . . . . . . . . 171 Partial

999999 LastName, FirstName10 1 206 211 222 221 3 -1 189 Partial 36 Typical 205 Proficient 72 High 197 Partial

999999 LastName, FirstName11 5 . 210 216 221 4 5 197 Partial . . . . . . 197 Partial

999999 LastName, FirstName12 6 224 223 226 234 3 8 231 Proficient 55 Typical 250 Advanced 90 High 252 Advanced

999999 LastName, FirstName13 9 202 216 217 221 4 4 195 Partial 10 Low 215 Proficient 61 Typical 203 Proficient

999999 LastName, FirstName14 3 193 202 207 215 5 8 172 Partial 75 High 185 Partial 79 High 178 Partial

999999 LastName, FirstName15 2 207 213 211 217 4 6 201 Proficient 31 Low 230 Proficient 93 High 186 Partial

999999 LastName, FirstName16 ** 210 203 211 222 4 11 . . . . . . . . 197 Partial

999999 LastName, FirstName17 10 212 213 217 225 4 8 200 Proficient 44 Typical 210 Proficient 62 Typical 189 Partial

*Student has a special ed classification % at or above "typical" spring-to-spring growth = 57.1% G5 MGP = G6 MGP = 

**Time in school less than a year.

57.5 55
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The successful involvement of the district in both of these funding sources means that local dollars 

will not need to be directed to this state mandated activity.  Interestingly, the New Jersey 

Commission of Education, Christopher Cerf, made comments at his recent convocation of 

superintendents from across the state (September 2012) indicating there would be no added funds 

for districts who will be forced to implement the teacher evaluation expectations next year (all 

districts in the state not involved in pilot work).   

INTERDISTRICT PUBLIC SCHOOL CHOICE  
With the expanded push by the state for districts and families to consider the Interdistrict Public 

School Choice option, Woodbury revisited its original decision not to get involved and took action at 

the March 28, 2012, Board of Education meeting to submit an application for acceptance for the 

Junior-Senior High School to be considered a choice school for the 2013-14 school year.  The NJDOE 

approval of this application was received over the summer of 2012 and the district has been 

advertising the limited seats available during the early part of the current school year. 

In Woodbury’s case, the Interdistrict Public School Choice program focuses on the specialized 

program AVID and in select grades (8th through 11th grade).  Approximately five seats per grade 

will be available for students within a thirty mile radius of Woodbury who are interested in joining 

Woodbury as students involved in the AVID program.  Given the success that we have had with our 

AVID program internally and the positive inclusion of students from outside the district in the past, 

the district is confident that these new members of the school community will be an asset to the 

overall school program. 

In addition, there is a financial benefit to filling available seats through the Interdistrict Public 

School Choice program.  Each year that the student is in attendance, there is a special Interdistrict 

Public School Choice aid amount that is added on to the district’s total amount of state aid.  For 

Woodbury, this amount is currently calculated at $6,752 /student.  In addition, the students are 

counted each October as part of the student enrollment report to NJDOE and become part of our 

resident student count – a figure that is used in the formula calculation of the amount of state aid 

to the district. 

RTTT-D  
A final, more recent project was the district’s work to submit an application to the federal 

government for consideration in the new Race to the Top – District competitive grant opportunity.  

Woodbury City Public Schools took the lead and joined with the Deptford Township Public Schools 

to submit an ambitious proposal:  b2degree – Whole School and Community Reform: From Birth to 

College Graduation.  This grant, if awarded, would provided the consortium nearly 20 million 

dollars over a four year period to continue many support initiatives currently in place and introduce 

new opportunities that would be in concert with the overall district Strategic Plan goals. 

The RttT-D program is highly competitive.  The description of the program indicated that there will 

only be 15-20 awards made across the nation.  On the other hand, though there seemed to be a 

decent amount of interested for the grant (nearly 1000 districts across the state and 79 in New 

Jersey submitted a formal “Intent to Apply” notice), the complexity in crafting and writing the grant 

caused many to drop out before even submitting a final product.  In New Jersey, only  thirteen (13) 

submissions ultimately took place; nation-wide, there were 371 applications submitted.  We still 
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await word on the final decisions with regard to grant awards; this is expected some time in 

December 2012. 

DATA FROM PREVIOUS STATE OF THE SCHOOLS 
In prior year reports, there was added narrative on a variety of matters that are also covered in the 

semi-annual director reports (Special Services, Pupil Personnel Services, and Curriculum & 

Instruction) and the monthly reports of the Business Administrator.  This type of narrative has been 

eliminated here to reduce redundancy.  Nevertheless, for the purposes of this State of the Schools 

report, information that has been provided in these prior reports in chart form – data that may be 

of interest to board members and members of the public throughout a school year – is captured 

and included: 

 Academic Profile Charts/Information (Appendix F) 

 School Budget Charts/Information (Appendix G) 

 Facility Project Chart (Appendix H) 

 Technology Replacement Chart (Appendix I)
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ANNUAL UPDATE OF THE WOODBURY CITY PUBLIC SCHOOLS 

STRATEGIC PLAN 
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Woodbury City Public School District 

 

 

2011 Periodic Update of the Strategic Plan: 

Personalizing Education 

 

 

 

 

 

Approved by the Woodbury City Board of Education on: 

March 23, 2011 
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   BELIEFS 

 

 

We believe that . . . 

 

 Each individual has inherent worth. 

 Every individual desires to succeed. 

 All people can learn. 

 Individuals are responsible for the choices they make. 

 Each person bears responsibility to work toward the common good of 
the community. 

 The family is the primary influence in the development of the child. 

 Shared moral values are essential for the well being of the individual and 
the community. 

 The strength of the community is directly related to the strength of its 
schools 

 Diversity increases the opportunity for mutual respect and personal 
growth. 

 High expectations and hard work drive individuals and organizations 
toward excellence. 

 The education of the entire population is fundamental to the survival of 
democracy. 

 Education is a responsibility shared by students, families, school and 
community. 

 Education expands opportunities throughout life. 
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     PARAMETERS 

 

 

All decisions will be based strictly on what is best for students. 

 

 We will always operate safe schools conducive to learning. 
 

 We will not tolerate behavior that demeans the self-worth or dignity of any individual 
or group. 

 

 No new program or service will be accepted unless it is consistent with the strategic 
plan, benefits clearly exceed cost, and provisions are made for staff development 
and program evaluation. 

 

 No existing program or service will be retained unless it continues to have an 
optimum contribution towards the mission and benefits continue to justify the cost. 

 

 Site-based decisions will always be consistent with the strategic plan. 
 

 We will continuously improve communication between our staff, families, and 
community. 

 

 We will hire and retain the best individuals available for the Woodbury community.   
 

 We will identify and appropriately respond to ineffective performance by 
administrators, teachers, support staff and students. 
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MISSION 

 

 

Building upon our history, diversity and beliefs, the mission of the Woodbury Public 

Schools,  

 

 

a leader in personalizing education, 

 

 

is to ensure each child becomes a responsible citizen who excels in his or her endeavors 

and meets life‟s challenges with courage, confidence and pride;  

 

 

this is accomplished by utilizing proven instructional strategies and innovative methods by 

highly skilled and dedicated individuals in partnership with families, our city and the global 

community. 
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OBJECTIVES 

 

 

 

 By 2013, each student will be proficient on state and local assessments and at least 
50% of our students in each ethnic, gender and socioeconomic sub-group will achieve 
at the advanced proficiency level. 

 

 

 At every level (PreK-5, 6-8, and 9-12), every student will create, implement and be 
accountable for a meaningful, personalized learning plan tailored to his or her interests 
and aspirations including post-secondary plans for high school students. (+) 

 

 

 All students will develop and consistently demonstrate the character traits of a 
responsible citizen. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(+)  – modified from the original plan approved in June 2008 
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STRATEGIES 

 

 

I. We will effectively utilize multiple sources of assessment data to improve instruction, 
close the achievement gap, and increase academic performance. 

 

 

II. We will identify, model, reinforce and measure character traits of responsible 
citizenship that are important to the Woodbury community. 

 

 

III. We will develop appropriate interventions at each level to address the social and 
emotional issues that compromise personal growth and interfere with the educational 
process. 

 

 

IV. We will develop a system to help each child create, implement and be accountable for 
his or her own meaningful personalized student learning plan. 

 

 

V. We will cultivate partnerships among our families, the local and global communities, 
and the schools to support educational achievement and enhance community 
perception. 
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UPDATE ON PROGRESS AS OF Summer 2012 

 

Status STRATEGIES TOTALS % 

 I II III IV V   

Well Established 
 6 4 0 1 1 12 29% 

Ongoing, Positive 

Effort to Establish  9 2 1 4 6 22 54% 

Not Formally 

Initiated  0 1 5 0 1 7 17% 

 

SPECIFIC RESULTS 

Strategy I 

 

We will effectively utilize multiple sources of assessment data to improve instruction, close the 

achievement gap, and increase academic performance. 

 

1. Expand implementation of AVID program to include grades 4-8 and 12. 
 

AVID has included a grade 12 class at the high school for the past four years.  This past year, sixteen 

students were enrolled in the AVID Senior Elective Class. 100% had taken AVID for three or more years. In 

addition, all of these students took one or more AP class during their time in high school. Four of these 

students achieved a passing score in one or more AP test.  All of these students applied to a four-year college 

and completed a FAFSA (Free Application for Federal Student Aid).  All of the students planned to attend 

college either immediately or through military service. 

The success of AVID can be demonstrated by our recognition as one of 117 schools to be awarded the 

prestigious title of National AVID Demonstration Site. We are the only AVID Demonstration High School in the 

Northeast.  We hosted nine site visits last year and already have several in the planning stages for next year. 

In addition, we will host a District Director Training Program in October. Finally, we intend to share our 

success with retired staff members on October 18, 2012.  
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2. Enhance the utilization of a data tracking methodology in order to improve 
teaching and learning.  
 

The school district‟s data reporting has continued to evolve.  With the change in personnel in the position of 

Evaluation and Research Coordinator (ERC), a slightly new slant has been provided to the various reporting 

methodologies.  Nonetheless, the overall product – specifically our State of the Schools report on testing 

information continues to provide detailed analysis, including longitudinal tracking of students who have been 

in the Woodbury system throughout a common period of time. 

In addition, another new initiative this year was the inclusion of data conferences with our teachers that 

resembled something of a “hospital rounds” environment.  Various school personnel were included in the 

individual conferences with classroom teachers to round out various supports and provide suggestions for 

improvement to the instructional program related to specific students.  Basic skills teachers, guidance 

counselors, academic coaches and the ERC joined the teacher and principal at the elementary grade levels 

where there were state testing results.  In the Junior High School, this concept was replicated with the grade 

level team of teachers all meeting collectively to review the data.  The plan is for these mid-year conferences 

to continue and to add a beginning of the year meeting to help set the tone for the new year. 

 

3. Provide professional development to teachers in Pre-K through 12 in order to 
implement best teaching practices and learning strategies that utilize 
differentiated instruction to respond to diverse learners.  

 

Eighty-three (83) district staff members have been part of year-long professional development centered on the 

differentiation of instruction in grades 1-8 since the 2007-08 school year. With another twelve (12) scheduled 

to be added to that list by the end of this upcoming year, the district will have trained ninety-five (95) 

educators in specific strategies to meet the needs of individual students in each classroom from kindergarten 

thru eighth grade. 

The next big push will focus on getting high school teachers acclimated to the approach of focusing on each 

student. Planning for individual student needs requires a deep understanding of content while simultaneously 

affording multiple opportunities to demonstrate mastery in the product and process of teaching. 

Given the rate of acceptance and enthusiasm thus far, Woodbury is well-positioned to make this upcoming 

differentiated incursion into the high school a success.  

 

4. Create a staffed, age-appropriate Homework Completion Program that offers 
the same opportunity as the Jr.-Sr. High School‟s Workplace Program to 
students at each of the elementary schools in order to reach 100% homework 
completion.  (+) 
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This initiative took root during the 2011-12 school year: 

West End:  Elementary Workplace was launched in October, 2011.  At West End, the evolution of Workplace 

continued throughout the school year.  We had over 100 students signed up and attend two days a week.  

Teachers were available for homework support, tutoring sessions, and test preparation (grades 3-5). 

Evergreen:  Four days a week this year, Evergreen students were afforded the opportunity to receive 

additional, needed instruction and support from certified staff members during Workplace after school.   

While the program was open to all, specific students were targeted based on their MAP and previous year‟s 

NJ ASK test scores. The entire school was gridded into a spreadsheet and divided into three categories – red, 

yellow, & green.  Being the neediest, red and yellow groups were given priority if space issues arose.  High 

school students were embedded into each classroom to serve as tutors and defacto mentors.  Accelerated 

Reader, Accelerated Math, and Study Island were utilized to assist struggling students.  Progress was tracked 

and adjustments were made as needed. NJ ASK scores for these students will be analyzed in terms of the 

program‟s effectiveness for better implementation in the 2012-13 school year. 

Walnut:  After school workplace was implemented three days a week at Walnut Street School for students in 

grades 3rd-5th. This program was staffed by two instructional staff members. Classroom teachers often 

consulted and collaborated with Workplace Teachers to ensure students had the appropriate assignments 

and review materials necessary to find academic success. Furthermore Jr/Sr High Students often volunteered 

to assist our elementary students as part of their service learning program requirements.   

 

5. Implement a new/transfer student assessment process that determines the 
student‟s academic level in order to provide immediate appropriate instruction.  

 

The MAP assessment is administered to all students (grades 2-10) at the beginning, middle and end of the 

school-year.  Students who enroll after the first administration are given the test within one week of starting 

school.  The baseline data is shared with teachers so that they are aware of the student‟s strengths and 

weaknesses.  In addition this information is used to measure growth with follow-up testing is administered 

during the year. 

 

6. Redesign the IRSC process to provide immediate, regular support (both formal 
and informal) when students  begin falling behind academically or indicate 
lack of motivation.  

 
Jr.-Sr. High School.  The Junior and Senior High School Intervention and Referral Services Committees 

continue to follow the process developed since our Strategic Plan was developed four (4) years ago.  Each 

month – the 3rd Thursday each month -- teams of educators meet to review and develop interventions for 

new referrals or review interventions already in place for effectiveness.  Parents are invited to each new 

referral review; the attendance/involvement has been high and positive.  Although most of the teams at each 
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school have been trained in the past, formal training needs to occur again.  We hope to provide that training 

during the 2012-2013 school year.   

 

Junior High School IRSC Committee Senior High School IRSC Committee 

Tom Braddock, Coordinator Ellen Grimes, Coordinator 

Donna Lacovara – Student Assistance Coordinator Donna Lacovara – Student Assistance Coordinator 

Denise Dreger, Child Study Team (7-8) Denise Dreger, Child Study Team (9th Grade) 

Sharon Caldwell, Child Study Team (6th Grade) Tanya Ripley – Child Study Team (10-12) 

Referring Teacher Referring Teacher 

Team Leaders SHS Counselors 

Parent* (for all new referrals) Parent* (for all new referrals) 

 

West End.  The IRSC committee meets monthly at West End.  Teachers submit a referral using the district 

website. The counselor gathers student data and invites the parent/guardian to the meeting.  During the 

meeting, three obtainable goals are set for the student.  A follow up meeting is scheduled in six weeks to 

debrief about the student success. 

Evergreen.  While the IRSC process was overhauled at the beginning of this Strategic Plan, an interesting off 

shoot has occurred recently that combines this effort with Woodbury‟s increased use of data (See the data 

section above -- #2).  

Similar to the concept of “doctor‟s rounds”, teachers teamed with a number of professionals in specialty areas 

– BSI, enrichment, counselors and academic coaches –to analyze assessment data and propose 

personalized interventions for each student in their class. With people from different backgrounds coming 

together to “diagnose” a case, these data teams found innovative and novel intervention approaches. Literacy 

was the main focus, but support was provided in every subject.  

This approach was a resounding success and will be repeated in the years to come. 

Walnut.  Nothing new on this initiative this year at Walnut, however, the NJ DOE consolidated review 

indicated we needed to revise procedures to ensure consistent implementation of data collection and 

documentation during IRSC process.   Mr. Murphy and Dr. Adams will be working on this for the upcoming 

year. 
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7. Improve student attendance through a system of rewards/recognition. 
 

The Junior – Senior High School attendance recognition initiative -First Friday Fun- continued this year 

without much growth or change in students‟ attendance.    

 

While the monthly event still provides purposeful and positive interactions between adults (many teachers 

come to serve the lunch time treat to student each month), the original intent – to encourage more students to 

attend school each day – doesn‟t receive the attention we initially desired.  Building administrators would like 

to consider trying a new approach next year:  raffling two special awards each month to students who take 

time to respond to trivia questions taken from our Student Handbook.  Only students who have perfect 

attendance (zero absences and/or latenesses) will be eligible for the award each month.   

At the elementary level, West End has led the way with an attendance initiative.  Student attendance 

continues to be recognized on a monthly basis at our WEBSTER assemblies at West End.  Students who 

have perfect attendance each month are recognized with a perfect attendance token.  Striving to improve 

individual attendance was the major point being discussed with students.  As in the past three years, our 

monthly average of perfect attendance has hovered close to 35% of our student population.  This meant 

about 35% of our students were here each day without leaving early or arriving late.  Although the averages 

have remained the same since implementing this program, it is nice to see individual students strive to be 

here each day while we were able to see the positive impact when individual students began turning their 

attendance numbers around.   

No “perfect attendance” incentive plan has been established at Walnut given the concern a couple years ago 

about the competing health reasons of not wanting to encourage students with illness to come to school. Also 

rewards for attendance seemed to be contra-indicated by RC philosophy. 

As documented here, there is still work that needs to be done with regard to realizing the intent of this action 

plan. 

Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May

JHS 50% 37% 41% 37% 34% 33% 32% 48% 37%

SHS 33% 28% 26% 23% 22% 22% 24% 33% 16%

2011-2012 

Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May

JHS 47% 28% 31% 23% 27% 26% 26% 17% 38%

SHS 50% 47% 51% 38% 36% 36% 31% 23% 16%

2010-2011 
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8. Create a program of studies in which all eighth grade students (except special 
education students whose individual educational plans specifically state 
otherwise) take Algebra I. 

 The first cohort of 8th grade students taking Algebra I will be sophomores this school year.  The number of 

students enrolling in Honors Integrated Algebra II and College Prep Algebra II (70) doubled from previous 

years.  The remaining students repeated Integrated Algebra I as freshman, adhering to the guidelines that any 

student earning 74 and below (and still passing the course) would repeat the course.   

The numbers of students (74) enrolling in Honors Algebra II and College Prep Algebra II showed an increase 

for the upcoming school year.   

Our In-Class Support program for math shares some of the success of this initiative.  A significant number of 

Special Needs students showed great strength in math and excelled as a result of the opportunity to join their 

peers in the rigorous course work.  

 

9. Establish an all-day pre-k to include serving all 3-year-olds and 4-year-olds 
when funding for this initiative can be acquired through a combination of 
increased revenue, grants and/or tuition.  (+) 

 

The 2011-12 school year provided the opportunity to plan for a single class of full-day preschool for the 

upcoming school year.  Funding from the state specifically for preschool education was able to be 

restructured to make this offer a reality.  We will carefully study the results of this initial move toward full-day 

programming and analyze our funding to determine if we can continue the offering and/or if the full-day 

concept can be expanded. 

Interest in full-day preschool exceeded the capacity of the one classroom.  We were able to specifically assign 

to the class students who came from families identified by the NJDOE in an “at-risk” category. 

 

10. Design and improve enrichment and remedial opportunities to be offered during 
the summer recess session. 

 

Enrollment determines the number of summer opportunities offered to our students each summer.  We have 

made significant changes to our remedial program in recent years to support the academic programing 

offered.   

Integrated Algebra II and III were added in the last two years to support those students who were not 

successful during the regular school year.  It is a course that will continue to be unique to Woodbury given the 

integrated nature of the course pedagogy.  We will not accept credit from any other math program offered 

during the summer in other schools.   
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The Junior High School promotion and retention policy was revised in June 2011 to address the new Algebra I 

for all eighth grade students.  As such, a new summer opportunity – Algebra Readiness – was added to the 

course of studies for students who struggled or failed the course during the regular school year.  

Literacy and Math Bridge courses – offered to incoming sixth grade students, continues to serve anywhere 

from 10 to 12 students.   

AP Bridge classes have grown each year as we add more Advanced Placement courses to our course of 

studies.  

 

Summer 2011 

Junior High Enrichment Program 
Opportunities:  
_____Math-Bridge Program (Rising 6th graders)  
_____Literacy-Bridge Program (Rising 6th graders)  
_____READ 180 (Rising 6th-8th graders)  

Senior High Enrichment Program 
Opportunities:  
_____Bridges to Literacy (Rising 10th & 11th graders)  
_____Bridges to Math (Rising 10th & 11th graders)  
_____Bridges to AP Spanish  
_____Bridges to AP American Government  
_____Bridges to AP US History  
_____Bridges to AP English 12  
_____Bridges to AP English 11  
_____Bridges to Technology Utilization  
_____Integrated Algebra Enrichment Camp (Rising 8th & 
9th graders)  
_____Math Analysis Enrichment Camp  
_____SAT Preparation-Math  
_____SAT Preparation-English 

 

Summer 2012 

Junior High Enrichment Program 
Opportunities:  
_____Math-Bridge Program (Rising 6th graders)  
_____Literacy-Bridge Program (Rising 6th graders)  
_____READ 180 (Rising 6th-8th graders)  

Senior High Enrichment Program 
Opportunities:  
_____Bridges to Literacy (Rising 10th & 11th graders)  
_____Bridges to Math (Rising 10th & 11th graders)  
_____Bridges to AP Spanish  
_____Bridges to AP American Government  
_____Bridges to AP US History  
_____Bridges to AP English 12  
_____Bridges to AP English 11  
_____Bridges to Technology Utilization  

_____Integrated Algebra Enrichment Camp (Rising 8th & 
9th graders)  
_____Math Analysis Enrichment Camp  
_____SAT Preparation-Math  
_____SAT Preparation-English
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At the elementary level, offerings were expanded during the summer of 2011 and the same array of courses 

were provided again in 2012.  With an early start to promoting summer opportunities for students, we had 

around 160 students registered for summer 2012 remediation and summer enrichment for students entering 

grades 1-5.  For remedial classes, teachers worked collaboratively with one regular education teacher and one 

special education teacher in an inclusion setting.  Enrichment opportunities partnered two teachers serving an 

average of 22 students per section. 

 

11. Offer a Summer Bridge to Technological Application to enable students to 
develop a variety of computer application skills and strengthen on-line research 
capabilities. (*) 

 

Summer Bridge to Technological Application was offered in the Summer 2011 program.  Due to low enrollment, 

it was not offered this summer.  The numbers were small last year, but the projects were complex and 

meaningful for students.  We will offer the course again next year with the hope that the interest increases.   

 

12. Add additional mobile computers or computer labs to schools. (*) 
 

The IPad cart is the newest addition to the technology list for the Junior – Senior High School.  Faculty members 

were invited to submit proposals to project how the technology would be used in their classroom.  Sheldon 

Soper, our 7th grade Social Studies teacher was awarded use of the cart for our students for the 2011-2012 

school year.  Digital lockers (clouds) are used by our students and teacher to conduct and monitor the work that 

is done throughout the school year.   

A group of nine teachers put together a joint video application for an intra-district mini-grant for a cart of iPads at 

the beginning of the year. While they did not win the initial grant, they were awarded a cart for the 2nd semester. 

Teachers in grades Preschool – 4 developed a schedule where they would have the iPads for one day each 

week. Forty-eight (48) innovative apps were downloaded and made available to students.  Such diverse 

applications as Rocket Math – where one answers mathematical computation problems to configure a rocket 

that flies – to  Proloquo2Go – which enables non-verbal autistic students to hear spoken words via picture 

prompts – helped students learn. Interactive digital books were downloaded and vociferously read. 

Students awaited “iPad day” with eager anticipation and, once it arrived, maximized their time in meaningful 

ways. Video projects, Skype conversations, and digital responders were some of the more intuitive ways in 

which the iPads were utilized. Both teachers and students expressed deep satisfaction and gratitude for their 

accessibility.  

Evergreen will strive to expand our efforts at acquiring another iPad cart next year. This will enable all students 

access to this incredibly powerful device. 

 

13. Continue to equip classrooms with innovative technology to improve instruction.  (*) 
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During the 2011-12 school year, the document camera was placed in elementary classrooms (grades 2-5) and 

in select Junior-Senior High Classrooms.  We had a technology meeting with interested faculty and discussed 

what ideal “smart rooms” would look like in the future.  There is some variability in needs based upon 

programming, but the district has moved aggressively to ensure that the newer technologies of interactive 

whiteboards and document cameras become part of the normal framework of the design. 

 

14. Continue and expand the use of Benchmark Assessments. (*) 
 

Woodbury has always been in front of the curve in regard to benchmarking.  In addition to administering M.A.P.  

to all students in grades 6 – 10, three years ago, the district started the practice of benchmarking in all 

disciplines at the Junior-Senior High School.  Our first attempt included two (2) benchmarks.  Each assessment 

required teachers to report quantitative results and qualitative results in the form of a narrative that includes 

modifications to their instructional strategies to address the performance of their students.  

Three (3) benchmarks in all Jr.-Sr. High School classes (including when M.A.P. was the benchmark) were 

administered in 2011-2012.  The process remained the same:  reporting out quantitative and qualitative data for 

each assessment.    

High stakes testing for the State of New Jersey in the future will involve three or more benchmarks each year.  

We are well positioned to implement the State‟s new testing practices because of this initiative.   

Benchmarking at the elementary school was expanded to included three administrations of the M.A.P. 

throughout the school year.  Consideration still needs to be given to other subject disciplines and grades K and 

1. 

 

15. Continue the practice of Curriculum Mapping. (*) 
 

Professional time is dedicated each month to Curriculum Mapping throughout the school year.  The Junior – 

Senior High School offers 162 courses at the Senior HS and 95 different courses at the Junior HS.  To date, 251 

courses are completely mapped – each course is updated throughout the current school year.  Many course 

offerings are offered in alternate years; work on those maps is addressed during the year that they are taught.   

At the elementary level, teachers continue to map their curriculum monthly in an effort to improve both 

horizontal and vertical articulation.  Gaps and redundancies are eliminated.  Lessons continue to be reflected 

upon and refined.  A concentration on literacy maps was introduced and teachers were asked to map in grade 

level groups rather than in isolation this year.  Also, a focus upon Objective #1 in the Strategic Plan – getting 

more students to advanced proficiency – became the driving force of each mapping session. 

The 2012-13 school year will see teachers adding an additional day to their mapping efforts.  This bi-monthly 

routine will have teachers meet in grade-level teams district wide working on the new Go Math! series and in 

school-based grade-level teams mapping the new social studies approach and resources. 

(+)  – modified from the original plan approved in June 2008 

(*)   – newly added at the time of the 2010 periodic update 
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SPECIFIC RESULTS 

Strategy II 

 

We will identify, model, reinforce, and measure character traits of responsible citizenship 

that are important to the Woodbury community. 

 

1. Integrate Responsive Classroom throughout grades Pre-K – 5. 
 

We continue to implement RC into classrooms at the elementary level.  All teachers in grades 2-5 are now 

trained with many of our K-1 teachers have begun to receive training in RC1.  Initial training took place in the 

summer of 2009 for grades 3-5 with a follow up session in November of 2009.  A second week-long training for 

the same group of teachers took place in July 2010.  Since this time, we have begun the implementation at the 

primary grades.  Six teachers took part in training just this summer. Our teachers see the importance of the 

social-emotional piece to our daily repertoire and look forward to upcoming trainings to further tweak and 

increase the RC model.  

 

2. Integrate Developmental Design throughout grades 6 – 8. 
 

Developmental Designs continues to be implemented at the Junior HS for the fourth year.  Herd Huddles (Class 

meetings) are conducted three (3) times each week -- every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday.  A+ sessions 

(tutorials) are conducted each Tuesday and Thursday.   

Origins, the DD developing company, visited our school this past academic year (October) to assess our 

program.  Five Junior HS teachers were involved in the planning for that oversight visit; Kristin Gauthier 

coordinated the visit which involved videos of various Herd Huddles and classroom lessons which included the 

use of Developmental Design strategies.  The result of the assessment was exceptional; our overall 

implementation received an outstanding report; three (3) of the teachers involved were asked to continue 

training to become formal trainers of Developmental Design.    

 

3. Establish a required service learning program at the High School. 
 

The new BOE policy 5460 requires seventy-two (72) hours of Service learning for each student which 

commenced with the incoming freshmen 2010.  Students are introduced to Service Learning and begin logging 

hours during their first semester in high school as part of the “Freshman Seminar” class.  The class requires that 

students complete a minimum of 12 hours as part of the class and develop a “soft” plan for follow-up activities 

throughout their high school experience.   
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Service Learning Opportunities are announced in several areas for students and parents including the School 

web-page, digital signage (monitors) which are located at the front and rear entrances of the school as well as 

on Naviance.    

Student hours are tracked on PowerSchool by listing the cumulative hours that have been verified.  In addition, 

two letters are sent out during the year which review the graduation requirement and update parents and 

students on their progress toward fulfilling that requirement. 

The Chart below illustrates the number of students in each grade with the accompanying number of hours that 

have been dedicated to Service Learning; Note that although Service Learning is not a requirement for 

upperclassman nearly 20% of students have participated and amassed close to 1000 hours.     

       

Service Learning  students  

Freshman    86 1983 hours 

Sophomore  106 2517 hours 

Upper Classmen  41   965 hours 

Total Service Learning Hours 5465 hours 

 

      Below is a snapshot of the school activities, community agencies and various other activities in which 

students have been involved to earn Service Learning Hours: 

ARC Gloucester      National Trails Day 

Avenues to Independent Living    People to People Ambassadors 

Band / Choir Concerts     PTA 

Boy Scouts      PTSA 

BRNICH Karate      Republican Party 

Calvary Hill Vacation Bible School   Woodbury Rotary 

Camp YEY      RRCW Youth Track 

Christ‟s Episcopal Church   Special Olympics of New Jersey 

Christian Ambassadors Worship Center   St. Stephen‟s Lutheran Church 

City of Woodbury     Underwood Memorial Hospital 

Cub Scouts      Walnut Street School 

Democrat Party      West Deptford Soccer 

Department of Economic Development   West End School 

Evergreen Elementary School    WHS Track and Field 
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Family Success Center     Woodbury African American History Project 

Friendship Fire Company    Woodbury Block Party! 

Girl Scouts      Woodbury BOE Mailings 

Gloucester County Department of Health   Woodbury Child Development Center 

Gloucester County Earth Day    Woodbury Festive Fridays 

Golden Bytes Computer Classes    Woodbury Ghost Tour 

Greater Woodbury Cooperative Ministries  Woodbury Holiday House Tour 

Greater Woodbury Kiwanis    Woodbury Main Street, Inc. 

Library       Woodbury Mews 

Marathon Church     Woodbury Youth Sports 

Martin Luther King Day of Service   YMCA 

 

4. Adopt the Challenge Day program and establish an opportunity for all freshman 
students to participate. (*) 

 

This upcoming school year will be our second year with the Challenge Day program as an official part of our 

Strategic Plan.  The program was held one year before as well.  The program‟s vision perfectly aligns with our 

work in personalizing and addressing the social – emotional health of each child.  Challenge Day also couples 

nicely with the work of our Junior High School Developmental Designs (Herd Huddles) program.  The climate 

and culture of our building is kinder and gentler – particularly at the Senior High School level.   

 

 Our Vision 

Our vision is that every child lives in a world where they feel safe, loved and 

celebrated. 

Our Mission 

The Challenge Day mission is to provide youth and their communities with experiential programs 

that demonstrate the possibility of love and connection through the celebration of diversity, truth, 

and full expression. 

5. Participate in the federal “Let‟s Move” program. (*) 
 

Embedded in the Let‟s Move program is the Healthier US School Challenge.  During the 2011-2012 school year, 

West End applied with the assistance of Nutri-Serve. At this time, we still await word on our application status. 

The Healthier US School Challenge (HUSSC) is a voluntary certification initiative established in 2004 to 
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recognize those schools participating in the National School Lunch Program that have created healthier school 

environments through promotion of nutrition and physical activity.  School lunches were greatly improved over 

past years -- serving more options of fresh fruits and vegetables to our students along with more whole grain 

options.   

At West End, we continue to implement our Fitness and Mileage Clubs as a way to promote physical activity.  In 

all elementary schools this year, students were exposed to Hip Hop Health as a spring board to a healthy life 

style.   

Although the chart below still needs to have the 2012 added, past data shows a small decline in the number of 

students at West End overweight: 

Who When Percent 

Obese 

Percent 

Overweight 

Percent  

Total 

National Survey          

Ages 6 to 11 

1980 6.5   

National Survey 

Ages 6 to 11 

2004 19 18 37 

National Survey  

Ages 6 to 11 

2008 19.6   

West End Students 

Grades K to 4 

2006-7 23 17 40 

West End Students 

Grades K to 5 

2007-8 23 18 41 

West End Students 

Grades K to 5 

2008-9 23 19 42 

West End Students 

Grades K to 5 

2009-10 20 19 39 

West End Students 

Grades K to 5 

2010-11 20 18 38 

 

6. Celebrate the character traits embedded within the district‟s character education 
programs. (*) 
 

Some activity in this area occurs, but a concerted Strategic Plan related push has not yet occurred. 
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7. Use assessments to measure character traits. (*) 
 

In all elementary schools over the past several years in Woodbury, a program called Responsive Classroom 

has been implemented. This research-based approach to elementary education strives to increase academic 

achievement, decrease problem behaviors, improve social skills, and positively impact classroom instruction.  

In order to monitor the progress and impact of this approach and target areas for improvement, an online survey 

was developed by Woodbury‟s Evaluation and Research Coordinator using validated items and scales 

recommended by the National Education Association and developed by the Developmental Studies Center 

(http://www.devstu.org) over the past twenty years for the Child Development Project. These grade-

appropriate items and scales exist to measure students‟ academic and behavior development, as well as 

emotional and ethical behaviors.  

The resulting anonymous online questionnaires were administered over a period of three days in February 

(winter) and three days in June (spring) of 2012 at Woodbury‟s three elementary schools (Evergreen Avenue, 

West End, and Walnut Street School) to students in grades three through five as a pilot pre-post survey design 

to measure changes over time; in subsequent years, the questionnaire will be administered in the fall and 

spring. In addition to measuring the overall impact of Responsive Classroom across the district, data was 

collected with the intention of being able to disaggregate results by school, grade level, as well as participation 

in the SLAG (students, leaders, athletes and gentlemen) and GALS (girls, athletes/artists, leaders and scholars) 

clubs. 

While the data is still being formatted for dissemination, below you will find one interesting data point that 

speaks to the power of a double dose of social-emotional intervention – Responsive Classroom and 

S.L.A.G/G.A.L.S: 

 

http://www.devstu.org/
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While there was virtually no change in perception of autonomy and influence in the classroom for the category 

as a whole for non-SLAG/GALS students, the mean for SLAG/GALS participants increased from 1.76 to 2.15 on 

a 5-point scale from the winter administration to the spring administration of the survey. Although respondents 

were not matched from pre- to post-survey – as the questionnaire was anonymous – An independent samples t-

test was conducted to compare student perceptions of autonomy and influence in the classroom in the winter 

with perceptions in the spring. For the group of respondents in the SLAG or GALS program, there was a 

statistically significant increase in positive perceptions of autonomy and influence in the classroom, as 

evidenced by students' mean responses on the winter administration (M=1.76, SD=0.556) compared with 

responses later that spring (M=2.15, SD=0.580) on related survey items; t(49)=-2.392, p<.05. There was 

virtually no difference in perception among non-SLAG/GALS students. This was the only dimension-wide 

statistically significant change seen from pre- to post- on this survey for either group. Although caution should 

be exercised when interpreting this result due to the small sample size, it is worth exploring the idea that SLAG 

and GALS students may develop more positive perceptions of their autonomy and influence in the classroom 

due to their participation in the clubs over time. 

 

(*)   – newly added at the time of the 2010 periodic update 
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SPECIFIC RESULTS 

Strategy III 

 

We will develop appropriate interventions, at each level, to address the social and emotional 

issues that compromise personal growth and interfere with the educational process.  

 

1. Provide immediate and appropriate interventions to meet the social and emotional 
needs of our students. 

 

Ongoing in-house BEST program efforts continue using district psychologists and social workers to provide on-

site mental health counseling services. Supplemental counseling and psychiatric services provided by Robin‟s 

Nest organization continues to occur in all four district buildings. GCSSSD consultants continue to work with 

Autistic students developing behavioral intervention plans and consultative Professional Development for staff 

and students attending in-district self-contained elementary programming. District hired behavioral specialist, 

Trisha Walshe, provides behavioral intervention plans and professional development for staff and students 

attending general education elementary programming. Finally, continued growth of grant funded elementary 

after school SLAG/GALS mentoring program provides yearlong mentoring services for male and female 

students in grades 3rd-5th in all three elementary schools. 

In the Junior-Senior High School, the principal notes that the second year of services from Robin‟s Nest has just 

concluded and that both counselors (Roseanna Bodner (JHS) and Lauren Hill (SHS) have done phenomenal 

work with our students and parents.  Each counselor was able to counsel a minimum of five (5) students for a 

period of at least twelve weeks each throughout the school year.  Each counselor met with a team of 

Administrators, Child Study Team members, and our Student Assistance Counselor/Anti- Bullying Specialists 

mid-year to make recommendations for a new case load.  Though the waiting list was long in both schools, 

most, if not all, of our students were served well.    

 

2. Establish a parent training program from The Incredible Years in grades PreK-2 for 
families with identified needs. (+) 

 

Some activity in this area occurs, but a concerted Strategic Plan related push has not yet occurred. 

 

3. Improve consistent implementation of discipline codes across the school district and 
within each school. 

 

Some activity in this area occurs, but a concerted Strategic Plan related push has not yet occurred. 
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4. Provide all staff, including support staff, instructional assistants, aides, and 
substitutes training on discipline procedures and ongoing support for behavioral 
interventions.   

 

Some activity in this area occurs, but a concerted Strategic Plan related push has not yet occurred. 

 

5. Coordinate an adult (staff member) to student mentoring program in grades K-12.   
 

Some activity in this area occurs, but a concerted Strategic Plan related push has not yet occurred. 

 

 

6. Utilize high school upperclassmen to mentor elementary students.    

 

Some activity in this area occurs, but a concerted Strategic Plan related push has not yet occurred. 

 

 

(+)  – modified from the original plan approved in June 2008 
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SPECIFIC RESULTS 

Strategy IV 

 

We will develop a system to help each child create, implement and be accountable for his or 

her own meaningful personalized student learning plan.  

 

1. Offer Option II programs to Senior High School students that are consistent with New 
Jersey State Core Curriculum Content Standards. 

 

Four years after the inception of Option II at the Junior/Senior High School, opportunities for students have 

continued to grow each year.  Many programs have been formally approved by the Board of Education that 

enable students to simply indicate their interest to participate in an activity and receive credit.  Other programs 

are reviewed and approved by a formal review committee which is charged with insuring that the proposed 

program is consistent with the New Jersey State Core Curriculum Content Standards in order to receive credit in 

a particular area. 

Below is a list of the various Option II programs and accompanying number of students involved during the 

2011-12 school-year. 

 

 

 

 

Option II Program # of Students Community Partner 

      

  

Future Teachers   38 Evergreen 

      Junior High 

      Senior High 

      Walnut 

      West End 
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College   5 American Public University 

  Camden County College 

  Cornell University 

  Gloucester County College 

  Penn Foster 

  

Online Learning   14 Adventa Learning 

      Founders Education 

      Henrico Virginia 

  

Gloucester County Police Academy 

and Prosecutor’s Office 

9 Gloucester County 

  

Physical Education / Health   16 Independent  

  

School-to-Careers   13   

25 Burgers    McDonald‟s 

Berry Creamy    Library RD Restoration, Inc. 

Compass Wire Cloth   Sweet Tooth 

Country House Restaurant   The Chocolatier 

Envy Salon and Spa   Under the Sun Learning Center 

Heritages   Woodbury Station Cafe 

Jake‟s Thrift Shop   YMCA Child Care 

Marlene Mangia Bena     

  

Total Option II Students (including Service Learning 

students noted above):    

  308 
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2. Establish a mechanism for goal-centered, student-led conferences at the elementary 
level. 

 

Extensive research took place in the early part of the 10-11 school year.  We had one Walnut teacher 

independently implement SLC‟s in November and February.  Following successful implementation, all teachers 

in grades 3-5 met in April 2011 to discuss the implementation for the 11-12 school year.  After a follow up 

meeting in May 2011, the district prepared to implement this format in all classrooms for students in grades 3-5 

during the 11-12 school year utilizing technology in the classroom. (Smart Boards) 

Student Led Conferences were successfully implemented in November 2012 in grades 3-5 across the district.  

There were a significant number of positive remarks by parents and students through an evaluation 

questionnaire.  It is our goal to digest the feedback to improve the successful implementation in future years.  

Also, planning has occurred to have this format follow the students up into the sixth grade program. 

 

3. Implement the AVID Elementary program for grades 4 and 5. 
 

Thirteen (13) staff members representing all three elementary schools spanning grades 4 & 5 participated in 

their first AVID Summer Institute the last week of July 2012.  

Inspired by their strand presenters and speeches by Woodbury‟s own high school teacher Maria Lario and 

Board of Education member Theodore Johnson at the general assembly, elementary participants 

enthusiastically embraced the AVID approach. 

The staff trained in AVID methodologies that create a college-going culture and develop college readiness.  The 

AVID Elementary methodologies flow seamlessly into the high school program.  All three elementary schools 

developed site plans before they left the Summer Institute. Each site team developed specific SMART goals in 

each of the four AVID Elementary Elements in an effort to jump start the program at that level. 

Data will be collected over the course of the next two years as more staff are trained and in preparation for 

elementary certification in year 3. 

 

4. Instruct students about the goal setting process and establish age appropriate 
resources in all schools to support students with their goals. 

 

Elementary students in grades 3-5 have learned about “Goal Setting” through “Student Led Conferences”.  

During the conference students talk about their strengths and weaknesses as well as about what they hope to 

accomplish.  This process will continue at the 6th grade during the 2012-13 school-year. 

 

In the 6th grade, students spend one period per week in a “Goal Setting class” which is taught by the junior high 

counselor.  The focus of the class is to have students understand the importance of establishing goals while 

learning the process involved in establishing a goal and monitoring it.  The S.M.A.R.T. criteria is introduced 

which helps students create goals that are Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Relevant and Time-bound.  
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Students create both an academic goal as well as a social/personal goal in Naviance using the S.M.A.R.T. 

criteria.   The hope is to expanded the process and introduce both teachers and parents to the program so that 

they can monitor and reinforce the goals that students have set for themselves in school and at home.  

    The 7th grade students reviewed the goal setting process that was introduced to them last year and they 

established new goals in Naviance with the Student Assistance Counselor.  Finally, goal setting is an integral 

part of the Freshman Seminar class; again goals are placed in Naviance.   

   

5. Create a program at the Woodbury Senior High School that would connect faculty 
members with students for the purpose of providing support and goal setting in 
relation to each student‟s own Personalized Student Learning Plan (PSLP). (+) 

 

Students who are new to the district and students who have not kept up with their PSLP, particularly those 

students who have not earned the recommended number of service learning hours, have been identified in each 

grade.  Each student has had a meeting to review the requirement and parents have been informed of both the 

requirement and their current status.  A group of adult volunteers will be selected during the 2012-13 school 

year to partner officially with those identified students.  Volunteers will meet regularly with the identified students 

to monitor progress and assist them in developing a plan.  The volunteers will also assist with goal setting and 

pay particular attention to how current choices are aligned with long-term educational/career goals.   

 

 (+)  – modified from the original plan approved in June 2008 
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SPECIFIC RESULTS 

Strategy V 

 

We will cultivate partnerships among our families, the local and global communities and the 

schools to support educational achievement and enhance community perception.  

 

1. Re-establish at the Jr.-Sr. High School, and create at each of the elementary 
schools, a Principal‟s Advisory Committee to provide information to and receive input 
from parents, students, and faculty on school programs, policies and goals. 

 

 Evergreen Avenue Elementary school held four PAC meetings during the 2011-12 school year. Each 
meeting focused on curricular matters. While there was strong teacher support, parent participation was 
scarce. Only a total of four parents made it to the sessions. 
 

A rejuvenated recruitment effort at the beginning of the 2012-13 school year will aim to identify more 

interested parents and build a level of commitment necessary for a successful committee. 

 Walnut PAC is up and running and meetings occur quarterly; the agenda fluctuates depending on 
feedback from parent stake holders. Two of four meetings do have Principal set agenda focusing on a) 
Building Goals stemming from Title 1 Plan as well as district Strategic plan and b) Review of Test 
Data/Performance and Statewide and Local Curriculum Updates. 

 

 Good work continues to flow out of the PAC meetings at West End.  We used our meeting time to focus 
on the Unified Plan for West End in an effort to continue with our school-wide status under ESEA.  We 
meet quarterly to discuss a variety of school topics.  

 

 The participation of the Junior – Senior High School Principal‟s Advisory Committee continues to be 
scant.  The agenda for the entire year is shared with parents in September each year.  The meeting 
was rescheduled to be held an hour before our PTSA meeting in 2011-12, but it did not change the 
attendance rate.  The same small core of parents who have consistently participated over the past 3 
years continue to attend.   
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Woodbury Junior Senior High School Principal’s Advisory Committee Meeting Dates 

6:30 p.m. Library Media Center 

November 15 AYP Status and Plans  

January 17 Curricular Programming 

March 20 Summer Programs 

May 15 Ending one year; beginning the next 

 

2. Require parent participation in district-wide teacher conferences in order to enhance 
individual student achievement. 

 

West End continues to have a lot of success with the participation of parents/guardians during conferences.  

Letters and follow-up reminders are sent to all parents.  Personal phone calls are made in the event that there is 

a conflict with scheduling.  With these efforts, along with the implementation of Student Led Conferences in 

grades 3-5, we were able to obtain a 100% participation rate.  

Walnut has historically always had good turn out with regard to parent conferences. We have, and continue, to 

hit 100% participation either in person or via a telephone conference. 

The mandated Parent – Teacher conference continues to be successful in terms of increasing the number of 

parents who purposely connect with teachers at either conference each year.  Our goal is to realize 100% 

participation.  Parents of our twelfth grade students are those who attend with the lowest frequency; Junior High 

School and parents of freshman students make up the highest number of participants; they are likely to attend 

both sessions – November and February.  

 

3. Expand parental involvement and attendance at school events. 
 

Some activity in this area occurs, but a concerted Strategic Plan related push has not yet occurred. 

 

4. Create partnerships between Woodbury School District and the local/regional 
businesses and professional communities, in order to foster greater interactions 
between students and the community. 

 

Many strong partnerships have begun to be created through our Service Learning program (see the listing 

above); our Service Learning program is spotlighted each month at the Woodbury breakfast Rotary meeting. 

Additionally, the Superintendent maintains a connection with the Greater Woodbury Chamber of Commerce as 

an ex-officio member.   
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This year, we had opportunity to connect with a number of various community entities through their participation 

in our Community Open Houses.  Specifically, we rekindled important work with Underwood Memorial Hospital 

that spurred conversations at the CEO level regarding a partnership to allow for freshman students to have 

career exploration visitation to the hospital.  Details still need to be worked out regarding the actual method of 

implementation. 

Also, a meeting was held with the Gloucester County Workforce Investment Board.  They selected Woodbury as 

a potential starting point for more active involvement between local business leaders and area schools.  A plan 

was developed and submitted for further consideration.  We have a follow-up meeting planned. 

 

5. Establish a student exchange program with a high school in a foreign country to 
provide an international learning opportunity for our students. 

 

Walnut continues to build a relationship with St. Bernadette‟s School in Bury England through the use of 

technology. Over the course of the past three years our 4th and 5th grade students have SKYPED, developed 

PowerPoint presentations and sent/received „care‟ packages to our friends across the pond to learn about each 

other‟s educational and cultural similarities and differences. 

 

6. Improve family access to information on academic and extracurricular programs and 
activities, existing school policy and policy changes, and individual student goals and 
achievement. 

 

The district as well as individual schools have implemented many strategies to improve communication between 

home and school. 

At the district level, all Board of Education policies and regulations are available on the district web-site.  The 

public can search for the specific policies and regulations that govern the schools with a quick search feature 

located within the link under “Board of Education” on the district web page.   

PowerSchool has been fully implemented at the Junior/Senior High School with plans to expand parental 

access at the elementary schools.  Over 90% of student records were accessed through PowerSchool last year 

(grades 6-12). 

The “Global Connect” voice messaging system has been used extensively throughout the district to relay 

information to parents in a timely fashion.  The system allows messages to be targeted to very specific 

audiences from the entire district to students within a particular class.   

Naviance was introduced to students two years ago and was fully implemented at the high school last for all 

students. In addition to housing the “Personalized Student Learning Plan” for students, the on-line program is 

being used extensively to communicate with parents and students.  An email address is required for all students 

and many email contacts were imported from PowerSchool to Naviance for parent communication.  As a result, 

students and parents are kept up to date on scholarship opportunities, service learning opportunities, college 

visits etc. through direct communication.  Rather than having to search for information that has been posted, the 

information is sent directly to students and parents.   
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Finally, many administrators have established “Twitter” accounts that enable students and parents to follow 

them directly and receive information instantaneously through their phone.     

 

7. Enhance public perception of Woodbury School through a relationship with the 
media, specifically local newspapers. 

 

This is an ongoing effort of the district.  We move through periods of very strong representation in the 

newspaper and then lulls.  (Board agenda‟s often have a section that capture‟s the attention the district 

receives; this year we had a number of strong references to the high school‟s College Board award.)  We still 

look to formalize a more reliable approach to providing for consistent exposure. 

 

8. Create a district-wide Family Resource Center to provide a “one-stop-shop” in order 
to facilitate greater family involvement with our schools and support student 
achievement. 

 

The Gloucester County Family Success Center opened this school year; Ellen Fertsch, Junior High School 

Literacy Teacher served as the official liaison for Woodbury City Public Schools and established a strong 

partnership throughout the school year.    

A calendar of events http://www.woodburysch.com/GCFSC/GCFSCcal0512.pdf is posted on our website each 

month.  Several teachers across the district provided valuable services to our students and their families in the 

tutoring programs and other various events throughout the school year.   

 

Woodbury City Public School Participants 

Marc Berg (Chess Club) Woodbury Junior – Senior High School 

Ellen Fertsch 

Mary Muldoon  (Teen Book Club) 

Woodbury Junior – Senior High School 

Kathie Spittal West End Elementary  

Christine Abdalla West End Elementary 

Roseanne Fehre Woodbury Junior – Senior High School 

Amanda Mosley Woodbury Junior – Senior High School 

Tobey Really Woodbury City Public Schools - Elementary 

Camille Introcaso Woodbury City Public Schools - Elementary 

Linda Brewer West End Elementary 

http://www.woodburysch.com/GCFSC/GCFSCcal0512.pdf
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Liseidy Diaz Woodbury Junior – Senior High School 

Maria Lario Woodbury Junior – Senior High School 

Jonathan Seligman Woodbury Junior – Senior High School 

Julie Capodanno  

Maria Rivera        (ESL Classes) 

Woodbury City Public Schools - District  

Woodbury Junior – Senior High School 

 

In March 2012, Sonia Ebanks, Program Manager of the Center, shared that the Center‟s goal to serve 250 

residents was almost accomplished; 206 family contacts were made by March.   
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APPENDIX B 

WOODBURY DEMOGRAPHICS AND ETHNICITY ENROLLMENT TREND
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Demographic Group # % Demographic Group # %

Female 166 48.8% Female 138 43.8%

Male 174 51.2% Male 177 56.2%

Special Education 57 16.8% Special Education 59 18.7%

Free/Reduced Lunch 193 56.8% Free/Reduced Lunch 191 60.6%

White 156 45.9% White 99 31.4%

Black 118 34.7% Black 128 40.6%

Hispanic 51 15.0% Hispanic 69 21.9%

Asian 9 2.6% Asian 5 1.6%

Amer. Indian/Alask. Native 1 0.3% Amer. Indian/Alask. Native 0 0.0%

Hawaiian/Pacific Isl. 0 0.0% Hawaiian/Pacific Isl. 2 0.6%

Multiple Race/Ethnicity 5 1.5% Multiple Race/Ethnicity 12 3.8%

Evergreen DemographicsWest End Demographics

Demographic Group # %

Female 49 53.3%

Male 43 46.7%

Special Education 13 14.1%

Free/Reduced Lunch 57 62.0%

White 44 47.8%

Black 30 32.6%

Hispanic 14 15.2%

Asian 0 0.0%

Amer. Indian/Alask. Native 1 1.1%

Hawaiian/Pacific Isl. 1 1.1%

Multiple Race/Ethnicity 2 2.2%

Walnut Demographics

Demographic Group # % Demographic Group # %

Female 163 47.2% Female 192 46.3%

Male 182 52.8% Male 223 53.7%

Special Education 61 17.7% Special Education 67 16.1%

Free/Reduced Lunch 223 64.6% Free/Reduced Lunch 228 54.9%

White 134 38.8% White 184 44.3%

Black 156 45.2% Black 175 42.2%

Hispanic 47 13.6% Hispanic 45 10.8%

Asian 3 0.9% Asian 4 1.0%

Amer. Indian/Alask. Native 2 0.6% Amer. Indian/Alask. Native 1 0.2%

Hawaiian/Pacific Isl. 1 0.3% Hawaiian/Pacific Isl. 1 0.2%

Multiple Race/Ethnicity 2 0.6% Multiple Race/Ethnicity 4 1.0%

High School Demographics Junior High Demographics
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School Name # % Demographic Group # %

Senior High 415 27.5% Female 708 47.0%

Junior High 345 22.9% Male 799 53.0%

West End 340 22.6% Special Education 257 17.1%

Evergreen 315 20.9% Free/Reduced Lunch 892 59.2%

Walnut 92 6.1% White 617 40.9%

Total 1507 Black 607 40.3%

Hispanic 226 15.0%

Asian 21 1.4%

Amer. Indian/Alask. Native 5 0.3%

Hawaiian/Pacific Isl. 5 0.3%
Multiple Race/Ethnicity 25 1.7%

Individual School Enrollment District Wide Demographics
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APPENDIX C 

SOCIAL/EMOTIONAL PILOT SURVEY  

SLAG/GALS RESULTS, WINTER – SPRINT 2012 
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Woodbury Elementary Character Education Questionnaire 

SLAG/GALS Results, Spring 2012 

In all elementary schools over the past several years at Woodbury Elementary Schools, a 

program called Responsive Classroom has been implemented. This research-based approach to 

elementary education strives to increase academic achievement, decrease problem behaviors, 

improve social skills, and positively impact classroom instruction. In order to monitor the progress 

and impact of this approach and target areas for improvement, an online survey was developed by 

Woodbury’s Evaluation and Research Coordinator using validated items and scales recommended 

by the National Education Association and developed by the Developmental Studies Center 

(http://www.devstu.org) over the past 20 years for the Child Development Project. These grade-

appropriate items and scales exist to measure students’ academic and behavior development, as 

well as emotional and ethical behaviors. The resulting anonymous online questionnaires were 

administered over a period of three days in February (winter) and three days in June (spring) of 

2012 at Woodbury’s three elementary schools (Evergreen Avenue, West End, and Walnut Street 

School) to students in grades three through six as a pilot pre-post survey design to measure changes 

over time; in subsequent years, the questionnaire will be administered in the fall and spring. In 

addition to measuring the overall impact of Responsive Classroom across the district, data was 

collected with the intention of being able to disaggregate results by school, grade level, as well as 

participation in the SLAG (students, leaders, athletes and gentlemen) and GALS (girls, 

athletes/artists, leaders and scholars) clubs; the latter two will be discussed in the pages that follow 

for grade 3 through 5, district-wide. 

SLAG was started at Walnut Street School in 2009 to help male students develop a greater 

sense of self-worth, confidence, and respect for students in the district. The program has expanded 

from about a dozen members when it began, to about 75 students from all three elementary 

schools. Clubs meet three times a week after school and in the summer months now also includes 

GALS, its “sister” group, which serves female students. Participating students are enrolled into the 

program based on teacher recommendation, which focuses on students who may not otherwise 

have an adult role model. Students set small goals to improve in areas such as disciplinary referrals 

and attendance, and receive visits from local figures, receive homework help, and learn about 

diverse topics ranging from table etiquette to community service. 

The Character Education Survey administered to students in grade three included 

approximately 120 Likert-type items (ranging from scales of 1-3 to 1-5) organized into the following 

dimensions: perceptions of and feelings about their classroom and school; classroom 

supportiveness; sense of school as a community; liking of school and enjoyment of class; quality of 

group interaction; academic motivation (intrinsic and extrinsic); prosocial motivation (intrinsic and 

extrinsic); concern for others; outgroup acceptance; and altruistic behavior. Table 1a and 1b on the 

following page summarizes the number of valid grade 3 and grade 4 &5 surveys completed, and by 

whom. Surveys that were submitted less than half complete were removed from the sample to help 

improve validity while maintaining an adequate sample size. The majority of results are presented 

by category and a list of items is included in the appendix for reference. Where applicable, 

http://www.devstu.org/
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responses were reverse-scored for analysis by dimension. 

 

Table 1a 

Character Ed Surveys Submitted: Grade 3 

 

Table 1b 

Character Ed Surveys Submitted: Grades 4 & 

5 

 

Grade 3 Results 

In the first chart, change over time in third grade student perceptions of autonomy and 

Influence in the classroom is presented for students who were and were not participants in SLAG or 

GALS in 2012. This section of the survey was made up Likert-type items (1=never to 5=always, items 

were reverse-coded for analysis), and explored the degree to which students feel they had an 

opportunity to participate in classroom planning and decision making. The means calculated below 

indicate overall perceptions for this category by students; whereby, lower means indicate negative 

perceptions and higher means, positive perceptions. Means were rounded to the nearest one-

hundredth, which should be kept in mind when interpreting the change from winter to spring for 

each group. This schema was followed throughout the survey, although different scales were used 

for certain dimensions, as noted. 

While there was virtually no change in perception of autonomy and influence in the 

classroom for the category as a whole for non-SLAG/GALS students, the mean for SLAG/GALS 

participants increased from 1.76 to 2.15 on a 5-point scale from the winter administration to the 

spring administration of the survey. Although respondents were not matched from pre- to post-

survey – as the questionnaire was anonymous – An independent samples t-test was conducted to 

compare student perceptions of autonomy and influence in the classroom in the winter with 

perceptions in the spring. For the group of respondents in the SLAG or GALS program, there was a 

statistically significant increase in positive perceptions of autonomy and influence in the classroom, 

as evidenced by students' mean responses on the winter administration (M=1.76, SD=0.556) 

compared with responses later that spring (M=2.15, SD=0.580) on related survey items; t(49)=-

2.392, p<.05. There was virtually no difference in perception among non-SLAG/GALS students. This 

was the only dimension-wide statistically significant change seen from pre- to post- on this survey 

for either group. Although caution should be exercised when interpreting this result due to the 

small sample size, it is worth exploring the idea that SLAG and GALS students may develop more 

positive perceptions of their autonomy and influence in the classroom due to their participation in 

the clubs over time. While a note-worthy result, is also bears mentioning than the resulting means 

Winter Spring

Evergreen Avenue 47 38

West End 53 48

Walnut 17 18

Total 117 104

SLAG/GALS Participants 32 26

Winter Spring

Evergreen Avenue 70 70

West End 84 79

Walnut 27 23

Total 181 172

SLAG/GALS Participants 52 45
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at the winter and spring administration for both groups indicated and overall negative perception of 

student autonomy and influence in the classroom.  

 

Table 2 

Student Perceptions of Autonomy & Influence in the Classroom 

 

 

 

 The next set of data presents overall results with regard to third grade students’ perceptions 

of classroom supportiveness. In this section, students were presented with Likert-type items 

(1=disagree a lot to 5=agree a lot, items were reverse-coded for analysis), which explored the 

degree to which students felt their classmates were supportive, helpful, and mutually concerned. 

There was little change from pre- to post- survey for either group, with the non-SLAG/GALS 

students showing a slight positive change in perception of 0.07 and SLAG/GALS students also 

indicating a positive change of 0.22 (on a 5-point scale). Overall perceptions at both time points 

leaned toward the slightly positive end for both groups and at both administrations with regards to 

students’ perception of supportiveness in the classroom.  

Term N Mean Std. Dev. N Mean Std. Dev.

Winter 71 1.91 0.590 29 1.76 0.556

Spring 60 1.93 0.532 22 2.15 0.580

Change 0.01 0.38

Non-SLAG/GALS SLAG/GALS
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Table 3 

Student Perceptions of Classroom Supportiveness 

 

 

 

 

Table 4 and the chart that follows summarize overall results with regard to third grade 

students’ self-reported concern for others. In this section, students were presented with Likert-type 

items (1=disagree a lot to 5=agree a lot, items were reverse-coded for analysis), which measured 

students’ feelings of concern for, and desire to help other people. There was no change from pre- to 

post- survey for the non-SALG/GALS group, while the SLAG/GALS group indicated only a slight 

increase from pre- to post-survey of 0.08 (on a 5-point scale). Again, both groups leaned positive in 

their responses at both administrations of the survey. 

 

 

Term N Mean Std. Dev. N Mean Std. Dev.

Winter 68 3.44 0.651 25 3.28 0.702

Spring 47 3.51 0.578 21 3.50 0.767

Change 0.07 0.22

Non-SLAG/GALS SLAG/GALS
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Table 4 

Student Self-reported Concern for Others 

 

 

 

 

Next, third grade students’ ‘Perceptions of School as a Community’ responses are 

presented. In this section of the questionnaire, students were again presented with Likert-type 

items (1=disagree a lot to 5=agree a lot, items were reverse-coded for analysis), designed to 

measure the degree to which students feel their school as a whole is supportive, welcoming, and 

safe. Again, Table 5 and the accompanying chart show that there was little change from pre- to 

post- survey either group (0.05 for non-SLAG/GALS, and 0.01 for SLAG/GALS from pre- to post-

survey on a 5-point scale); however, both groups’ responses leaned positive for this category. 

 

Term N Mean Std. Dev. N Mean Std. Dev.

Winter 80 3.48 0.711 29 3.20 0.907

Spring 75 3.48 0.836 26 3.28 0.881

Change 0.00 0.08

Non-SLAG/GALS SLAG/GALS
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Table 5 

Student Perceptions of School as a Community 

 

 

Table 6 and the chart that follows summarize third grade student respondents’ liking for 

school and enjoyment of class. In these sections of the questionnaire, students were again 

presented with Likert-type items (1=disagree a lot to 5=agree a lot, items were reverse-coded for 

analysis), which included responses to statements about students’ enjoyment of and feeling of 

attachment to their school, and positive feelings about being in class. While there was a slight 

positive change from pre- to post- survey for the non-SLAG/GALS group (from 3.93 in the winter to 

4.02 in the spring on a 5-point scale), the SLAG/GALS group showed a more negative opinion in the 

spring than the winter (-0.32 points); however, neither change was statistically significant, nor did 

the groups lean negative overall.  

 

 

Term N Mean Std. Dev. N Mean Std. Dev.

Winter 85 3.61 0.754 32 3.76 0.871

Spring 78 3.66 0.713 26 3.77 0.716

Change 0.05 0.01

Non-SLAG/GALS SLAG/GALS
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Table 6 

Student Liking for School & Enjoyment of Class 

 

 

 

Table 7 and the chart that follows summarize third grade student respondents’ self-

reported altruistic behaviors. In these sections of the questionnaire, students were again presented 

with Likert-type items (1=never to 4=many times), which indicated their own behaviors that helped 

others since the start of the school year. There were slight decreases in student reporting of these 

behaviors over time (-0.16 points for the non-SLAG/GALS group and -0.04 points for the SLAG/GALS 

group, on a 4-points scale); however, neither change was statistically significant, nor did the groups 

lean negative overall.  

 

 

Term N Mean Std. Dev. N Mean Std. Dev.

Winter 78 3.93 0.883 29 3.93 0.938

Spring 66 4.02 0.796 23 3.62 1.140

Change 0.09 -0.32

Non-SLAG/GALS SLAG/GALS
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Table 7 

Student Self-reported Altruistic Behaviors 

 

 

Third grade students’ self-reported academic motivation is summarized in Table 8 and the 

accompanying chart. In these sections of the questionnaire, students were again presented with 

Likert-type items (1=not a reason to 3=a big reason), which indicated students’ inclination to do 

academic work. The results were categorized as intrinsic motivators (motivating because of 

inherent interest and personal motivation) or extrinsic motivators (motivating due to potential 

rewards or avoidance of punishment). Students in both the non-SLAG/GALS group and the 

SLAG/GALS group showed very minimal movement from pre- to post-survey with regard to both 

intrinsic and extrinsic academic motivation. These minimal changes were all in the positive 

direction. SLAG/GALS students tended to be slightly more extrinsically than intrinsically motivated 

than their non-SLAG/GALS counterparts, but these findings were slight and not statistically 

significant. 

 

Term N Mean Std. Dev. N Mean Std. Dev.

Winter 80 2.72 0.760 29 2.90 0.806

Spring 74 2.56 0.750 26 2.86 0.683

Change -0.16 -0.04

Non-SLAG/GALS SLAG/GALS
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Table 8 

Student Self-reported Academic Motivators (Intrinsic and Extrinsic) 

 

 

 

Third grade students’ self-reported prosocial motivation is summarized in Table 9 and the 

accompanying chart. In these sections of the questionnaire, students were again presented with 

Likert-type items (1=not a reason to 3=a big reason), which indicated students’ inclination to act in 

prosocial ways. As was the case for academic motivation, the results were categorized as intrinsic 

motivators (motivating because of personal feelings of empathy) or extrinsic motivators (motivating 

due to potential rewards or avoidance of punishment). Students in both the non-SLAG/GALS group 

and the SLAG/GALS group showed minimal movement from pre- to post-survey with regard to both 

Term N Mean Std. Dev. N Mean Std. Dev.

Intrinsic Winter 83 2.48 0.474 31 2.42 0.587

Spring 77 2.51 0.478 26 2.45 0.586

Change 0.03 0.03

Extrinsic Winter 83 2.51 0.456 31 2.54 0.385

Spring 76 2.51 0.435 25 2.58 0.407

Change 0.00 0.04

Non-SLAG/GALS SLAG/GALS
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intrinsic and extrinsic academic motivation. These minimal changes were all in the negative 

direction, with the exception of non-SLAG/GALS’ extrinsic motivation. SLAG/GALS students tended 

to be slightly more extrinsically than intrinsically motivated than their non-SLAG/GALS counterparts, 

but these findings were slight and not statistically significant. Although there was a difference in 

whether each group was more intrinsically vs. extrinsically motivated (with the former motivators 

being favored) there was no statistically significant correlation between participation in SLAG/GALS 

and intrinsic/extrinsic motivation.  

Table 9 

Student Self-reported Prosocial Motivators (Intrinsic and Extrinsic) 

 

  

Term N Mean Std. Dev. N Mean Std. Dev.

Intrinsic Winter 84 2.58 0.485 29 2.46 0.538

Spring 77 2.58 0.466 26 2.39 0.572

Change -0.01 -0.07

Extrinsic Winter 84 2.00 0.571 29 2.30 0.547

Spring 77 2.13 0.531 25 2.14 0.463

Change 0.13 -0.17

Non-SLAG/GALS SLAG/GALS
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The survey also attempted to measure third grade students’ “social distance” from people 

in other groups in the “outgroup acceptance” category. Students were told to picture a hypothetical 

situation in which they would have to volunteer alongside different types of people, and presented 

with Likert-type items (1=I would not want to work with to 3=I would want to work with). For the 

purposes of illustration, non-SLAG/GALS are presented separately, with acceptance of those 

perceived socially distant presented in the second chart for each group. Via the illustrative charts 

below, one can see that student in each group were more likely to want to work with people 

“socially close” to them, and less likely to want to work with people in other groups. In many cases 

– particularly in cases where the “other” was in a socially different group – students increased their 

willingness to work with people over time. For the non-SLAG/GALS group, this increase in 

willingness was statistically significant in terms of the students’ willingness to work with “people 

who wear funny clothes” *M(winter)=2.14; M(spring)=2.42; t(145)=-2.234; p<.05+ and “people 

whose religion is different from yours” ” *M(winter)=2.14; M(spring)=2.42; t(148)=-2.345; p<.05]. 

There were no statistically significant changes for the SLAG/GALS group. 
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Grade 4 and 5 Results 

The combined grade four and five version of the questionnaire featured similar items and 

categories to the grade three version, with the addition of a few dimensions: Trust and Respect for 

Teachers, Social Competence, and Enjoyment of Helping Others Learn. Results are presented in the 

pages that follow, echoing previously reported results. Specific survey items can be found in the 

appendix. 

In the first table (Table 10) and accompanying chart, change over time in fourth and fifth 

grade student perceptions of autonomy and Influence in the classroom is presented for students 

who were and were not participants in SLAG or GALS in 2012. This section of the survey was made 

up Likert-type items (1=never to 5=always, items were reverse-coded for analysis), and explored the 

degree to which students feel they had an opportunity to participate in classroom planning and 

decision making. The means calculated below indicate overall perceptions for this category by 

students; whereby, lower means indicate negative perceptions and higher means, positive 

perceptions. Means were rounded to the nearest one-hundredth, which should be kept in mind 

when interpreting the change from winter to spring for each group. This schema was followed 

throughout the survey, although different scales were used for certain dimensions, as noted. 

While there was virtually no change in perception of autonomy and influence in the 

classroom for the category as a whole for non-SLAG/GALS students, the mean for SLAG/GALS 

participants increased from 2.28 to 2.46 on a 5-point scale from the winter administration to the 

spring administration of the survey. Despite these changes in the SLAG/GALS group, the differences 

were not statistically significant. 

Table 10 

Student Perceptions of Autonomy & Influence in the Classroom 

 

Term N Mean Std. Dev. N Mean Std. Dev.

Winter 71 1.91 0.590 52 2.28 0.544

Spring 60 1.93 0.532 44 2.46 0.546

Change 0.01 0.18

Non-SLAG/GALS SLAG/GALS
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The next set of data (Table 11) and the chart that follows presents overall results with 

regard to fourth and fifth grade student perceptions of classroom supportiveness. In this section, 

students were presented with Likert-type items (1=disagree a lot to 5=agree a lot, items were 

reverse-coded for analysis), which explored the degree to which students felt their classmates were 

supportive, helpful, and mutually concerned. There was again little change from pre- to post- survey 

for either group, with the non-SLAG/GALS and SLAG/GALS students showing a slight negative 

changes in perception of -0.06 and -0.05, respectively (on a 5-point scale). Although there were 

slight declines in perception, overall perceptions at both time points leaned toward the slightly 

positive end for both groups and at both administrations with regards to students’ perception of 

supportiveness in the classroom. Changes were not statistically significant. 

Table 11 

Student Perceptions of Classroom Supportiveness 

 

 

Term N Mean Std. Dev. N Mean Std. Dev.

Winter 129 3.17 0.703 52 3.38 0.682

Spring 127 3.10 0.743 44 3.32 0.743

Change -0.06 -0.05

Non-SLAG/GALS SLAG/GALS
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Table 12 and the chart that follows summarize overall results with regard to fourth and fifth 

grade students’ self-reported concern for others. In this section, students were presented with 

Likert-type items (1=disagree a lot to 5=agree a lot, items were reverse-coded for analysis), which 

measured students’ feelings of concern for, and desire to help other people. There was little change 

from pre- to post- survey for the non-SALG/GALS group (-0.04 on a 5-point scale), while the 

SLAG/GALS group indicated a bit larger decrease from pre- to post-survey of -0.23 (on a 5-point 

scale). Again, both groups leaned positive in their responses at both administrations of the survey. 

Changes were not statistically significant. 

Table 12 

Student Self-reported Concern for Others 

 

Term N Mean Std. Dev. N Mean Std. Dev.

Winter 124 3.42 0.596 52 3.59 0.532

Spring 115 3.39 0.609 43 3.36 0.660

Change -0.04 -0.23

Non-SLAG/GALS SLAG/GALS
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Next, fourth and fifth grade students’ perceptions of School as a Community responses are 

presented in Table 13 and the chart that follows. In this section of the questionnaire, students were 

again presented with Likert-type items (1=disagree a lot to 5=agree a lot, items were reverse-coded 

for analysis), designed to measure the degree to which students feel their school as a whole is 

supportive, welcoming, and safe. The table and chart show that there was a decrease from pre- to 

post- survey for both groups (-0.18 for non-SLAG/GALS, and -0.14 for SLAG/GALS from pre- to post-

survey on a 5-point scale); although both groups’ responses leaned positive overall for this 

category, an independent samples t-test revealed that the decrease in positive perception by the 

non-SLAG/GALS group was statistically significant at the p<05 level [M(winter)=3.50; 

M(spring)=3.31; t(254)=1.978; p<.05]. 
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Table 13 

Student Perceptions of School as a Community 

 

 

 Table 14 and the chart that follows summarize fourth and fifth grade student respondents’ 

liking for school and enjoyment of class. In these sections of the questionnaire, students were again 

presented with Likert-type items (1=disagree a lot to 5=agree a lot, items were reverse-coded for 

analysis), which included responses to statements about students’ enjoyment of and feeling of 

attachment to their school, and positive feelings about being in class. There was a change in this 

area from pre- to post- survey for the non-SLAG/GALS group (-0.11 on a 5-point scale) and the 

SLAG/GALS group (-0.35 points on a 5-point scale); however, decreases were not statistically 

significant, and both groups leaned fairly positive overall. 

 

 

Term N Mean Std. Dev. N Mean Std. Dev.

Winter 129 3.50 0.732 52 3.63 0.655

Spring 127 3.31 0.757 45 3.49 0.707

Change -0.18 -0.14

Non-SLAG/GALS SLAG/GALS
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Table 14 

Student Liking for School & Enjoyment of Class 

 

 

  

 Table 15 and the chart that follows summarize fourth and fifth grade student respondents’ 

self-reported altruistic behaviors. In these sections of the questionnaire, students were again 

presented with Likert-type items (1=never to 4=many times), which indicated their own behaviors 

that helped others since the start of the school year. There were slight decreases in student 

reporting of these behaviors over time for non-SLAG/GALS students (-0.19 on a 4-points scale) and a 

slight decrease for the SLAG/GALS group (0.02 points); while the groups lean negative overall, the 

decrease in altruistic behavior reported by the non-SLAG/GALS group from winter to was 

statistically significant at the p<.05 level according to an independent samples t-test 

[M(winter)=2.87; M(spring)=2.68; t(239)=1.971; p<.05].   

 

Term N Mean Std. Dev. N Mean Std. Dev.

Winter 129 3.67 0.928 52 3.81 1.029

Spring 127 3.56 0.899 45 3.46 0.941

Change -0.11 -0.35

Non-SLAG/GALS SLAG/GALS
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Table 15 

Student Self-reported Altruistic Behavior 

 

 

Fourth and fifth grade students’ trust and Respect for Teachers was also measured by their 

version of the questionnaire, and results are presented in Table 16 and the chart that follows. In 

these sections of the questionnaire, students were again presented with Likert-type items (1=not at 

all true, 2=sort of true, 3=very true), which indicated their feelings that teachers in the school are 

trustworthy, supportive, fair, and consistent. Students in the non-SLAG/GALS group showed a slight 

decrease of -0.09 on the 3-point scale from winter to spring, while SLAG/GALS students decreased 

in terms of their responses in this category -0.22 points. The SLAG/GALS negative change over time 

was statistically significant at the p<.05 level, according to an independent samples t-test 

[M(winter)=2.55; M(spring)=2.33; t(83.172)=2.756; p<.05]. Self-reported inclinations of both groups 

of students to trust, respect, and feel supported by their teachers leaned positive overall.  

 

Term N Mean Std. Dev. N Mean Std. Dev.

Winter 124 2.87 0.750 52 2.74 0.745

Spring 117 2.68 0.780 43 2.76 0.675

Change -0.19 0.02

Non-SLAG/GALS SLAG/GALS
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Table 16 

Student Trust and Respect for Teachers 

 

 

 Fourth and fifth grade students’ social competence was also measured by their version of 

the questionnaire, and results are presented in Table 17 and the chart that follows. In these 

sections of the questionnaire, students were again presented with Likert-type items (1=disagree a 

lot to 5=agree a lot, items were reverse-coded for analysis), which explored students’ assessment of 

their own social skills. Non-SLAG/GALS and SLAG/GALS students decreased in terms of their self-

assessment over times, by -0.20 and -0.08 points (respectfully) on the 5-point scale. This decrease 

was again statistically significant for the non-SLAG/GALS group at the p<.05 level, according to an 

independent samples t-test [M(winter)=3.89; M(spring)=3.69; t(244)=2.298; p<.05]. Both groups 

leaned fairly positive at both time points, however. 

 

 

Term N Mean Std. Dev. N Mean Std. Dev.

Winter 129 2.47 0.412 52 2.55 0.339

Spring 127 2.38 0.447 45 2.33 0.431

Change -0.09 -0.22

Non-SLAG/GALS SLAG/GALS
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Table 17 

Student Self-reported Social Competence 

 

 

Fourth and fifth grade students’ enjoyment of helping others learn was also measured by 

their version of the questionnaire, and results are presented in Table 18 and the chart that follows. 

In these sections of the questionnaire, students were again presented with Likert-type items 

(1=disagree a lot to 5=agree a lot, items were reverse-coded for analysis), which explored students’ 

enjoyment of helping other students learn during learning activities. Non-SLAG/GALS and 

SLAG/GALS students decreased very slightly in terms of their self-reported enjoyment of such 

activities over times, by -0.07 points on the 5-point scale, while SLAG/GALS students decreased 

their enjoyment and -0.41 points. This decrease statistically significant for the SLAG/GALS group at 

the p<.05 level, according to an independent samples t-test [M(winter)=4.26; M(spring)=3.85; 

t(75.033)=2.554; p<.05]. Both groups leaned fairly positive at both time points, however the 

SLAG/GALS group shifted their average opinion enough to drop below “agree” on the Likert-type 

scale.  

 

Term N Mean Std. Dev. N Mean Std. Dev.

Winter 125 3.89 0.682 52 3.82 0.701

Spring 121 3.69 0.702 45 3.74 0.686

Change -0.20 -0.08

Non-SLAG/GALS SLAG/GALS
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Table 18 

Student Self-reported Enjoyment of Helping Others Learn 

 

 

 

Fourth and fifth grade students’ self-reported academic motivation is summarized in Table 

19 and the accompanying chart. In these sections of the questionnaire, students were again 

presented with Likert-type items (1=not a reason to 3=a big reason), which indicated students’ 

inclination to do academic work. The results were categorized as intrinsic motivators (motivating 

because of inherent interest and personal motivation) or extrinsic motivators (motivating due to 

potential rewards or avoidance of punishment). Students in both the non-SLAG/GALS group and the 

SLAG/GALS group showed very minimal movement from pre- to post-survey with regard to both 

intrinsic and extrinsic academic motivation. These minimal changes generally in the negative 

direction, with both groups of students being similarly slightly more motivated by extrinsic than 

intrinsic factors. 

 

Term N Mean Std. Dev. N Mean Std. Dev.

Winter 122 4.10 0.887 52 4.26 0.655

Spring 114 4.03 0.818 42 3.85 0.862

Change -0.07 -0.41

Non-SLAG/GALS SLAG/GALS
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Table 19 

Student Self-reported Academic Motivators (Intrinsic and Extrinsic) 

 

 

 

 

 Students’ self-reported prosocial motivation is summarized in Table 20 and the 

accompanying chart. In these sections of the questionnaire, students were again presented with 

Likert-type items (1=not a reason to 3=a big reason), which indicated students’ inclination to act in 

prosocial ways. As was the case for academic motivation, the results were categorized as intrinsic 

motivators (motivating because of personal feelings of empathy) or extrinsic motivators (motivating 

due to potential rewards or avoidance of punishment). Students in both the non-SLAG/GALS group 

and the SLAG/GALS group showed slight movement from pre- to post-survey with regard to both 

Term N Mean Std. Dev. N Mean Std. Dev.

Intrinsic Winter 128 2.45 0.470 52 2.53 0.415

Spring 123 2.45 0.455 45 2.44 0.416

Change 0.00 -0.09

Extrinsic Winter 128 2.65 0.329 52 2.58 0.463

Spring 122 2.56 0.372 45 2.55 0.392

Change -0.09 -0.02

Non-SLAG/GALS SLAG/GALS
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intrinsic and extrinsic academic motivation, all in the negative direction. Both groups were more 

intrinsically than extrinsically motivated from a prosocial standpoint. Although there was a 

difference in whether each group was more intrinsically vs. extrinsically motivated (with the former 

motivators being favored) there was no statistically significant correlation between participation in 

SLAG/GALS and intrinsic/extrinsic motivation. 

Table 20 

Student Self-reported Prosocial Motivators (Intrinsic and Extrinsic) 

 

 

 

 

 

Term N Mean Std. Dev. N Mean Std. Dev.

Intrinsic Winter 125 2.58 0.463 52 2.60 0.481

Spring 122 2.50 0.499 45 2.47 0.461

Change -0.08 -0.13

Extrinsic Winter 125 2.15 0.560 52 2.05 0.541

Spring 122 2.07 0.551 45 2.04 0.446

Change -0.08 -0.02

Non-SLAG/GALS SLAG/GALS
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 The survey also measured fourth and fifth grade students’ “social distance” from people in 

other groups in the “outgroup acceptance” category. Students were told to picture a hypothetical 

situation in which they would have to volunteer alongside different types of people, and presented 

with Likert-type items (1=I would not want to work with to 3=I would want to work with). For the 

purposes of illustration, non-SLAG/GALS are presented separately, with acceptance of those 

perceived socially distant presented in the second chart for each group. Via the illustrative charts 

below, one can see that student in each group were generally more likely to want to work with 

people “socially close” to them, and less likely to want to work with people in other groups. In some 

cases – particularly in cases where the “other” was in a socially different group – students increased 

their willingness to work with people over time. This was true for almost every groups of “socially 

distant” persons with regard to the SLAG/GALS group, while results were more mixed for the non-

SLAG/GALS group. For the non-SLAG/GALS groups, there was a statistically significant increase in 

willingness to work with heavy people from winter to spring [M(winter)=2.28; M(spring)=2.47; 

t(237.288)=-1.989; p<.05]. There were no statistically significant changes for the SLAG/GALS group 

with regard to their willingness to work with people “socially distant” from themselves.  
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New Jersey Department of Education 

Final list of Priority, Focus, and Reward schools 

Published April 2012 

 
 
County Name 

 
District Name 

 
School Name 

 
DFG 

School 

Classification 
 
Reason for Classification 

 
Title I? 

Camden Camden City Woodrow Wilson High A Priority Lowest-Performing Yes 

Camden Camden City East Camden Middle A Priority Lowest-Performing Yes 

Camden Camden City Pyne Poynt Family School A Priority Lowest-Performing Yes 

Camden Camden City Veterans Memorial Middle A Priority Lowest-Performing Yes 

Camden Camden City Bonsall A Priority Lowest-Performing Yes 

Camden Camden City Catto Community School A Priority Lowest-Performing Yes 

Camden Camden City Coopers Poynt A Priority Lowest-Performing Yes 

Camden Camden City Riletta Cream Elem School A Priority Lowest-Performing Yes 

Camden Camden City Davis Elem A Priority Lowest-Performing Yes 

Camden Camden City Dudley Elem School A Priority Lowest-Performing Yes 

Camden Camden City Forest Hill A Priority Lowest-Performing Yes 

Camden Camden City Hatch Middle A Priority Lowest-Performing Yes 

Camden Camden City Lanning Square A Priority Lowest-Performing Yes 

Camden Camden City Mcgraw A Priority Lowest-Performing Yes 

Camden Camden City Morgan Village Middle A Priority Lowest-Performing Yes 

Camden Camden City R C Molina Elem School A Priority Lowest-Performing Yes 

Camden Camden City Sumner A Priority Lowest-Performing Yes 

Camden Camden City Whittier A Priority Lowest-Performing Yes 

Camden Camden City Wilson A Priority Lowest-Performing Yes 

Camden Camden City Yorkship A Priority Lowest-Performing Yes 

Cumberland Millville City R D Wood A Priority Lowest-Performing Yes 

Essex East Orange Patrick F. Healy Middle A Priority Lowest-Performing Yes 

Essex Irvington Township University Middle School A Priority Lowest-Performing Yes 

Essex Newark City Belmont Runyon A Priority Lowest-Performing Yes 

Essex Newark City Camden St A Priority Lowest-Performing Yes 

Essex Newark City George Washington Carver A Priority Lowest-Performing Yes 

Essex Newark City Hawthorne Ave A Priority Lowest-Performing Yes 

Essex Newark City Louise A. Spencer A Priority Lowest-Performing Yes 
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County Name 

 
District Name 

 
School Name 

 
DFG 

School 

Classification 
 
Reason for Classification 

 
Title I? 

Essex Newark City Martin Luther King Jr A Priority Lowest-Performing Yes 

Essex Newark City Peshine Ave A Priority Lowest-Performing Yes 

Essex Newark City Quitman Community School A Priority Lowest-Performing Yes 

Essex Newark City Thirteenth Ave A Priority Lowest-Performing Yes 

Hudson Jersey City Ezra L Nolan 40 B Priority Lowest-Performing Yes 

Mercer Trenton City Daylight/Twilight H S A Priority Lowest-Performing No 

Mercer Trenton City Grace A Dunn Middle Sch A Priority Lowest-Performing Yes 

Mercer Trenton City Cadwalader A Priority Lowest-Performing Yes 

Mercer Trenton City Columbus A Priority Lowest-Performing Yes 

Mercer Trenton City Grant A Priority Lowest-Performing Yes 

Mercer Trenton City Gregory A Priority Lowest-Performing Yes 

Mercer Trenton City Joyce Kilmer A Priority Lowest-Performing Yes 

Mercer Trenton City Monument A Priority Lowest-Performing Yes 

Mercer Trenton City P.J. Hill A Priority Lowest-Performing Yes 

Mercer Trenton City Stokes A Priority Lowest-Performing No 

Middlesex New Brunswick City New Brunswick Middle A Priority Lowest-Performing Yes 

Monmouth Asbury Park City Asbury Park Middle A Priority Lowest-Performing Yes 

Passaic Paterson City Number 6, Acad Perf Arts A Priority Lowest-Performing Yes 

Passaic Paterson City Number 13 A Priority Lowest-Performing Yes 

Passaic Paterson City Number 15 A Priority Lowest-Performing Yes 

Passaic Paterson City Number 28 A Priority Lowest-Performing Yes 

Union Plainfield City Hubbard B Priority Lowest-Performing Yes 

Union Plainfield City Charles H. Stillman B Priority Lowest-Performing Yes 

Charter Paul Robeson Humanities Paul Robeson Humanities R Priority Lowest-Performing Yes 

Charter Liberty Academy Cs Liberty Academy Cs R Priority Lowest-Performing Yes 

Charter Freedom Academy Cs Freedom Academy Cs R Priority Lowest-Performing Yes 

Charter Emily Fisher Cs Of Adv. S Emily Fisher Cs Of Adv. S R Priority Lowest-Performing Yes 

Charter Schomburg Cs Schomburg Cs R Priority Lowest-Performing Yes 

Camden Camden City Camden High A Priority SIG School Yes 

Camden Camden City Cramer A Priority SIG School Yes 

Camden Camden City U S Wiggins A Priority SIG School Yes 

Essex East Orange Cicely Tyson Com Ms/Hs A Priority SIG School Yes 
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County Name 

 
District Name 

 
School Name 

 
DFG 

School 

Classification 
 
Reason for Classification 

 
Title I? 

Essex Essex Co Voc-Tech Essex Cty Voc-West Caldw V Priority SIG School Yes 

Essex Newark City Barringer A Priority SIG School Yes 

Essex Newark City Central A Priority SIG School Yes 

Essex Newark City Newark Vocational H S A Priority SIG School Yes 

Essex Newark City Malcolm X Shabazz High A Priority SIG School Yes 

Essex Newark City West Side High A Priority SIG School Yes 

Essex Newark City Avon Ave A Priority SIG School Yes 

Essex Newark City Dayton St A Priority SIG School Yes 

Hudson Jersey City Henry Snyder B Priority SIG School Yes 

Hudson Jersey City Lincoln B Priority SIG School Yes 

Hudson Jersey City Center For The Arts B Priority SIG School Yes 

Ocean Lakewood Twp Lakewood High N Priority SIG School Yes 

Passaic Paterson City Napier School Of Tech A Priority SIG School Yes 

Passaic Paterson City Number 10 A Priority SIG School Yes 

Union Roselle Boro Abraham Clark High B Priority SIG School Yes 

Atlantic Atlantic City Sovereign Ave School A Focus Largest Within-School Gaps Yes 

Atlantic Atlantic City Texas Avenue A Focus Largest Within-School Gaps Yes 

Atlantic Egg Harbor Twp Egg Harbor Twp H S CD Focus Largest Within-School Gaps No 

Atlantic Egg Harbor Twp Fernwood Middle Sch CD Focus Largest Within-School Gaps No 

Atlantic Galloway Twp Smithville Elem School CD Focus Largest Within-School Gaps Yes 

Bergen Cliffside Park Boro Number 6 B Focus Largest Within-School Gaps No 

Bergen Elmwood Park Elmwood Park Middle Sch CD Focus Largest Within-School Gaps Yes 

Bergen Englewood City Dwight Morrow High DE Focus Largest Within-School Gaps Yes 

Bergen Hackensack City Hackensack High CD Focus Largest Within-School Gaps No 

Bergen Hillsdale Boro George G White GH Focus Largest Within-School Gaps No 

Bergen Leonia Boro Leonia Middle GH Focus Largest Within-School Gaps Yes 

Bergen New Milford Boro David E. Owens M.S. FG Focus Largest Within-School Gaps Yes 

Bergen Paramus Boro East Brook Middle GH Focus Largest Within-School Gaps No 

Bergen Rochelle Park Twp Midland No 1 FG Focus Largest Within-School Gaps Yes 

Bergen Saddle Brook Twp Saddle Brook Mid/High Sch DE Focus Largest Within-School Gaps Yes 

Cumberland Vineland City Landis Middle School A Focus Largest Within-School Gaps Yes 

Essex Belleville Town Belleville Middle CD Focus Largest Within-School Gaps Yes 
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County Name 

 
District Name 

 
School Name 

 
DFG 

School 

Classification 
 
Reason for Classification 

 
Title I? 

Essex Montclair Town Charles H Bullock Sch I Focus Largest Within-School Gaps Yes 

Essex Montclair Town Glenfield Middle I Focus Largest Within-School Gaps No 

Essex South Orange-Maplewood Maplewood Middle I Focus Largest Within-School Gaps Yes 

Essex South Orange-Maplewood South Orange Middle I Focus Largest Within-School Gaps No 

Essex South Orange-Maplewood Clinton I Focus Largest Within-School Gaps Yes 

Essex West Orange Town Edison Middle GH Focus Largest Within-School Gaps No 

Gloucester Kingsway Regional Kingsway Reg Middle FG Focus Largest Within-School Gaps No 

Gloucester Washington Twp Bunker Hill Middle Sch FG Focus Largest Within-School Gaps No 

Gloucester Washington Twp Chestnut Ridge Middle FG Focus Largest Within-School Gaps No 

Hudson Jersey City James J Ferris B Focus Largest Within-School Gaps Yes 

Hudson Jersey City Number 4 Middle Sch B Focus Largest Within-School Gaps Yes 

Hudson Jersey City Frankin L Williams Ms#7 B Focus Largest Within-School Gaps Yes 

Hudson Jersey City James F Murray 38 B Focus Largest Within-School Gaps Yes 

Hudson Jersey City Jotham W Wakeman 6 B Focus Largest Within-School Gaps Yes 

Mercer East Windsor Regional Ethel Mcknight GH Focus Largest Within-School Gaps No 

Mercer East Windsor Regional Walter C Black GH Focus Largest Within-School Gaps No 

Middlesex East Brunswick Twp Churchill Jr I Focus Largest Within-School Gaps No 

Middlesex East Brunswick Twp Hammarskjold Middle I Focus Largest Within-School Gaps No 

Middlesex Edison Twp John Adams Middle GH Focus Largest Within-School Gaps No 

Middlesex Highland Park Boro Highland Park Middle Sch GH Focus Largest Within-School Gaps Yes 

Middlesex Metuchen Boro Edgar I Focus Largest Within-School Gaps No 

Middlesex North Brunswick Twp John Adams FG Focus Largest Within-School Gaps No 

Middlesex North Brunswick Twp Linwood Middle FG Focus Largest Within-School Gaps Yes 

Middlesex Old Bridge Twp Jonas Salk Middle FG Focus Largest Within-School Gaps No 

Middlesex South Brunswick Twp Constable I Focus Largest Within-School Gaps Yes 

Middlesex South Brunswick Twp Crossroads South I Focus Largest Within-School Gaps No 

Middlesex South Brunswick Twp Crossroads North I Focus Largest Within-School Gaps No 

Middlesex South River Boro South River Elem Sch CD Focus Largest Within-School Gaps Yes 

Monmouth Freehold Boro Intermediate B Focus Largest Within-School Gaps Yes 

Monmouth Howell Twp Howell Twp Memorial Ms FG Focus Largest Within-School Gaps No 

Monmouth Manalapan-Englishtown Reg Pine Brook GH Focus Largest Within-School Gaps No 

Monmouth Red Bank Boro Red Bank Middle CD Focus Largest Within-School Gaps Yes 
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County Name 

 
District Name 

 
School Name 

 
DFG 

School 

Classification 
 
Reason for Classification 

 
Title I? 

Morris Morris School District Normandy Park School GH Focus Largest Within-School Gaps Yes 

Morris Morris School District Sussex Avenue GH Focus Largest Within-School Gaps Yes 

Morris Rockaway Boro Thomas Jefferson Middle FG Focus Largest Within-School Gaps Yes 

Passaic Clifton City Christopher Columbus Mid CD Focus Largest Within-School Gaps Yes 

Salem Woodstown-Pilesgrove Reg Woodstown Middle School FG Focus Largest Within-School Gaps Yes 

Somerset Franklin Twp Sampson G. Smith School GH Focus Largest Within-School Gaps Yes 

Somerset Franklin Twp Franklin Middle School GH Focus Largest Within-School Gaps Yes 

Union Westfield Town Thomas Edison Inter. I Focus Largest Within-School Gaps No 

Atlantic Atlantic City Atlantic City High A Focus Lowest Grad Rate Yes 

Atlantic Pleasantville City Pleasantville H S A Focus Lowest Grad Rate Yes 

Burlington Willingboro Twp Willingboro High DE Focus Lowest Grad Rate Yes 

Cumberland Bridgeton City Bridgeton High A Focus Lowest Grad Rate Yes 

Cumberland Vineland City Cunningham A Focus Lowest Grad Rate No 

Essex East Orange East Orange Campus Hs A Focus Lowest Grad Rate No 

Essex Irvington Township Irvington High School A Focus Lowest Grad Rate Yes 

Essex Newark Fast Track Success Academy A Focus Lowest Grad Rate No 

Essex Newark Newark Innovation Academy A Focus Lowest Grad Rate No 

Essex Newark City East Side A Focus Lowest Grad Rate Yes 

Essex City Of Orange Twp Orange High A Focus Lowest Grad Rate Yes 

Gloucester Paulsboro Boro Paulsboro High A Focus Lowest Grad Rate Yes 

Hudson Jersey City William L Dickinson B Focus Lowest Grad Rate Yes 

Hudson Jersey City Liberty High School B Focus Lowest Grad Rate Yes 

Hudson West New York Town Memorial High A Focus Lowest Grad Rate No 

Mercer Trenton City Trenton Central High A Focus Lowest Grad Rate No 

Mercer Trenton City Trenton Central High West A Focus Lowest Grad Rate No 

Middlesex Middlesex Co Vocational Mdsx Co Voc Piscataway V Focus Lowest Grad Rate Yes 

Middlesex New Brunswick City New Brunswick High A Focus Lowest Grad Rate Yes 

Monmouth Asbury Park City Asbury Park High A Focus Lowest Grad Rate Yes 

Passaic Passaic City Passaic High A Focus Lowest Grad Rate Yes 

Passaic Passaic Co Manchester Reg Manchester Reg H B Focus Lowest Grad Rate Yes 

Passaic Paterson High School Of Information Technology A Focus Lowest Grad Rate Yes 

Passaic Paterson High School Of Hospitality Tourism And Culinary Arts A Focus Lowest Grad Rate Yes 
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County Name 

 
District Name 

 
School Name 

 
DFG 

School 

Classification 
 
Reason for Classification 

 
Title I? 

Passaic Paterson High School Of Government And Public Administration A Focus Lowest Grad Rate Yes 

Passaic Paterson City Academy High Sch A Focus Lowest Grad Rate Yes 

Salem Penns Grv-Carney's Pt Reg Penns Grove High A Focus Lowest Grad Rate Yes 

Salem Salem City Salem High A Focus Lowest Grad Rate Yes 

Sussex Vernon Twp Vernon Twp High FG Focus Lowest Grad Rate No 

Union Elizabeth City Elizabeth High A Focus Lowest Grad Rate Yes 

Union Elizabeth City John E. Dwyer Tech Acad A Focus Lowest Grad Rate Yes 

Union Elizabeth City Adm. W. F. Halsey Ldrshp A Focus Lowest Grad Rate Yes 

Union Elizabeth City T. Jefferson Arts Acad A Focus Lowest Grad Rate Yes 

Union Elizabeth City T.A. Edison Career/Tech A Focus Lowest Grad Rate Yes 

Union Hillside Twp Hillside High CD Focus Lowest Grad Rate No 

Union Plainfield City Plainfield High B Focus Lowest Grad Rate No 

Union Plainfield City Boaacd B Focus Lowest Grad Rate No 

Atlantic Atlantic City Dr M L King Jr Sch Comp A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Atlantic Pleasantville City Pleasantville Middle Sch A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Burlington Beverly City Beverly School B Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Camden Winslow Twp Winslow Twp Middle School CD Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Cape May Wildwood City Glenwood Ave Elementary A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Cape May Wildwood City Wildwood Middle School A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Cumberland Bridgeton City Broad Street Elem Sch A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Cumberland Bridgeton City Cherry Street A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Cumberland Bridgeton City Indian Ave A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Cumberland Deerfield Twp Deerfield B Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Cumberland Fairfield Twp Fairfield Township School A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Cumberland Millville City Bacon Elem A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Cumberland Millville City Holly Heights A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Cumberland Millville City Lakeside Middle School A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Cumberland Millville City Silver Run School A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Cumberland Upper Deerfield Twp Woodruff School B Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Essex East Orange John L. Costley Middle A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Essex Irvington Township Union Ave A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Essex Newark City Burnet St A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 
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County Name 

 
District Name 

 
School Name 

 
DFG 

School 

Classification 
 
Reason for Classification 

 
Title I? 

Essex Newark City Chancellor Ave A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Essex Newark City Elliott St A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Essex Newark City Dr E Alma Flagg A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Essex Newark City Dr William H Horton A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Essex Newark City Hawkins St A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Essex Newark City Mckinley A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Essex Newark City Miller St A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Essex Newark City Ivy Hill A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Essex Newark City Mt Vernon A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Essex Newark City Rafael Hernandez School A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Essex Newark City South Seventeenth St A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Essex Newark City Sussex Ave A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Essex City Of Orange Twp Rosa Parks Elem School A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Essex City Of Orange Twp Orange Prep Academy A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Gloucester Glassboro Glassboro Intermediate B Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Hudson Guttenberg Town Anna L Klein B Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Hudson Hoboken City Thomas G Connors FG Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Hudson Jersey City Julia A. Barnes #12 B Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Hudson Jersey City Whitney M Young B Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Hudson Jersey City Number 23 B Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Hudson Jersey City Number 24 B Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Hudson Jersey City Alexander D Sullivan 30 B Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Hudson West New York Town West New York Ms A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance No 

Mercer Trenton City Hedgepeth-Williams Sch A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Mercer Trenton City Franklin A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Mercer Trenton City Mott A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Mercer Trenton City Robbins A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Mercer Trenton City Washington A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Middlesex New Brunswick City A Chester Redshaw A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Middlesex New Brunswick City Livingston A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Middlesex New Brunswick City Lord Stirling A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Middlesex New Brunswick City Mckinley Comm A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 
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County Name 

 
District Name 

 
School Name 

 
DFG 

School 

Classification 
 
Reason for Classification 

 
Title I? 

Middlesex New Brunswick City Roosevelt Elem A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Middlesex Perth Amboy City Mc Ginnis Middle School A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Middlesex Perth Amboy City Samuel E Shull Middle A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Monmouth Keansburg Boro Joseph R. Bolger Mid Sch A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Ocean Lakewood Twp Clifton Ave Grade Sch N Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Ocean Lakewood Twp Ella G Clarke Elem School N Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Ocean Lakewood Twp Lakewood Middle N Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Passaic Clifton City Number 12 CD Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Passaic Passaic City Number 1 Thomas Jefferson A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Passaic Passaic City Number 3 Mario J Drago A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Passaic Passaic City Number 4 Lincoln A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Passaic Passaic City Number 5 A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Passaic Passaic City Number 6 Martin L King A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Passaic Passaic City Etta Gero No 9 A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Passaic Passaic City Number 11 Cruise Memorial A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Passaic Paterson City Number 2 A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Passaic Paterson City Number 3 A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Passaic Paterson City Number 5 A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Passaic Paterson City Number 8 A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Passaic Paterson City Number 11 A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Passaic Paterson City Number 12 A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Passaic Paterson City Number 18 A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Passaic Paterson City Number 20 A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Passaic Paterson City Number 21 A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Passaic Paterson City Number 24 A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Passaic Paterson City Number 25 A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Passaic Paterson City Number 26 A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Passaic Paterson City Martin Luther King A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Passaic Paterson City New Roberto Clemente A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Salem Salem City Salem Middle A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Union Elizabeth City No 1 G Washington A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Union Elizabeth City No 14 A Lincoln A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 
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County Name 

 
District Name 

 
School Name 

 
DFG 

School 

Classification 
 
Reason for Classification 

 
Title I? 

Union Elizabeth City No 28 Duarte-Marti A Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Union Plainfield City Maxson B Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Union Plainfield City Jefferson B Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Union Roselle Boro Leonard V. Moore B Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Warren Phillipsburg Town Phillipsburg Middle B Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance No 

Charter Pleasantech Academy Cs Pleasantech Academy Cs R Focus Lowest Subgroup Performance Yes 

Bergen Cresskill Boro Merritt Memorial I Reward Highest-Progress No 

Bergen Fair Lawn Boro Henry B. Milnes GH Reward Highest-Progress No 

Bergen Fort Lee Boro Number 4 FG Reward Highest-Progress No 

Bergen Franklin Lakes Boro Colonial Road School I Reward Highest-Progress No 

Bergen Glen Rock Boro Alexander Hamilton School J Reward Highest-Progress No 

Bergen Glen Rock Boro Richard E Byrd J Reward Highest-Progress No 

Bergen Glen Rock Boro Central J Reward Highest-Progress No 

Bergen Lodi Borough Columbus B Reward Highest-Progress Yes 

Bergen Paramus Boro Midland School GH Reward Highest-Progress Yes 

Bergen Ridgewood Village Hawes J Reward Highest-Progress Yes 

Bergen Ridgewood Village Orchard J Reward Highest-Progress Yes 

Bergen Ridgewood Village Willard J Reward Highest-Progress No 

Bergen Tenafly Boro J Spencer Smith I Reward Highest-Progress No 

Bergen Upper Saddle River Boro Edith A. Bogert J Reward Highest-Progress No 

Essex East Orange Benjamin Banneker Acad A Reward Highest-Progress Yes 

Essex Millburn Twp Glenwood J Reward Highest-Progress No 

Essex Newark City Roseville Ave School A Reward Highest-Progress Yes 

Hunterdon Bethlehem Twp Ethel Hoppock Middle Sch I Reward Highest-Progress No 

Hunterdon Flemington-Raritan Reg Barley Sheaf I Reward Highest-Progress No 

Hunterdon Flemington-Raritan Reg F A Desmares Elem School I Reward Highest-Progress Yes 

Mercer Hamilton Twp Yardville FG Reward Highest-Progress No 

Mercer Hopewell Valley Regional Hopewell I Reward Highest-Progress No 

Mercer W Windsor-Plainsboro Reg Community Middle School J Reward Highest-Progress Yes 

Middlesex Edison Twp James Madison Inter GH Reward Highest-Progress No 

Middlesex Monroe Twp Oak Tree Elem FG Reward Highest-Progress No 

Middlesex South Brunswick Twp Greenbrook Elem School I Reward Highest-Progress Yes 
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County Name 

 
District Name 

 
School Name 

 
DFG 

School 

Classification 
 
Reason for Classification 

 
Title I? 

Middlesex South Plainfield Boro John F Kennedy FG Reward Highest-Progress No 

Middlesex South Plainfield Boro John E Riley FG Reward Highest-Progress No 

Middlesex Woodbridge Twp Indiana Avenue DE Reward Highest-Progress No 

Middlesex Woodbridge Twp Kennedy Park DE Reward Highest-Progress No 

Middlesex Woodbridge Twp Mawbey Street DE Reward Highest-Progress No 

Monmouth Oceanport Boro Wolf Hill GH Reward Highest-Progress Yes 

Morris Mendham Twp Mendham Twp Elem J Reward Highest-Progress No 

Morris Parsippany-Troy Hills Twp Northvail GH Reward Highest-Progress No 

Morris Long Hill Twp Central Middle I Reward Highest-Progress No 

Ocean Island Heights Boro Island Heights Elem GH Reward Highest-Progress No 

Somerset Bridgewater-Raritan Reg Adamsville I Reward Highest-Progress Yes 

Somerset Warren Twp Woodland School I Reward Highest-Progress No 

Union Westfield Town Tamaques I Reward Highest-Progress Yes 

Union Westfield Town Washington I Reward Highest-Progress No 

Warren Hackettstown Willow Grove Street DE Reward Highest-Progress Yes 

Charter Foundation Academy Cs Foundation Academy Cs R Reward Highest-Progress Yes 

Charter Discovery Cs Discovery Cs R Reward Highest-Progress Yes 

Atlantic Atlantic Co Vocational Atlantic Cty Inst Of Tech V Reward Highest-Performing Yes 

Bergen Bergen County Vocational Bergen Acads Hackensack V Reward Highest-Performing No 

Bergen Bergen County Vocational Technical Sch-Teterboro V Reward Highest-Performing No 

Bergen Northern Highlands Reg Northern Highlands Reg H J Reward Highest-Performing No 

Bergen Northern Valley Regional N Valley Reg H Demarest I Reward Highest-Performing Yes 

Bergen Northern Valley Regional N Valley Reg H Old Tappan I Reward Highest-Performing No 

Bergen Pascack Valley Regional Pascack Hills High I Reward Highest-Performing No 

Bergen Pascack Valley Regional Pascack Valley High I Reward Highest-Performing Yes 

Bergen Ramapo-Indian Hill Reg Ramapo High I Reward Highest-Performing No 

Bergen Ramsey Boro Ramsey High I Reward Highest-Performing No 

Bergen Ramsey Boro Mary A Hubbard I Reward Highest-Performing No 

Bergen Ramsey Boro Wesley D Tisdale I Reward Highest-Performing Yes 

Bergen Ridgefield Park Twp Grant DE Reward Highest-Performing Yes 

Bergen Ridgefield Park Twp Roosevelt DE Reward Highest-Performing No 

Bergen Ridgewood Village Ridgewood High J Reward Highest-Performing No 
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County Name 

 
District Name 

 
School Name 

 
DFG 

School 

Classification 
 
Reason for Classification 

 
Title I? 

Bergen Tenafly Boro Tenafly High I Reward Highest-Performing No 

Camden Cherry Hill Twp Cherry Hill High - East GH Reward Highest-Performing No 

Camden Haddonfield Boro Haddonfield Memorial High J Reward Highest-Performing No 

Cape May Cape May Co Vocational Cape May Co Tech H S V Reward Highest-Performing Yes 

Essex Essex Co Voc-Tech Essex Cty Voc Bloomfield V Reward Highest-Performing Yes 

Essex Essex Co Voc-Tech West Market Street Center V Reward Highest-Performing Yes 

Essex Livingston Twp Livingston Sr. High I Reward Highest-Performing Yes 

Essex Millburn Twp Millburn Sr High J Reward Highest-Performing No 

Essex Montclair Town Watchung I Reward Highest-Performing No 

Essex Newark City Science Park High A Reward Highest-Performing Yes 

Hudson Hudson County Vocational High Tech High School V Reward Highest-Performing Yes 

Hudson Jersey City Dr Ronald Mc Nair Acad Hs B Reward Highest-Performing Yes 

Hunterdon N Hunt/Voorhees Regional North Hunterdon Reg High I Reward Highest-Performing No 

Hunterdon N Hunt/Voorhees Regional Voorhees High I Reward Highest-Performing No 

Mercer W Windsor-Plainsboro Reg Wwindsor-Plainsboro South J Reward Highest-Performing No 

Mercer W Windsor-Plainsboro Reg Wwindsor-Plainsboro North J Reward Highest-Performing Yes 

Middlesex Middlesex Co Vocational Mdsx Co Voc Acd Sci/Eng V Reward Highest-Performing No 

Monmouth Freehold Regional Manalapan High GH Reward Highest-Performing No 

Monmouth Holmdel Twp Holmdel High School I Reward Highest-Performing No 

Monmouth Monmouth Co Vocational Communications High Sch V Reward Highest-Performing No 

Monmouth Monmouth Co Vocational High Technology High Sch V Reward Highest-Performing No 

Monmouth Monmouth Co Vocational Marine Acad Sci & Tech V Reward Highest-Performing No 

Monmouth Monmouth Co Vocational Acad Allied Health & Sci V Reward Highest-Performing No 

Monmouth Monmouth Co Vocational Biotechnology H. S. V Reward Highest-Performing No 

Monmouth Rumson-Fair Haven Reg Rumson Fair Haven Reg H J Reward Highest-Performing No 

Morris Sch Dist Of The Chathams Chatham High J Reward Highest-Performing No 

Morris Sch Dist Of The Chathams Washington Ave J Reward Highest-Performing No 

Morris Hanover Park Regional Whippany Park High GH Reward Highest-Performing No 

Morris Madison Boro Madison High I Reward Highest-Performing Yes 

Morris Madison Boro Kings Road I Reward Highest-Performing No 

Morris Mendham Boro Mountain View J Reward Highest-Performing No 

Morris Mendham Twp Mendham Twp Middle J Reward Highest-Performing No 
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County Name 

 
District Name 

 
School Name 

 
DFG 

School 

Classification 
 
Reason for Classification 

 
Title I? 

Morris Morris County Vocational Morris Co Sch Of Tech V Reward Highest-Performing Yes 

Morris Mountain Lakes Boro Briarcliff J Reward Highest-Performing No 

Morris Pequannock Twp Pequannock Twp High GH Reward Highest-Performing Yes 

Morris West Morris Regional West Morris Central High I Reward Highest-Performing No 

Ocean Ocean County Vocational M.A.T.E.S. V Reward Highest-Performing No 

Ocean Ocean County Vocational Performing Arts Academy V Reward Highest-Performing No 

Salem Salem County Vocational Salem Co Career&tech H S V Reward Highest-Performing Yes 

Somerset Bernards Twp Ridge High J Reward Highest-Performing No 

Somerset Bridgewater-Raritan Reg Brdgwtr-Raritn High Sch I Reward Highest-Performing No 

Somerset Montgomery Twp Montgomery High J Reward Highest-Performing No 

Union Berkeley Heights Twp Governor Livingston H S I Reward Highest-Performing No 

Union Elizabeth City No 7 Terence C Reilly Es A Reward Highest-Performing Yes 

Union Elizabeth City No 22 William F Halloran A Reward Highest-Performing No 

Union New Providence Boro New Providence High I Reward Highest-Performing No 

Union New Providence Boro New Providence Middle Sch I Reward Highest-Performing No 

Union Summit City Lincoln-Hubbard Elem Sch I Reward Highest-Performing No 

Union Union County Vocational Acad For Allied Hlth Sci V Reward Highest-Performing No 

Union Union County Vocational Academy For Info Tech V Reward Highest-Performing No 

Union Union County Vocational Union Cty Magnet High Sch V Reward Highest-Performing No 

Union Union County Vocational Union Cty Voc Tech V Reward Highest-Performing Yes 

Charter Classical Academy Cs Of C Classical Academy Cs Of C R Reward Highest-Performing Yes 

Charter Robert Treat Academy Cs Robert Treat Academy Cs R Reward Highest-Performing Yes 
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APPENDIX E 

NJASK AND HSPA PERFORMANCE BY SUBGROUP 

2012 COMPARISONS 
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GRADE 3 NJASK SUBGROUP PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS 
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GRADE 4 NJASK SUBGROUP PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS 
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GRADE 5 NJASK SUBGROUP PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS 
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GRADE 6 NJASK SUBGROUP PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS 
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GRADE 7 NJASK SUBGROUP PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS 
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GRADE 8 NJASK SUBGROUP PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS 
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GRADE 11 HSPA SUBGROUP PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS 
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APPENDIX F 

ACADEMIC PROFILE CHARTS/INFORMATION 
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Post Graduate Plans 
 

 
Year 

 
4-Year 
College 

2-Year 
College/ 

Trade 

Specialized 
Training 

 
Employment 

 
Military 

 
Other 

 
2007 

 
36% 

 
44% 

 
3% 

 
14% 

 
3% 

 
-- 

 
2008 

 
39% 

 
40% 

 
4% 

 
10% 

 
-- 

 
7% 

 
2009 

 
41% 

 
31% 

 
10% 

 
1% 

 
-- 

 
10% 

 
2010 

 
45% 

 
38% 

 
1% 

 
6% 

 
2% 

 
7% 

 
2011 

 

44% 
 

49% 
 

2% 
 

1% 
 

-- 
 

4% 

2012 33% 54% 4% 1% 5% 3% 

 

 

 

Class of 2012 

Students’ 

Rank 
College Acceptances College Attended 

1 Bryn Mawr College (PA), Hamilton College (NY) Hamilton College 

2 

University of Delaware (DE), Drexel University 

(PA), Hofstra University (NY), University of 

Pittsburgh (PA), Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 

(NY), Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey 

at New Brunswick (NJ), Ursinus College (PA) 

University of 

Pittsburgh 

3 

Boston University (MA), Cornell University (NY), 

Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey at New 

Brunswick (NJ) 

Cornell University 
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4 

Kean University (NJ), Rider University (NJ), 

Rowan University (NJ), Rutgers, The State 

University of New Jersey at New Brunswick (NJ), 

Towson University (MD) 

Rutgers, The State 

University of New 

Jersey at New 

Brunswick  

5 

Campbell University (NC), Champlain College 

(VT), Chestnut Hill College (PA), Emmanuel 

College (MA), Gloucester County College (NJ), 

Harrisburg University of Science and Technology 

(PA), University of Hartford (CT), Manhattan 

College (NY), Rutgers, The State University of 

New Jersey at Camden (NJ), Rutgers, The State 

University of New Jersey at New Brunswick (NJ), 

Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey at 

Newark (NJ), Washington College (MD) 

Gloucester County 

College 

6 Gloucester County College 
Gloucester County 

College 

7 Gloucester County College 
Gloucester County 

College 

8 

Albany College of Pharmacy (NY), Howard 

University (DC), Massachusetts College of 

Pharmacy and Health Science-Worchester (MA), 

Messiah College (PA), University of Sciences in 

Philadelphia (PA) 

University of 

Sciences in 

Philadelphia  

9 

University of Delaware (DE), Elon University 

(NC), University of Massachusetts-Amherst (MA), 

The College of New Jersey (NJ), Rutgers, The State 

University of New Jersey at New Brunswick (NJ) 

The College of 

New Jersey 

10 

Fairleigh Dickinson University (NJ), Monmouth 

University (NJ), Montclair State University(NJ), 

Richard Stockton College of New Jersey(NJ), 

Rowan University (NJ) 

Fairleigh 

Dickinson 

University 
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Woodbury High School                
25 North Broad Street 
Woodbury, NJ  08096 

Tel.  (856) 853-0123             Fax (856) 853-2684 

 

 

2012-2013 PROFILE 
CEEB:  311-635  

 

 
Principal           Director of Pupil Personnel Services Pre K-12 

Denise Dunham (Ext. 212)         Edward F. Murphy (Ext. 225) 

Assistant Principal –Ellen Grimes 

 

Counselor, Grades 9-12, A-L      Counselor, Grades 9-12, M-Z     Student Assistance Counselor 

Daniel Howey (Ext. 227)            Joseph Jarrett (Ext. 256)           Donna Lacovara (Ext. 251) 

                      

 

Basic Information 

             

Faculty-79                          Classrooms – 62 / Library – 1  

Student/Counselor Ratio – 220:1                          2012 Graduating Class – 113  

 

Community 

 

Founded by Quakers in 1683, Woodbury owes its rich historical atmosphere and vitality to a strong community dedicated to 

preserving the best of the past while welcoming the innovations of the future.  A multicultural population enjoys numerous civic 

organizations and religious groups in this tightly knit town of 10,900 residents.  A diverse range of socio-economic and ethnic 

backgrounds are represented.  Active alumni, parent-teacher associations, and other volunteers support the three elementary schools, 

the junior high school, and the high school both financially and with their time, believing that the strength of a community is directly 

related to the strength of its schools.  Many residents also dedicate time to coaching community youth sports, leading scout groups, 

and mentoring students. 

 

As the County seat, Woodbury draws employees from all over the region to work in its law offices, courtrooms, and governmental 

agencies.  An expanding regional hospital with attendant medical offices is also located here. A large regional daily newspaper is 

also based in Woodbury.  The staff of this newspaper mentors Woodbury’s high school students in the skills required to produce a 

quality school paper. 

 

Culturally, this small city boasts an active amateur theater group, garden club, and musical ensembles.  It recently signed a landmark 

“Twinning Contract” with its sister city in Bury, England in order to facilitate the exchange of students, youth sports and cultural 

groups between the two cities.  Within three hours of Washington, D.C., Baltimore, and New York City, Woodbury is located 10 

miles southeast of Philadelphia.  It enjoys the cultural opportunities of these cities while retaining its own intimate atmosphere. 

 

 

Program 

 

The school day consists of eight 42-minute periods from 7:55 a.m. to 2:35 p.m.  Woodbury offers a strong College Prep core 

curriculum. Advanced Placement (AP) courses are available in American Government/Politics, Biology Calculus AB or BC, 

Chemistry w/lab, English Language 11, English Literature 12, Music Theory, Physics, Psychology, Spanish and U.S. History I/ U.S. 

History II.  Honors courses (HN) are available in English, Mathematics, Science, Social Studies, and World Language.  Students 

have access to state-of-the-art technology including the Internet, interactive distance learning, and on-line AP and college courses.  

For those who qualify, there is an opportunity for students to earn college credits at the county and/or state colleges.   

 

Co-Curricular Activities 

 

Offerings include seventeen varsity sports teams that play in the Colonial Conference, the second oldest conference in New Jersey.  

Clubs and activities include a school newspaper, literary magazine, theater groups and others ranging from language and ethnic 

groups to clubs for science and math.  There are several school service organizations, an ecology club, as well as clubs geared toward 

improving school life.  An Academic Bowl contest is also held each year.  Students’ activities and athletics are an important part of 

the overall high school experience. 

Graduation Requirements 
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130 credits are required for graduation, which include the following courses: 

 

One year of Fine/Performing Arts            Three years of Math  Three years of Social Studies 

Four years of Physical Education/Health           Three years of Science  Five years of English 

One year of 20th Century/Careers & Technology           One year of Foreign Language 

Additional electives are scheduled for each student to meet the requirements of 130 credits. 

 

Testing 

 

The District administers local, state, and national tests throughout a student’s school years.   The state-established Proficiency 

Assessment (HSPA) is administered to 11th grade students in March.  Honors level sophomores and all juniors have the opportunity 

to take the Preliminary Scholastic Achievement Test (PSAT/National Merit) in October.  SAT testing is administered three times per 

year at the school. 

  

 

Grading 

 

A numerical system is used for grading with 65 as the minimum passing grade.  Grades are reported quarterly.  Final examinations 

are required in all academic subjects.   

 

A = 100 – 90  B = 89 – 80  C = 79 – 70  D = 69 – 65      F = below 65 

 

 

Ranking 

 

Rank is cumulative and based on all grades earned.  The more demanding honors and AP classes are weighted. Courses carrying 

additional weight are: Spanish III-IV, Chinese III/IV, English 9 –10 Honors, Biology Honors w/lab, Chemistry Honors w/lab, 

Physics Honors, World History/Cultures Honors, Integrated Algebra II Honors, Integrated Algebra III Honors, Pre-Calculus, and 

Math Analysis.    Advanced placement courses are college-level courses offered in the high school for students who are interested in 

pursuing a rigorous, demanding program of study and research.  Students who select these courses may take the Advanced Placement 

Examination administered by Educational Testing Services to determine if they qualify for college credits.  Offered are:  American 

Government/Politics, Biology Calculus AB or BC, Chemistry w/lab, English Language 11, English Literature 12, Music Theory, 

Physics, Psychology, Spanish, Statistics and U.S. History I/ U.S. History II.  All Honors and Advanced Placement are weighted at a 

1.10 value factor.  Note only students who will be enrolled for at WHS for at least two full years are ranked.   

 

 

Post Secondary Plans – Class of 2012 

113 Graduates 

 

4-Year College – 33%                 2-Year College/Trade – 54%             Specialized Training – 4% 

Military – 5% Other – 3% 

 

 

Members of the Class of 2012 enrolled in the following post secondary schools: 

 

Alvernia University New Jersey Institute of Technology  

Anderson University - SC Richard Stockton College of New Jersey  

Bloomfield College Rider University  

Camden County College Rizzieri Beauty School  

Cornell University Rowan University  

Delaware College of Art and Design Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey at Camden  

Delaware State College Salem Community College  

Fairleigh Dickinson University The College of New Jersey  

Full Sail University University of Maryland, College Park  

Gloucester County College University of Pittsburgh  

Hamilton College - NY University of Sciences in Philadelphia  

Louisiana State University West Virginia University  

Neumann University Widener University  
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BUDGET INFORMATION 
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 $13,000,000
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2008-09
20.0%
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2009-10
5.0%

Increase

2010-11
9.1%

Decrease

2011-12
2.15%

Increase

2012-13
3.4%

Increase

 $11,432,822  
 $11,930,033  

 $10,770,826  

 $11,235,066  
 $11,612,660  

 $14,261,911  

 $14,821,467  

 $15,319,556   $15,319,556  

 $14,386,252  

State Aid Amount Per Year 

State Aid Received Amount District Should Receive (per Formula)
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EXHIBIT J-7 

CITY OF WOODBURY SCHOOL DISTRICT 

DIRECT AND OVERLAPPING PROPERTY TAX RATES 

LAST TEN FISCAL YEARS 

(Rate per $100 of Assessed Value) 

       

       

       

       

FISCAL 

SCHOOL 

DISTRICT 

 

OVERLAPPING RATES TOTAL 

YEAR DIRECT RATE 

 

CITY   COUNTY DIRECT AND 

ENDED LOCAL 

 

OF GLOUCESTER OPEN OVERLAPPING 

JUNE 

30, SCHOOL 

 

WOODBURY COUNTY SPACE TAX RATE 

       2012 2.056 

 

1.489 0.525 0.042 4.112 

2011 3.241 

 

2.402 0.910 0.073 6.626 

2010 3.049 

 

2.324 0.943 0.075 6.391 

2009 2.981 

 

2.226 1.001 0.079 6.287 

2008 3.105 

 

2.102 0.968 0.076 6.251 

2007 3.208 

 

1.911 0.860 0.068 6.047 

2006 3.100 

 

1.787 0.820 0.060 5.767 

2005 2.933 

 

1.532 0.847 0.027 5.339 

2004 2.817 

 

1.461 0.721 0.024 5.023 

2003 2.722 

 

1.368 0.671 0.023 4.784 

       Source: Municipal Tax Collector 
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EXHIBIT J-4
(Page 1 of 2)

2012 2011 2010 2009 2008 2007 2006 2005 2004 2003
Revenues
    Tax Levy $12,472,452 11,778,303 11,228,448 11,253,710 12,149,869 11,907,352 11,350,932 10,694,975 10,443,974 10,000,893
    Tuition Charges 95,177 237,970 211,427 139,036 203,188 159,486 72,738 95,731 136,532 40,275
    Miscellaneous 163,832 241,669 47,508 1,268,496 909,063 915,377 785,327 336,526 94,873 68,513
    State Sources 13,795,451 13,080,389 11,599,198 12,956,185 12,700,911 11,879,437 11,204,910 21,049,935 10,519,556 9,897,194
    Federal Sources 2,021,093 2,074,477 3,471,548 1,493,855 1,200,393 1,178,469 1,145,214 1,293,659 1,464,496 1,203,602

    Total Revenue 28,548,005 27,412,808 26,558,129 27,111,282 27,163,424 26,040,121 24,559,121 33,470,826 22,659,431 21,210,477

Expenditures
  Instruction:
    Regular Instruction 8,813,918 8,995,533 8,632,040 8,524,922 9,147,888 8,267,480 7,771,841 8,280,213 8,028,727 7,506,135
    Special Education Instruction 1,690,450 1,692,898 1,524,872 1,445,226 1,196,322 1,178,141 1,068,187 1,045,729 1,115,236 1,207,633
    Other Special Instruction 271,613 396,957 625,917 650,740 103,547 130,873 151,714 201,069 107,262 118,802
    Other Instruction 730,984 700,454 682,307 578,206 518,148 514,651 547,895 536,445 535,094 503,891
Support Services:
    Tuition 1,303,916 1,160,778 1,493,803 1,430,669 1,593,383 1,141,627 1,145,135 1,086,365 1,005,475 794,216
    Attendance & Social Work Services 27,131 24,577 29,370 28,539 41,965 37,652 53,971 52,919 17,003 16,718
    Health Services 275,999 257,470 246,695 236,798 225,082 218,842 197,486 191,162 182,596 183,414
    Student & Instruction Related Services 2,438,875 2,193,972 1,909,246 2,085,742 1,945,770 1,927,302 1,835,033 1,953,190 1,803,852 1,789,237
    Educational Media Services 130,338 179,799 194,478 199,609 164,650 156,767 183,678 256,676 239,206 290,543
    Instructional Staff Training 61,008 45,322 109,549 29,029 151,340 155,813 117,658 194,085 232,335 215,382
    General Administrative Services 571,845 592,219 543,022 643,310 701,842 581,870 510,222 633,738 787,584 649,265
    School Administrative Services 883,041 904,197 909,251 852,480 816,165 806,914 824,263 852,568 892,544 861,593
    Central Services 315,754 311,357 268,925 417,519 480,924 227,761 213,649 211,047
    Admin Information Technology 102,534 142,158 148,066 188,978 137,026 121,411 56,765 67,095
    Plant Operations & Maintenance 1,713,420 2,080,648 1,881,515 1,756,971 2,447,624 1,760,843 1,962,911 1,565,360 1,581,229 1,526,164
    Pupil Transportation 622,976 579,843 554,373 537,829 503,694 564,612 519,632 521,482 527,720 473,760
    Business & Other Support Services 217,771 211,082
    Unallocated Benefits 5,550,055 4,986,795 4,842,037 4,613,787 5,050,647 4,849,751 3,945,300 3,830,611 3,642,709 3,181,965
    Nonbudgeted On-Behalf TPAF
    Reimbursed TPAF Social Security
Capital Outlay 574,537 453,919 1,260,063 2,260,113 5,350,550 11,728,053 5,323,448 545,505 940,569 2,171,673
Debt Service:
    Principal 1,376,000 1,250,000 1,150,000 1,185,000 1,097,024 993,000 808,000 655,000 625,000 590,000
    Interest & Other Charges 545,410 597,073 644,560 693,314 742,767 788,678 828,068 553,254 402,343 441,496

    Total Expenditures 27,999,804 27,545,969 27,650,089 28,358,781 32,416,358 36,152,041 28,064,856 23,233,513 22,884,255 22,732,969

EXHIBIT J-4

(Page 2 of 2)

2012 2011 2010 2009 2008 2007 2006 2005 2004 2003

Excess (Deficiency) of Revenues

    Over/(Under) Expenditures 548,201 (133,161) (1,091,960) (1,247,499) (5,252,934) (10,111,920) (3,505,735) 10,237,313 (224,824) (1,522,492)

Other Financing Sources/(Uses):

    Proceeds from Borrowing 13,052,210

    Capital Leases - Non Budgeted 44,106 391,852 175,866

    Cancellation of Prior Year Grant (62,405) 21,366

    Cancellation of Prior Year A/P 27,065

    Cancellation of 2001 Lease Purchase (18,668)

    Cancellation of EDA Receivables (7,674) (790,330) (103,289)

    Transfers in 361,720 872,607 19,600 198,150 750,434 491,194 224,226 33,461 2,612

    Transfers Out (361,720) (872,607) (19,600) (198,150) (750,434) (491,194) (205,558) (33,461) (2,612)

Total Other Financing Sources/(Uses) (7,674) (790,330) (35,340) 13,117,682 288,563 175,866

Net Change in Fund Balances $548,201 (133,161) (1,099,634) (2,037,829) (5,252,934) (10,147,260) (3,505,735) 23,354,995 63,739 (1,346,626)

Debt Service as a Percentage of

    Noncapital Expenditures 7.0% 6.8% 6.8% 7.2% 6.8% 7.3% 7.2% 5.3% 4.7% 5.0%

Source: District records

* Debt Service Not Included

Note: Noncapital expenditures are total expenditures less capital outlay.

LAST TEN FISCAL YEARS

(Modified Accrual Basis of Accounting)

CITY OF WOODBURY SCHOOL DISTRICT
CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES, GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS,

LAST TEN FISCAL YEARS
(Modified Accrual Basis of Accounting)

CITY OF WOODBURY SCHOOL DISTRICT

CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES, GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS,
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Woodbury City Public School District 

Serial Bond & Capital Lease Obligations Combined  

Fiscal Year Ending in: 

            

  
 GRAND TOTAL 

 
2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 

          
  

 Capital 
Leases 

 

           
6,958,967.70  

 

       
920,167.50  

       
918,137.50  

            
593,700.00  

         
565,512.50  

       
566,987.50  

        
567,512.50  

       
567,087.50  

       
565,712.70  

          
  

 
Bonds 

 

        
17,726,809.00  

 

       
927,372.50  

       
984,734.00  

        
1,226,235.00  

      
1,281,560.00  

   
1,354,422.50  

    
1,448,940.00  

   
1,213,940.00  

       
985,940.00  

  
  

 
                

TOTAL 
 

        
24,685,776.70  

 

   
1,847,540.00  

   
1,902,871.50  

        
1,819,935.00  

      
1,847,072.50  

   
1,921,410.00  

    
2,016,452.50  

   
1,781,027.50  

   
1,551,652.70  

            

            

            

  
2016 

 
2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 

            Capital 
Leases 

 

              
563,387.50  

 

       
565,112.50  

       
565,650.00  

      

            
Bonds 

 

              
912,315.00  

 

       
839,690.00  

       
767,440.00  

        
1,049,240.00  

      
1,014,840.00  

       
970,640.00  

        
912,140.00  

       
918,340.00  

       
919,020.00  

  
  

 
                

TOTAL 
 

           
1,475,702.50  

 

   
1,404,802.50  

   
1,333,090.00  

        
1,049,240.00  

      
1,014,840.00  

       
970,640.00  

        
912,140.00  

       
918,340.00  

       
919,020.00  
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APPENDIX H 

FACILITY PROJECT CHART 
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Approximate 
    Date of 

Completion 
 

Location 
 

Description 

          

Summer 2012 
 

High School 

 
Classroom Renovations in Q &P Hallway (15 rooms) 

    

Installed additional security equipment 

    

Expanded Wi-Fi system 

Summer 2012 
 

Walnut 
 

Removal of basement door, masonry repair and fill of old stairs 

    

Installed complete Wi-Fi system 

     Summer 2012 
 

Evergreen 
 

Installed complete Wi-Fi system 

    

Installed additional security equipment 

     Spring 2012 
 

Westend 
 

Repave and expand playground surface 

Summer 2012 
   

Masonary repair and installation of railings at front stairs 

    

All purpose room door replacement for one set of doors 

    

Installed complete Wi-Fi system 

    

Removal of dead trees in front of school 

               

Summer 2011 
 

High School 

 
Sciene Lab renovation 

    
Jr./Sr. High Main Office renovation 

    
Exterior Doors replacement between Main office and Library 

    
Installed additional security equipment 

    
Install new phone system 

  
Walnut 

 
Stage Curtain replacement (HAS donation) 

    
Smart Board Installation (K-2) 

    
Installed security equipment 

    
Kitchen renovation/reconfiguration 

    
Install new phone system 

  
Evergreen 

 
Smart Board Installation (K-2) 

    
Purchase of ipad cart for classroom use 

    
Installed security equipment 

    
Install new phone system 

  
West End 

 
Smart Board Installation 

    
Chalk boards replaced with white boards K-2 grades 

    
Electrical Upgrades 

    
Kitchen renovation/reconfiguration 

    
Install new phone system 

          

Summer 2010 
 

Francis Avenue 
 

Baseball field regrade - 200 ton topsoil 

  
High School 

 
Front walkway asphalt replaced with concrete 

  
High School 

 

Asbestos abatement of Main, HS Guidance and Asst. Principal offices floors and 
replace floor 

  
High School 

 
Art Room Casework 

  
High School 

 
Library coping 
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High School 

 
A-Hall - Two classrooms renovated - In-House project 

  
High School 

 
Remaining HS Tennis Court Fence Replacement 

  
High School 

 
Replace generator 

  
High School 

 
Completion of Door replacement in Capt Paine Gym and Blue Cafeteria 

  
Walnut 

 
Replace Seweral lateral on Walnut Street side of building 

  
Evergreen 

 

Renovate small group instructional space into two faculty (handicap accessible) 
bathrooms 

  
Evergreen 

 
Build wall in library to separate computer lab 

  
Evergreen 

 
Reasphalt back of school 

  
Evergreen 

 
Asphalt to create additional parking spaces in front of school 

  
West End 

 
Installed security equipment in back of building 

          

Summer 2009 
 

West End 
 

Parking Lot Renovation and Drop Off 

  
West End 

 
Classroom facuet replacement 

  
Walnut 

 
Parking Lot Renovation with Partial Fencing replacement 

  
Walnut 

 
Flag pole installation 

  
Walnut 

 
Office renovation 

  
Walnut 

 
Partial replacement of sewer line 

  
Walnut 

 
Renovation of faculty room bathrooom 

  
Walnut 

 
Renovation of computer room 

  
High School 

 
Classroom Renovations - Band, Choir, M-Hall Classrooms 

  
High School 

 
Tennis Court Drainage and partial fencing 

  
High School 

 
Water fountain replacment 

  
High School 

 
Floor replacement in E-Hall 

  
High School 

 
Geothermal water treatment filler 

  
High School Annex 

 
Installation of Smart Boards 

  
High School Annex 

 
Installation of water fountains 

  
Evergreen 

 
Installation of room dividers - permanent construction 

  
Evergreen 

 
Classroom facuet replacement 

          

Summer 2008 
 

Walnut 
 

Partial Demolition of 1889 portion of building and Renovations to small group 
instructional rooms, boys and girls lavatory, staff lavatory, main office, library, 
computer lab. Casework installed on stage and faculty lounge 

  
HS/Cap Paine Gym 

 
Replacment of Lobby interior doors 

  
HS/Cap Paine Gym 

 
Refinished maple foor in Cap Paine Gym with logos and colored lines  

  
HS/Cap Paine Gym 

 
Installation of new concrete sidewalks and curbs outside the new entrance 

  
High School 

 
1st Floor Terrazzo Floor 

  
High School 

 
Stadium, Press box, Bathrooms, Parking lot resurfacing, etc 

  
High School 

 
Archery range constructed 

  
High School 

 
New Office in A-Hall 

  
High School 

 
Installation of new kiln 

  
High School 

 
Water heater replacements 

  
High School Annex 

 
Crawl space - concrete and sump pump 

  
High School Annex 

 
Complete interior door replacement 

  
High School Annex 

 
All Classrooms and Office Renovations 

  
Francis Avenue 

 
Installation of discus cage 

  
Francis Avenue 

 
Installation of baseball dugout 
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West End 

 
Roof replacement 

  
West End 

 
Installation of exterior lighting 

  
Evergreen 

 
2nd Playground installation 

  
Evergreen 

 
Roof replacement 

  
Evergreen 

 
Installation of exterior lighting 

          

Summer 2007 
 

Walnut 
 

School-wide HVAC 

  
Walnut 

 
Installation of 480 volt electric service 

  
Walnut 

 
Installation of new front sign 

  
High School Annex 

 
Installation of bathroom hand dryers 

  
High School Annex 

 
Window Replacement 

  
HS/Cap Paine Gym 

 
Locker replacement in the girl's and boy's lockerroom 

  
HS/Cap Paine Gym 

 
Installation of two icemakers in lockerrooms 

  
HS/Cap Paine Gym 

 
Installation of motorized gym bleachers 

  
High School 

 
Tennis Court Resurfacing 

  
High School 

 
Remodel selected classrooms 

  
High School 

 
Installation of stairwell flooring 

  
High School 

 
2nd stage of exterior building repointing 

  
High School 

 
Installation of football scoreboard 

  
High School 

 
Installation of 480 volt electric service 

  
High School 

 
Renovation of concession stand 

  
High School 

 
Added football comples irrigation/drainage 

  
West End 

 
Repointing of handicap ramps 

  
West End  

 
Replacements of water fountains 

  
West End 

 
Installation of a 480 volt electric service 

  
Evergreen 

 
Exterior basketball pole installation 

  
Evergreen 

 
480 volt electric service installation 

          

Spring 2007 
 

High School 
 

School-wide HVAC 

  
West End 

 
School-wide HVAC 

  
Evergreen 

 
School-wide HVAC 

          

Winter 2006 
 

High School 
 

Auditorium Renovations 

          

Summer 2006 
 

High School  
 

2nd and 3rd Floor Terrazzo Floor 

  
HS/Cap Paine Gym 

 
Renovation of the Trainer's Room 

  
HS/Cap Paine Gym 

 
Renovation of the Cardio Room 

  
HS/Cap Paine Gym  

 
Renovation of the Weight Room 

  
HS/Cap Paine Gym 

 
Installation of bathroom hand dryers in bathrooms in the Cap Paine Gym 

  
High School 

 
Resurface main driveway asphalt 

  
High School 

 
Replacement of lockers in hallways I-O-P & Q 

  
High School 

 
Installation of new carpet in the board office and board conference room 

  
High School 

 
Installation of bathroom hand dryers in various bathrooms 

  
High School 

 
Installation of the Score board in the New Cafeteria 

  
High School 

 
Refinished floor in the Old Cafeteria 

  
High School 

 
Installation of glass window block in K-hall  
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High School  

 
1st stage of exterior building repointing 

  
High School Annex 

 
Installation of bathroom hand dryers 

  
Francis Avenue 

 
Installation of a new shed 

  
Francis Avenue 

 
Installation of a new gate 

  
West End 

 
Installation of two sheds 

  
West End 

 
Structural repairs done 

  
West End 

 
Crawl space, sump pump system and concrete swale  

  
West End 

 
Installation of communication tower 

  
West End 

 
Front sidewalk concrete replacement - 510 feet 

  
West End 

 
Installation of new handryers 

  
Evergreen 

 
Resurface of parking lot 

  
Evergreen 

 
Resurface of asphalt sidewalks 

  
Evergreen 

 
1st playground installation 

  
Evergreen 

 
Installation of a new communication tower 

  
Evergreen 

 
Installation of handryers 

  
Walnut 

 
Installation of handryers 

          

Summer 2005 
 

District-wide 
 

Technology Upgrades - Wireless Network 

  
West End 

 
Classroom Renovations 

  
West End 

 
All Purpose Room window and lighting replacement 

  
West End 

 
Main Office Move 

  
West End 

 
Painting hallway tile 

  
West End 

 
Installation of dumpster enclosure 

  
HS/Cap Paine Gym 

 
Replacement of three interior garage doors in the Cap Paine Gym 

  
High School 

 
Locker replacements all but Annex, E-Hall and  

  
High School 

 
Fencing Replacement 

  
High School 

 
Tennis Court Resurfacing 

  
High School 

 
Baseball Dug Outs 

  
High School 

 
Softball Dug Outs 

  
High School 

 
Concrete replacement in the Board Office Courtyard 

  
High School 

 
Concrete replacement of the sidewalk on the High School front lawn 

  
High School 

 
Board Office parking lot asphalt replaced 

  
High School 

 
All exit lights in the stairwells on generator 

  
High School 

 
Dumpster trash enclosures 

  
High School 

 
6 Classroom Renovations - P Hall 

  
Francis Avenue 

 
Installation of new baseball scoreboard 

  
Evergreen 

 
Parking Lot resurfacing 

  
Evergreen 

 
Installation of a dumpster enclosure 

  
Evergreen 

 
Installation of a shed 

  
Walnut 

 
Installation of second playground 

  
Walnut 

 
Installation of playground border 

  
Walnut 

 
Installation of a dumpster enclosure 

          

Summer 2004 
 

High School Annex 
 

Four Bathrooms Renovated 

  
Francis Avenue 

 
Installation of varsity baseball dugout 

  
Francis Avenue 

 
Installation of varsity baseball in-field irrigation  
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West End 

 
Installation of exterior basketball courts 

  
West End 

 
All Purpose Room floor replacement 

  
West End 

 
New carpeting installed in hallways 

  
Evergreen 

 
Installation of new gate - rear of the building 

  
Evergreen 

 
Hallway carpet replacement 

          

Summer 2003 
 

West End 
 

Installation of playground equipment 

  
Walnut 

 
Installation of first playground  

          

Summer 2002 
 

Evergreen 
 

Addition of primary classroom 

  
Evergreen 

 
All Purpose Room renovated into Library 

          

Not including replacement of concrete throughout district 

General Painting has happened Summer 2008 and 2009 - (I'm not sure what happened prior to me being here) 
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APPENDIX I 

TECHNOLOGY REPLACEMENT CHART 
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TECHNOLOGY 

  Qty 07-08 08-09 09-10 10-11 11-12* 12-13 13-14 14-15 

Lab Cycle 
 

  
 

  
 

  
 

    

N33 19   
 

19 
 

  
 

  19 

N34 21   
 

19 
 

  
 

  19 

N32 22   
 

22 
 

  
 

  22 

N30 15 15 
 

  
 

  15     

Ace 24   
 

24 
 

  
 

24   

Library 22   
 

22 
 

  
 

  22 

Read180-E1 7 7 
 

  
 

7 
 

    

Read180-E6 7 7 
 

  
 

7 
 

    

Synergistics 12   
 

  
 

  
 

    

CAD 18   18   
 

  18     

West End 25   
 

25 
 

  
 

25   

Evergreen 25   
 

25 
 

  
 

25   

Walnut 24   
 

24 
 

  
 

24   

Art Rooms 8   
 

8 
 

  
 

  8 

  249   
 

  
 

  
 

    

Classroom Cycle     
 

  
 

  
 

    

HS 18 9 9   
 

18 
 

    

EV 40 40 
 

  
 

40 
 

    

WA 13 7 6   
 

  13     

WE 52 52 
 

  
 

52 
 

    

  123   
 

  
 

  
 

    

Office Cycle     
 

  
 

  
 

    

HS 34 2 
 

  36   
 

  36 

EV 6   
 

  6   
 

    

WA 6   
 

  6   
 

  6 

WE 7   
 

  6   
 

  6 

  53   
 

  
 

  
 

    

Staff Cycle     
 

  
 

  
 

    

HS 69   69   
 

  69     

EV 27   27   
 

  27     

WA 9   9   
 

  
 

9   

WE 30   30   
 

  
 

30   

  135   
 

  
 

  
 

    

Laptop Cycle                   

HS 41 15 
 

  26 15 
 

    

  HS Admin 14 2 
 

  15 1 
 

    

EV 24   
 

  24   
 

    

 EV Admin 1 1 
 

  1   
 

    

WA 30   
 

  30   
 

    

 WA Admin 4 3 
 

  1   
 

3   

WE 24   
 

  24   
 

    

  WE Admin 1   
 

  1   
 

    

  139   
 

  
 

  
 

    

Totals 699 160 168 188 176 140 142 140 138 

Desktop total 560 139 168 188 54 124 142 137 138 

Laptop Total 139 21 0 0 122 16 0 3 0 

  * Change from 4-year to 5-year Replacement Cycle   
 


